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Come back
Homecoming '99: Come and Salsa 'Canes
In Second Half
with a 30-yard field goalwith three seconds remaining after limping Hurricane
EDITOR
quarterbackKenny Kelly (20-36for 218
As the first half of flawlessness yards) converted a fateful fourth-andcrumbled into a fourth quarter of inepti- -17 from the BC 35.
tude, Boston College painfully squan"That's inexcusable," said BC dedered a 28-point lead and fell 31-28, fensive captain Pedro Cirino about the
victim to the largest comeback in Miloss. "This was a chance for us to make
ami history.
a statement in this program and make a
Nearly 15years after Doug Flutie's statement throughout the country.
Hail Mary miracle upset the Hurricanes We're on CBS, national TV. We have a
and placed BC firmly on the football lead like that. We give it up. It's inexmap, the Eagles (5-2) bullied 23rd cusable. It's inexcusable when you're
ranked Miami (3-3) for three quarters trying to develop a program like we're
and couldn't help but dream of a bowl doing here."
berth as they went up 28-0.
TheEagle collapse, which included
But the fourth quarter crashed the nearly non-existent pass coverage, disEagle party, and BC folded.
mal tacklingand a missed John Matich
The BC running attack suddenly field goal, culminated at 9:40 minutes
stalled, the previously efficientpassing of the fourth quarter. Cedric Washinggame cramped, and Miami woke up ton, who had a career day with 192
from a three quarter funk to score all yards on 29 carries, fumbled at the BC
31 of their points in the game's final six yard line on the first play after Mi17:11 minutes.
Andy Crosland sealed BC's fate
See MIAMI,Bl
By Mark Vernazza
HEIGHTS
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Students packed the dance floor at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel for the 1999 Homecoming Dance.

Students Savor the Spice ofLife at Salsa Night

agerfor theevent, it was estimated that
over 2,500 people attended the dance.
FOR THE HEIGHTS
UGBC ExecutiveDirector of ProFlyers posted around campus in- gramming Nando DiFino, A&S '00,
vited students to "Come and Salsa," attributed much of the success in term
and thatis exactly what they did at this of ticket sales to the way the event was
year's Homecoming Dance.
promoted. He specifically cited the
The Boston Park Plaza Hotel was Homecoming Countdown as an exthe venue chosen for the festivities, ample of the promotion.
which were held last Friday evening.
As far as the representation of the
According toihe production mandifferentacademic years at the dance,
By

Matt Sefick

By

DiFino said, "It's hard to find a happy
"I think that a lot of people were
medium through ticket sales."
skeptical at first," UGBC Director of
Last year, he said, tickets weresold Special Events Miles Delaney, A&S
with the freshman First Week packets, '02, said.
However, he believed most of
which elicited complaints from upperclassmen, who felt that they were not those opinions have changed.
given the opportunity to go.
"Salsa has a really catchy beat,"
The theme for this year's Home- Delaney said.
coming was Salsa, due to the growing
popularity of Latin music over the last
year.

He also attributed much of the

See SALSA, A4
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Jonathan Ordway reacts to the Eagles loss.

RetAHnNioRate Focus of Symposium Alcohol
Awareness

Sara Burnett

FOR THE HEIGHTS

The Office of AHANA Student Programs
organized a two-daysymposium entitled, "Models of Success: Retention of AHANA Students
from Elementary throughCollege Years," which
was held on October 21 and 22 at Boston College.
BC is highlyregarded for its success seeing
students of color through to graduation. The

symposium focused on the retention of African, program, Dan Bunch, said, "Many of these stuHispanic,Asian and NativeAmerican students. dents come from inner-city backgrounds, most
Aiming to recognize and propose solutions of whom were academically cheated."
to the problems facing the education of AHANA
The models highlighted at the symposium
students nationwide, the symposium featured were one of the BC's Office of AHANA Student Programs and the Options Through Eduspeakers from prestigious universities.
Specifically, it focused on identifying and cation (OTE) Programs, as well as the LTL Procorrecting these problems early on, enabling gram.
more AHANA students to enter and graduate
At the opening of the event, University
from colleges and universities.
President William P. Leahy, SJ expressed that
The Director of the Learning to Learn (LTL) one of the goals of the program was to "encour-
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The symposium addressed AHANAretention

rates at

Boston College as compared to other colleges and universities in the country.

'

age and foster the education of minorities, or as
we say atBC, AHANA students."
He added, "We need to share from time to
time what has worked."
Commemorating the 20th anniversary of the
OTE program, Leahy originally approached
Donald Brown, director of the Office of
AHANA Student Programs, eight months ago.
The goal was to gather a broad range of specialists to address theretention ofAHANA stu-

Week
ByKelly McMahon
HEIGHTS STAFF

dents.
Overall, the BC retention rate is 88 percent,
and that of AHANA students is 83 percent.
The retention rates of those students who
are currently enrolled in the OTEprogram is predicted to be 91.5 percent.
This number is higher than previous years
due to the strong academic achievement of the
freshman class.
The OTE program is a six-week summer
program completely funded by BC, in which students enhance their academic skills, particularly
in the areas of mathand English, and learnabout
college life.
The OTE program continues to guide the
enrolled students throughouttheir four years at
BC.
The federally-fundedLTL program is a sister program that has been formally recognized
by the U.S. Department of Education for generating improvement in students' grade point averages and college retention rates.
In an effort to target higher retention rates
in the future, the symposium also focused on
the need for educators to implement the discussedretention strategies early on in the education of minorities, evenasearly as the elementary level.
Bunch said, "What we need is to better prepare our teachers to teach our students for a better tomorrow."

Strobe lights flashed and music blared in

the Vanderslice Cabaret Room last Thursday
when friends gathered in the club-like atmosphere to laugh, socialize and unwind from the
week over various mixed drinks.
Students flowed in and out of the Cabaret
Room throughout the night, eager to try as many
drinks as possible. Many students even stopped
to laugh and have a drink with their RA.
The blenders all around the room were
whirling away, mixing drinks full force, and the
students' cups contained many different, flavorful beverages.
Noneof the drinks, however, contained any
alcohol.
Although at first glance the Cabaret Room
was vaguely reminiscent of the bar located adjacent to Fenway Park "Who's On First?", this
event's core purpose was very different from
the Boston College student hotspot's.
Dubbed "Who's On Lower?" as a play on
the bar's name, this gathering was part of the
events on campus planned in observance of
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week.
During the week, Resident Assistants
planned various programs in the residence halls
in order to attract students' attention tothe problems caused by alcohol in college life, and also

SeeMOCKTAIL,A2
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Cabaret Room Offers Alternative to Alcohol
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In a marathon UGBC Senate meeting that by any standards went into
overtime. Senate discussed the UGBC
Cabinet's proposal ,j invite Gerry
Adams, president of Sinn Fein, to speak
at Bosion'College.
Due to the controversial nature of
the proposed speaker, Senate had Vice
President of Student Affairs Kevin P.

Duffy spoke at Sunday's meeting.
According to Senate Chair Ryan
Winmill, A&S '00. there were three
objectives for the meetings.
First. Winmill sought to open up a
dialogue with Duffy.
Second, he sought to get feedback
on the Adams issue.
Third, he wanted to educate the
Senate on the issue.
Duffy asked senators if they
thought Adams was too controversial a
speaker for BC.
He responded to this question himself by citing past controversial personalities who had spoken at BC.
At the top of his list was Oliver
North, who spoke at BC during the illfamed Iran-Contra Congressional hear-

ings.
"I think it would be wrong for the
Senate to [vote against an event] because of the controversial nature of a
speaker." Duffy said.
Duffy also addressed concerns as

It was defined as the amount of alcohol that can be present in one's blood
before serious physical and
con-

the fact that alcohol is the most often
used drug in America today, and that
over one-third of college students describe themselves as binge drinkers.
Binge drinking is defined as hav-

show people that they don't need to
drink to have a good time, and also
make them aware of what alcohol can
do when it's abused."
He added, "I think the turnout to-

took place on
campus during Alcohol Awareness
est "'mocktail" party that

to the constitutionality of the way in
which UGBC is attempting to bring
Adams to BC and the apparent$25,000
cost of the event itself.
It was his view that these were issues Senate needed to decide on their
own.
"I think $25,000 is a lot ofmoney,
but it's not unheard of," Duffy said.
According to Duffy, many prominent figures make much more money
per speech than Adams.
Duffy also suggested that if Adams
does come to speak, a contract should
be drawn up between UGBC and the
Irish Institute at BC, who will be cosponsoring the event, to ascertain who
will be paying for what.
There has been some controversy
over the Irish Instituteand its involvement with UGBC Cabinet expenses.
Another issue brought up by
Winmill was whether Duffy thought it
was dangerous to give money to a man
who could potentially use that money
to finance terrorist activities in Northern Ireland.
Duffy slated that it was impossible
to know how Adams or any other
speaker would spend their money.
He noted that in me past, BC had
given money to controversial speakers
such as North, who could potentially
have used the money for his defense

See SENATE, A3
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content.

"mocktail" parties.
"Who's On Lower?" was the larg-

Senate Update
By

poslers was the meaning of bloodalco-

CONTrNUED FROM Al

i|

Week.
Thecentral attraction of "Who's on
Lower?" was the "mocktails," alternative versions ofpopular blended drinks
containing their traditional ingredients,
minus the alcohol.
Among those offered at the

blender-equipped "bars" stationed all
around the room were strawberry daiquiris, mudslides, orange creamsicles
and Oreo explosions.
Ingredients of the drinks included
vanilla ice cream, milk, chocolate
syrup, fresh fruits and crushed Oreo
cookies, which were then fashioned
into their respective "mocktail" via the

blenders.
Many of the students present at
"Who's on Lower?" found their way to

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ ROBIN WEINGARTEN

Mocktails and music provide an alternative to drinking for BC students.

sequences take place.
each "mocktail" station.
According to the poster, a person
"The drinks are so delicious," said with a blood alcohol content (BAC) of
Martha Plante, A&S '02 and a resident 0.08 percent is considered legally intoxicated in Massachusetts.
of Vanderslice Hall.
If the BAC reaches 0.5 percent, a
Enjoying another sip of her mockstrawberry daiquiri, she added, "I think person could die.
it's great that something like this was
A height and weight chart showing
organized. It's so nice to be able to just how many drinks a person at a given
it height, weightand sexcan have before
come down here and unwind
makes a perfect study break."
reaching certain BACs was also disIn addition to the "bars," the Cabaplayed.
ret Room's party atmosphere was
Anotherposter detailed alcoholic
complemented by a DJ and light effects. equivalencies for example, that one
Posters covered the walls, serving shot of hard liquor contains as much
alcohol as one 12-ounce beer.
as a source of information about alcohol abuse to the students present.
Facts about college students' alcoAmong the topics covered by the hol use were also posted, emphasizing
?

?

ing more than four alcoholic beverages
at one sitting.
The evening's event was staffed by
Resident Assistants from Lower Campus, who kept the events goingby manning the blenders, the hors d'oeuvres,
welcoming students and playing the
music.
George Atallah. A&S '00and the
Staff Assistant in 90 St. Thomas More
Drive, was among the RAs who staffed
the program. Atallah acted as the DJ
for "Who's on Lower?"

Regarding University Housing's
reason for creating events like "Who's
on Lower?" he said, "We wanted to create a fun. non-alcoholic alternative for
students on a Thursday night, to help

night has been great, It's encouraging
to see the enthusiasm that there is for
this type of event."
Rachel Sabella,A&S '02, who was
also present at "Who's On Lower?"
agreed. "I remember what a great time
Ihad when we did a 'mocktail party' in
Keyes last year, and I was really looking forward to going to another one this
year," she said.
"Not only are the drinks fantastic,
but Ithink this kind of program sends a
very important and positive message to
everyone. You just don't need to be
drunk to have fun," Sabella added.
"Who's on Lower?" was sponsored
by University Health Services and Uni-

versity Housing.

j

Lehman Brothers
A Leading Full-Service Global Investment Bank
invites you to submit your resume for career opportunities in the

Operations & Corporate Services

Analyst Training Program
Juniors are also encouraged to submit their resumes for summer internships

Those who submit resumes will be considered for
an invitation to an info session/post-reception on

Thursday, November 11, 1999
6:00-8:00 pm
Please submit your resume online to the career center

DEADLINE: October 29
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Salsa Lessons Prepped Students For Homecoming
"They taught the Salsain an entertaining way," Delaney said.

did not use the traditional "1.2,3... 1,
2, 3" method.
Rather, he used his own measure,
"Un-ca-ha."
From this basic beat, Nieves was
able to progressively derive more complicated steps for the students, the majority of whom had no Salsa experi-

When Nieves counted the beats of
the music and tried to express to his students how to respond to the music, he

ence.
Nieves also tried to evoke some
Salsa spirit in his students.

According to UGBC Director of
Special Events Miles Delaney, A&S
'02, the pair was referred to UGBC by
a representative for the 0007 Agency
because of "their reputation for being

By Molly Sell

HEIGHTSASSOC. NEWS EDITOR
Before Boston College students
were able to move onto the dance floor
for this year's homecoming ball, which
had a Salsa theme, they had to learn
some new moves. UGBC made this
possible by enlisting the aid of Raul
Nieves and his partner Aileen, both
Salsa dancers.

thebest in Boston."

H"---

:

In his warm-up he told students to
reach up to the stars and say, "Ahhh."
Then he told them to comb their hands
through their hair androll their hips in
a Latin-dance style.
Delaney commented on how well
the students were able to pick upLatin

"[Nieves and his partner] were able to
get their instructions across. It was

Delaney said the instructors described the lesson attendees as "very

to see how much people
learned in a span of an hour."
According to Delaney, the instructors commented positively on their
dance pupils.
They said the students who attended had a lot of productive energy,
were open tolearn and felt comfortable

lively."

asking questions.

sons, compared to last year's pre-homecoming swing lessons, which featured
only one.
"It was not just a lesson. It was a
good time. A lot of people showed up,"
DiFino said. "The lessons were like a
program in themselves."
Programming estimated that about
300 students turned out last Tuesday
night for the two Salsa sessions held in
the Eagle's Nest, and approximately
150came to O'Connell House the week
before.

amazing

dance.
"By the end ofthe lessons, the body
movementswere beginning to

correlate
with the flow of the music," he said.

\u25a0\u25a0^HHI
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Nando DiFino, UGBC executive
director of programming andA&S '00,
also commented on the lessons.
"I thought thatit was very successful, especially compared to last year's
swing lessons," DiFino said.
This yearthere were four dance les-

Were students able to carry the lessons to the dance floor at the Boston
ParkPlaza Hoteland Salsa dance tothe
beat of band Sabor Latino?
Delaney said he witnessed many
students who were:

Controversy
in Senate
ContinuedFrom A2
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fund.
Duffy also stated his belief that
even,those unfamiliar with Adams
could benefit from his lecture.
Inhis view, if 200 people went to
this eventnot knowing anything about
the Irish peace process and came away
inspired to learn more, then the event

S: -*±*mm

was a success.
Although Senatecould have passed
a resolution expressing their view on
theAdams issue, senators opted to keep
quiet.
Finance Chair Matt Branning,
CSOM '01, thought that Senate should
not disctiss this issue since the money
had already been allocated tothe Cabinet.

J

'

r
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Branning felt that interfering with
Cabinet affairswouldset a poorprecedent.
Debate was closed on the issue
without passing aresolution.
Although no action was taken,
Winmill expressed his gratitude to
Duffy for speaking to the Senate. "Iam
pleased that we opened up a dialogue,"
he said.
Senate then voted in favor to establish a bus serviceto NotreDameduring the weekend of the BC-Notre Dame
football game.
Sponsor of the plan, Ted Hesson,
A&S '02, said, "I think this is a great
use of money for students at Boston
College."
Although the plan has yet to be finalized, ifthe service is provided, buses
will leave on November 18 and return
on November 22.
Senate will hold their next meeting Sunday, October 31 in Gasson 305
at 5 p.m.
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Study AbroadPolicies Change
By Lacy

will receive credits for the courses that
do count towards graduation. However,
his or her GPA is not affected by grades
received abroad.
But, in the fall of 2001, the policy
will change.
In requiring all BC students who go
abroad to pay BC tuition, any student
who receives financial aid will be able
to keep receiving his or her aid from

O'Toole

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS

EDITOR

Studying abroad policies are changing, just in time to affect the class of
2003.
The Center for International Studies has put into effect a policy that will
require all Boston College students who
choose lo go abroad beginning in the

could make going abroad more expensive for some students, but that it could
also make it cheaper for others.
"It will all level out," she said.
"Some programs are more expensive
than BC. It is not a way to make

money."
An additional change is Lhat by paying tuition to BC and utilizing BC financial aid, all grades that are received

Salsa Night a Success
Continued From Al
positive feedback to the combination
of the Salsa/ meringue band Sabor
Latino and DJ Panic and Junior.
According lo Delaney. the
band reviews were great and I
the DJ was incredible. "It was
a good mix." he said.
One of the students who attended the dance, Lisa Foresto,
A&S '00, commented on the
DJ/ band combination.
"Having a live band was
really cool, and the Salsa music was very good, but it would
have been nice to hear some
more radio stuff," she said.

Taksapong
Sajjachaiyanonl. CSOM "01,
said. "A lot of people didn't

the night was mainly positive.
Elizabeth O'Connor, A&S '00.
said, "The time frame was great. Five
hours of dancing was perfect."
"It was a lot of fun," Lisa Forcsto,

turnout was wonderful."
The dance itself began at 8 p.m.
and continued until I a.m., although
shuttle buses began leaving for the
Plaza at 7:30 p.m. from More Hall and

I
I

|

know how to Salsa dance, and
that might have been a drawback."
The response from students about

evening, transporting students

to and from the hotel.
Food was also served at
I the dance. However, some stuI dents were unaware of this.
According to O'Connor,
II "There was food, such as
I fajitas and nachos, served bufI fet style in another room."
Free Salsa lessons were
I given on October 12 and OcII tober 19, so students could
learn the dances before Home-

'

coming.
Although the ability to
Salsa dance effectively wasdifficult for some, a sea of people
still crowded the dance floor for the
entire night, and most students ap-peared to enjoy themselves.
1
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A&S '00said. "It was cool, because a
lot of people went to the dance. The

continued for much of the

HEIGHTS FILE PHOTO

Venice. Italy is one of the many places where BC students choose to spend a semester.
BC and will not need to reapply for it
through another school.
According to Jennifer Thomas, assistant director of the Center for International Studies, the new policy will
"level the playing field."
"We don't want students going out
and buying the cheapest program. We
want them to find the program that best
fiis their needs," she said. "This way,
students receiving financial aid don't
have to lose it."
A student will still choose the international study program of their
choice, he it through BC or another

fall of 2001 to pay BC tuition.
Currently, BC students who choose
to study abroad have twooptions: to go
through a BC program, of which there
are 63, or to choose an external program
and have it approved by BC.
Students choosing BC programs
pay BC tuition, benefit from any BC
financial aid package and have their
grades from the semester or yearabroad
transferred to their BC transcripts.
Sludents who choose approved external programs currentlypay tuition to
the school they go through and must
apply for any son of aid through that
college or university. BC financial aid
awards do not transfer.
Also, grades from courses taken
through external programs do not transfer lo a student's transcript. Thestudent

college or university.
However, tuition will be paid to BC
and BC will then pay the external
program's tuition.
?Thomas agreed that this policy

abroad, whether through an internal or
external program, will be transferred to
a BC transcript.
"Fewer people may be going for financial reasons, but more people may
also be going because they can afford
it," Thomas said. "We don't want junior year abroad to be seen as a cheap
third year."
This year, there are a total of 650
BC students going abroad for either a
year or a semester. Of this number,
roughly 450 students have chosen BC
international programs, and the remaining 200 chose to utilize external options.
"People will always go through external programs because BC can't have
programs everywhere doing every-

l
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The Bostonians performed at the Second Chances Benefit Concert, which was sponsored by UGBC
Women's Issues to raised money and awareness for the Support Committee for Battered Women.

thing," Thomas said.
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Campus School Volunteers Spirit Day a Success
By

CSVBC is

Laure Rakvic

Students,

much

to

lo

work directly wilh the students,

fundi aise and promote awareness of the school
and information about students with special

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

faculty and administrators had

cheer about at the third annual Boston

College Campus School Spirit Day, held last
Monday, October 18.

needs.
"We get

to

do all of those things today,"

MacGilvray said, "I would like all of you lo be
involvedwith us this year."

incredible."
DiMattia thanked Bill Lambert, director of
volunteer programs at the Campus School.
"[Lambert! helps us carry out our mission," he

said.
"There should be a hall of fame for friends
the Campus School Volunteers
of children
would be on that list." he added.
The money was raised by various programs
sponsored by the volunteers, including a recycling program that raised over $2,000.
CSVBC also sponsored runners in the Boston Marathon, held a golftournament and organized the Alumni Beanpot Tournament.
The funds raised will support the Music
Therapy Program, the Creative Kids Program
?

and

li

state-of-the-art track to aid in therapeu-

tics.
The track will be suspended from the ceiling of the multi-purpose room in the Campus
School, and will have six harnesses hanging
from it which will enable as many as six students at once to stand in the harness and suptheir own weight, while interacting with
other students.
The track will aid students who are confined
to wheelchairs gain the mobility and self-confidence from being able to stand. In addition, it
will allow the teachers to focus more attention
on working with the students, rather than physically supporting them.
When asked what the monetary goal of
port

CSVBC was for the upcomingyear, MacGilvray
answered, "Hopefully it will be more than the
year before, but if it is not, that is OK."
She continued, "The students and the staff
really appreciate whatever we can give them
not only the money, but our presence in the classrooms and the awareness we raise on campus."
Paul Laquerre, CSOM '00 and a member
of the football team, shared his thoughts on
Spirit Day. "You could really tell the kids were
excited that we were there. It was a really rewarding experience."
There is a meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
multi-purpose room of the Campus School,
which is located in Campion Hall. All new
members are welcome.
?

PHOTO COURTESYOF C'ARAMAC (ill VR.W
Student Tyrone Benbow and members of the

Members of the BC football

team

football team and cheerleading squad pose for a picture.

and

cheerleading squad were on hand not only to
cheer on the football teamfor the Miami game,
but also to celebrate the contribution of $28,500
to the Campus School.
The Campus School is a school for students
aged three to 22 with multiple disabilities and
complex healthcare needs.
The money was raised by the Campus
School Volunteers of BC (CSVBC) overthe past
year, and will go directly to the school to help
fund programs.
Thepep rally began with Cara MacGilvray,
A&S '00 and president of CSVBC. outlining
the three missions of the volunteer organization.
According to MacGilvray, the purpose of

Christa Burke-Hill, program specialist at the
Campus School, said, "I am amazed at what the
volunteers accomplished this year... the experience is amazing. I commend and honor you

all."
Cathy Peterson, whose daughter Lindsay is
a student at the Campus School, said. "Thanks
not just for the money, [but] for attention,
dedication and love that you give the students."
The officers of CSVBC presented a check
for 528.500 to Phil DiMattia, director of the
Campus School, and Don Ricciato, principal of
the Campus School.
Ricciato accepted the check, saying. "It is
nice getting a check like this, but the visibility
the Campus School has received has been
?

HEIGHTS PHOTO'LAUREN M. PRJNG! E

In observance of Alcohol Awareness Week, cars involved in drinking and driving accidents were placed
on campus to alert students of the dangers of mixing alcohol and operating motor vehicles.

The Great Fall Giveaway Returns!!!
Enter at the Bookstore to win
one of these great prizes:
- SONY INTERNET TERMINAL
- SONY DREAM MACHINE ALARM CLOCK
WERER SMOKEY JOE GRILL
- ARACHNID ELECTRONIC DART GAME
- MOUNTAIN RIKE
-SONYDISCMAN
- SONY WALKMAN DIGITAL TUNING
-

Drawing to be held on October 29, 1999
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BC Student Agencies is not completely to blame.
With the rise in technology on campus and the ability to suppress information on-line, there is a thin
line between what is able to be seen and what is
unavailable to the BC community. The point here is
that something needs to be done to give back to the
students what they have had for years - a very useful and reliable book for finding classmates, faculty
and staff quickly and easily. Not everyone has a
laptop computer strapped into his or her backpacks
to be able to use InfoEagle at all times.

Thinking about Law School?
A representative from
The Law School

at The University of Chicago

will be
Gasson

on campus at

Hall,

Room 105
Thursday, October 28, 1999

for and Open House
Information Session
beginning at 2:00 p.m.

Please sign-up in the
College of Arts 8c Science
Dean's Office.
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Source of what?
What's the big news on campus this week: The
latest lecture? Another big loss in sports? Global justice? What about those gold books mistakenly titled
"The Source"? But what, you may ask yourself as
you scan the annual freebie, is it a source for? Need
a phone number? It's not in there! What's the campus address of your new friend from economics
class? Can't find that out either! But you can confirm, however, that he is indeed an economics major. And yes, you are correct - he is graduating in
the next millennium.

STUDENT COMPLAINS
OF CELLPHONE

da

To the Editor:
Having read Jillian Stedneck's
glowing review of Carthaginians, all
that this writer can say is that he must
have been at a different play. For, all
that he saw was a drab, dated, boring
and insanely inadequate play. As
stated,
Stedneck's
review
Carthaginians is a story that forces the
effects of Bloody Sunday right at the
audience's faces, bare and exposed,
designed to be both shocking and relevant to the people seeing it. By doing
this, a strong human rights message
should be drivenhome.
However, one would be hard
pressed to believe that the original
writer, McGuinness, would be anything
but horrified at the play that was put on
for three days this past week. Director
Scott T. Cummings should be embarrassed with the absolute lack of effort
that was put into this particular play.
By not updating or changing a single
aspect of it, the language, characters and
situation appear so far away that the
desired effectof shock is totally wasted,
as nobody present could possiblyrelate
to what was going on onstage.
Thus, wecome to the next problem.
Cummings appears to have foolishly
put on this play here at BC with the
hopes that people will see the play and
relate to it just because our campus is
predominantly of Irish decent. What he
fails to see is that just because many
are ofIrish descent, theywill not be able
to relate easily with a play that has not
been altered at all to the American culture that they were raised in.
Further, there was a serious problem with diction in the case of almost
all of the actors and actresses.
Cummings intended toconvey this Irish
heritage through the use of Irish accents, but when several of the characters drop or struggle with their accents
throughout the play, this becomes a
problem. When characters were forced
to deliver what was intended to be an
emotional soliloquy the point is totally
wasted as, in many cases, they are talking with an incoherent, Americanized,
pseudo-Irish accent.
Perhaps one of the most unfortunate wasted opportunities on the part
of Cummings was his equally dated
music selections. Not only was the
music played so low that the audience
was hard pressed even to hear it, but
the songs selected were not the effective human rights anthems that
Cummings intended them to be. And
who didn't see the U2 anthem, "Sunday Bloody Sunday," coming from a
mile away? I guess that the temptation
to throw in a moving song that everybody in the audience was waiting for
was so obvious to Cummings that he
didn't mind his play becoming cliched
before the audience even put any
thought into what they just saw.
Finally, one must face the ultimate
problem of this outing.This is a character play, a play that wants you to relate and feel for the characters in order
to get the point across, but one does not
relate or feel for any of them. Of these
characters, the most astounding portrayal is John Rydzynski's downright
homophobic portrayal of Dido. Last
time that thiswriter checked, it certainly
was not "human rights" to use a homosexual character for cheap laughs. The
real question is, after seeing such an irritating portrayal of a gay man, how
many homophobes were made in the
theater during this performance?
On top ofthis, the remainder of the
characters failed to spark any interest
or sympathy from the audience. In the
end, the director failed in making the
audience care about the characters and
because of this, the natural tragedy of
this play was lost. It would seem to
make sense that when one directs a
piece that is centered around the audience understanding, relating to, and
feeling for the characters one would
make adjustments so that this was possible. Either Cummings was too busy
to do this, or he again made the incorrect assumption that just because a fraction of the audience was of Irish descent
they would understand.
What the audience was left with
was a boring, distant and dated piece
of rubbish that, in most cases, was
poorly acted and scored. If anybody
came out of this play able to understand
McGuinness' intended message, then
it is a miracle. The scenery was quite
nice, and thisis apparently the only area
that Jillian Shedneck and this writer see
eye to eye on.
Jon Raelin
CSOM '00
?

To the Editor:

"Beep-beep-beep-beep!"

Ah, the shrill, piercing sound of
electronic communication devices.
Where are you most likely to hear this
sound? Perhaps you will hear it at the
office, as one business partner contacts
another to discuss the new account. Or
as a mother drives home in her minivan, when her children contact her to
answer questions about dinner and
rides to soccer practice. These days, it
seems as though everybody has a cell
phone. But surely there must be some
havens from this incessant beeping?
As we speak, Boston College students are breaking new academic
ground by introducing these melodic
tones into a place where one once was
assured never to hear them: the classroom. By bringing cell phones and
other electronic communication devices
into the classroom, these students are
makingbold statements about how they
feel about their, and your, education.
The first statement that these offenders make is that they have nocompunctions against interrupting the
course of what is supposed to be our
education. Even though there may be
30 students in a class, these people put
their own needs ahead of the needs of
the class. To these students I ask: Are
you paying more for your college education than I am? Does owning a cell
phone entide you to some special academic status? One would think that
such rules do in fact apply, given the
rising number of these unwarranted intrusions.
Allow me to relate a particularly
frustrating example of this epidemic.
Today in class, we were twice interrupted by the same offender. After a
series of about five lovely "beeps," the
student who was being contacted finally
figured out that he was responsible for
the noise, and pulled out not a cell
phone, but a small personal organizer.
Clearly, this kid has taken it to the next
level. Yet imagine my increased irritation when, later in that same class, the
exact same thing happened, with the
same student bringingthe offense. Once
again, the student had failed in his responsibility to his classmates. And indeed, it is every student's responsibility to keep these interruptions from happening. For an interruption is an interruption no matter how it is made, be it
in the form of a cell phoneringing, or a
hapless student strolling in 20 minutes
after class has begun.
Yet perhaps the most mystifying
aspect of this whole phenomenon is
that, as the students stop to look around
the room to see to whom the noise belongs, 1must ask myself: just what are
they intending to do upon receiving this
call? Settle in for a lengthy conversation? "Oh, hey Betty
yeah, I'm in
my English class right now
Well
everybody is staring at me, but I can
still talk for about five minutes
What? No, I didn 't hear about what
happened last night! Tell me!" Yes,
please tell us, Betty.
Theclassroom is a place for learning, not a place for socializing and makFriday
night plans. Perhaps these
ing
students are in fact devout followers of
Jeff Spicoli, a student who never did
quite understand the distinction between class time and personal lime. Or
perhaps they just don't care.
Yet the saddest part of it all is that
everybody could be happy if these social butterflies, communication freaks
and fish-faced enemies of the people
could do just one simple thing: turn
your contraption off. Just put it on silent when you come to class. Just flick
the switch it's easier than making a
phone call. And if you can't put it on
silent, don't bring it to class. 'Cause
those are the breaks.
But whether or not the beeps are
silenced, the message must be sent: this
behavior will not be tolerated.
Paul Venuti.

.

...

To the Editor:
In response to the editorial in the
October 5 issue of The Heights, we in
the libraries share your concern for students with special needs. As a result,
the equipment for library users with
visual impairments was relocated from
level two in O'Neill to level three to
mainstream these resources and lo place
them closer to library staff and other
service points.
Planning is currently underway to
further improve the arrangement of the
equipment now in place, in consultation with offices on campus, the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind
and with a current student userof these
resources. We look forward to completing the new facilities in the spring and
continuing to provide first-class services to all Boston College students.
Kathleen M. Carney
Associate UniversityLibrarian
?
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The Heights welcomes correspondence from its readers.
Lettters must be submitted via email to heigkrs@bcheights.com, or
dropped off on disk in McElroy Commons 113 by Friday at 5p.m.
To be considered for publication,
letters must be 850 words or less, and
include the author's name, school,
year ofgraduation and phone number.
The Editor reserves the right tore ject, edit or condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.
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A Testament to the Times:
Dole Drops From the Race

I
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matter how much we would like to think that our society has advanced over the years, this past week's announcement that Elizabeth
Dole has dropped her bid for the
nomination, with
over one year remaining before the actual general election, shows that the more
things seem to change, the more they actually stay the same.
As a country founded onour multi-cultural background, how ironic is it thai
with only one exception, every President of the United States has been a white
Anglo-Saxon male? The exception: John F. Kennedy, who, as we all know, was
Catholic at least in belief, if not practice.
Coincidence, you ask? Not after 200 years of history. We, as a society, have
a preconceived notion of what a leader should look like, believein and represent,
and that definition seems to exclude racial minorities and women. So far, there
has only been one female vice-presidential candidate, Geraldine Ferraro (running on Walter Mondale's ticket), though that will probably change with the
upcoming election.
On the surface, Dole appears to be an ideal candidate for president. She knows
the"Washington scene"' and political games thanks to her husband, former Kansas senator and two-time presidential candidate. Bob Dole. She has a strong personality, is a good speaker and ran the Red Cross for a number of years with rave
reviews. This does not necessarily, mean she should have been the Republican
candidate or the best person in this wide-openrace for the White House, but she
surely is or was a viable candidate. She has better credentials than many
candidates who have dropped out far later in past political races, yet she withdrew her attempt at a nomination ridiculouslyearly. Keep in mind, November
2000 is the general election, and it is only October 1999 now.
Admittedly, George W. Bush has put on such an early charge that he has
almost guaranteed his spot in the November election, and had done so by April
of this year
19months before the final election. The amount of money that he
hasraised is almost criminal. Essentially, he's wiped every candidate out already,
although John McCain will probably stick around to the very end even if noone
votes for him, with the same being true of Steve Forbes. Bush has proven that he
is a great campaigner, no doubt, but if the American public were really interested
in a woman president, Dole would have found much more support both finanthan she did, at least to the point that she would not
cially and emotionally
have given up already.
There is talk that Dole could be Bush's running mate, though theDoles and
the Bushes don't get along very well, which could make for a potentially awkward ticket. The Democrats will likely have a woman opposite either Bill Bradley or Al Gore, and the GOP may feel obliged to follow suit. A woman vice
president would show progress, even if only in the equivalent to baby steps.
We are probably about at least 30 years away from electing a woman to be
the leader of this country. There is no woman out there now who could win now
that Dole is out. Hillary Clinton will have a hard enough time winning a Senate
seat in New York to possibly entertain running for president in die near future,
and do we really want to see another Clinton running the country?
Let's just face it: it seems we like to have white Anglo-Saxon males serve as
president. It's what we are used to. If we felt otherwise, Dole would still be
running for president and presenting at least a challenge to Bush. Perhaps we
should just stop denying the fact that we think we are advanced culturally. If we
were, we could seriously consider a woman president, but it does not look like
we can now, which is a shame because there are plenty of women who could run
this country pretty darn well. Dole dropping out reveals our true, if outdated,
-feelingsonih'e subject Now
revelation if I've ever heard one-.
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Cross Country, B5
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More football, B6

Tuesday,

The big
win that
wasn't
Ml; II Ml Tl.l VAN
In a matter ofmoments, the best of
wins became the worst of losses. With
the score at 28-0, visions of a bowl berth
and a place in the top 25 danced
throughout Alumni Stadium.
One giant collapse later, Boston
College fans were forced to retire to
Shea Field, to eat and drink in a foul
combination of disgust and disbelief.
For three quarters, the student section became a giant party, because we
were watching a big win against a legitimate opponent.A victory over Miami would haveadded credibility to a
season that includes ho-hum wins over
Northeastern and Rutgers. Last week's
win over a middlingPittsburgh team is
one thing. A win against Miami is an
accomplishment. A win on Saturday
would have been an immense, rocksolid mark of progress.
For the most part, there weren't
feelings of anger or anguish after the
game. The rampant sentiments were
pure shock and confusion. Gauging the
caliber ofBC right now is harder than
hitting a Pedro Martinez fastball. No
matter how the first half of the schedule went, it was never going to serve as
evidence of the kind of team we have.
Saturday afforded that chance.
But the big, bad Hurricanes lived
up to their reputation, proving their
malaise of the first three quarters to be
nothing more than a fluke. In the process, the Boston College season remains a mystery.
When one looks back upon last
year, the indelible image is Mike Cloud
being tralte'd short of the goal line "on
fourth-and-a-touchdown against Notre
Dame. We are only left to hope that the
enduring memory of this year will not
be a last-second field goal that polished
off another devastating setback.
There is much of the season to go.
That's the lessonthat can'tbe neglected
right now. O'Brien wisely warned the
team before the Pittsburgh game that
they could not let Temple beat them
twice. They rose to the occasion then.
Now, the Eagles can't let the memory
of 28-0 beat them for the rest of this
season. Despite the strange road they
have traveled, the destination is the
same. A bowl is still within reach.

***

O'Brien delegatedkickoff duties to
juniorMike Sutphin early in the season. Now, the point has come where it
only seems fair that Sutphin receive a
crack at being the full-time kicker.
To be fair, the game wasn't lost because the struggles of starter John
Matich continued. But, the "comedy of
errors," as O'Brien put itlast week, isn't
getting any better. Since the starter isn't
performing, it stands to reason that the
reserve be given a chance.
On the same note, William Green
might have gone through a freshman
case of fumbleitis, but he has the potential to be a playmaker. As Miami
made evident, players like him can win
games. Cedric Washington has been
effective, but some creativity in incorporating Green could bring another
much-needed weapon to the BC of-
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'Cane comeback stings BC
Eagles
squander 28-point lead

Fumble ruins
Washington's
career day

Continued from Al

By

make the score 28-14. The Hurricanes
took advantage as James Jackson (22

Boston College starting running

back Cedric Washington carried the

scampered six yards
into the end zone. With 14 points in 22
seconds, Miami lurked within seven
points.
"When you play a top-25 team like
that," said a despondent Head Coach
Tom O'Brien. "You can't fumble the
ball like we did there at the beginning
of the second half and you can't miss a
field goal. You have got to give them
credit. They took advantage of those
opportunities."
Miami tied the game and left a bewildered Alumni Stadium crowd of

carries for

135)

44,084 breathless at 3:51 of the fourth
when Kelly hit tight end Daniel Franks
with a 10-yard touchdown pass to cap
a nine-play, 76-yard drive.
With the game knotted at 28, the
Eagles had a chance at redemption
when they started a drive from theirown
22 with time waning. But three-straight
incomplete passes and two pass interference controversies gave Miami the
ball back. Tim Hasselbeck (18-35 for
139 yards) fired three times to wideout
Dedrick DeWalt, who appeared to be
interfered with on first and thirddowns.
But BC was forced to punt.
'That's the play where everybody's
live in the progression there and he
(DeWalt) got behind the safety so I
threw it up there to him," said
Hasselbeck ofBC's final offensive
play a bomb down the middle of the
field to DeWalt. "On the first-down
play, I thought I had areal nice shot to
him. On the third down they did a good
job. I was just trying to get rid of the
ball."
Miami setout on their own42- yard
line and Kelly and Jackson dissectedthe
?

porous BC defense. After a holding
penalty forced Miami back to the 36-yard line and seemingly out of field goal

range, Miami came back again.
Kelly, who had been hobbled by a
severely sprained ankle a few plays before, limped to the line of scrimmage
to face a fourth and 17. Kelly zipped a
22-yard completion to Reggie Wayne,

HEIGHTS

who made a fine catch as he was falling out of bounds. Crosland then hammered the nail into the coffin.
"They all hurt," said O'Brien.
"There's no good loss. We fought, we
played hard, and we had opportunities
to make plays and we didn't. It seemed
to me that [with Miami's] the weeks off
and stuff that they were fresher in the
fourth quarter. Their legs were fresher
and I think we got tired and that's all
those advantage games [for opponents]
that we've been playing against. That
tells the difference."
The heart-wrenching collapse overshadows what was a nearly perfect first
half. The Eagle defense, anchored by a
spirited effort from Chris Hovan and a
mammoth game from linebackerFrank
Chamberlin (13 tackles),shut down the
prolific Miami offense.
Meanwhile, the BC offense did
their part, keeping Miami's scoring ma-

chine off the field. BC dominated the
time of possession 28:45 to 16:15
through three quarters. Washington was
firing through huge holes and the BC
offense showed more creativity than
.they have in years. Miami was reeling.
The Eagles got on the board when
Hasselbeck floated a picturesque, 17-yard touchdown lob to Bryan Arndt at
the end of a 9-play, 80-yard drive. The
Eagles struck again at 3:47, when freshman William Green scored from two
yards out on his only carry of the day
to put the Eagles up 14-0.
The BC onslaught continued in the
second quarter when Carlton Rowe
scored on a seven-yard run to give BC
their largest halftime lead since 1994.
"I think that we executed real well in
the firsthalf," said Hasselbeck. "I think
that we were at the top of our game."
BC seemed to remain that way at
the start of the third and they increased

***

At least the hockey team is still
number one.

Michael Teevan is the sports editor of
The Heights.

their lead to 28-0 with 6:18 remaining
in the quarter when Washington scampered into the end zone from three yards
out to cap another 9-play drive. Things
just couldn't get any better for the
Eagles except maybe for the game
ending after three quarters.
Miami scored 31 unanswered
points, 24 in the fourth quarter, and
what seemed to be an impossible comeback became the frightening reality.
Eagles were left wondering what
might have been. A sixth win would
havemade BC eligible for a bowl berth
and might evenhave vaulted the Eagles
into the top 25. The loss makes a week
of preparing for a road game at Syracuse that much harder.
"We're justas good as Miami," said
Cirino. "We showed that today. They
just made the plays when they had to.
Ican't wait for next week. It will be a
gut check for this team."
?

By
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Courtney Schaefferhas been a rock in net for the Eagles and a major part of their recent success.
By Patrick English
HEIGHTS STAFF

There is nothing more valuable to
a soccer team than having someone you
can rely on in the net. A strong
goaltender is the common denominator in all championship soccer teams,
and the position requires not only natural athleticism, but also the personality
of a driven leader.
Fortunately for the Boston College
women's soccer team, juniorCourtney

Schaeffer aptly fills this role.
arriving on the Heights from South
Huntington, New York two years ago,
Schaeffer boasted a formidable high
school resume
her play in high
school earned her All-State honors. She
was named to the NSCAA and Umbro
All-East Teams, and she participated in
the Eastern New York Olympic DevelopmentProgram in 1996.But competing at the college level was another
story, and Schaefferfaced new challenges as a highly touted freshman.
?

It did not take long for Schaeffer to
prove herself. After starting the season
opener in her first collegiate game, she
has taken off and never looked back.
During her freshman season she made
103 saves and had a goals against average of 0.72, while permitting only 13
goals all season. Her stellar play earned
her spots on both the All-Big East Second Team and the Big East All-Rookie
Team.

See SCHAEFFER, B2

football 29 times on Saturday against
the Miami Hurricanes. On an autumn
day at Alumni Stadium, the junior accumulated 183 rushing yards, a personal single gamerecord.
Washington, however, did notwish
to discuss statistics in the Conte Forum
media room after an excruciating 31-28 setback to the Hurricanes.
"We playedour hearts out," he said.
"I think we outplayed them the first
three quarters of the game. [But] You
have to play four quarters in this game."
Washington's analysis of the first
three quarters of Saturday's game was
accurate. BC carried a 28-7 lead into
the game's final 15 minutes. This 21-point bulge was due greatly to the stellarperformance by the juniorhalfback.
On the Eagles first possession of the
game, Washington gained 40 yards on
the ground, 22 of which were on a
single carry. This effort precluded Tim
Hasselbeck's 17-yard touchdown pass
to Bryan Amdt.
"I think we rushed the ball pretty
good," said BC Head Coach Tom

"Weplayed our hearts
out. I think we
outplayed them thefirst
three quarters of the
game. [But] You have to
play four quarters in
this game." Cedric
Washington
?

O'Brien of the early running success.
"They [the Miami defense] still had a
lot of guys up front on the line of scrimmage which makes it tough to run. We
continued torun."
Washington had another big 12-yard scamper on BC's second offensive
opportunity. On the offense's fourth

Fast start for
Farkas, hockey
Michael Teevan

HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

***

If you saw O'Brien's face after the
loss, you know that no one is pained
more to lose than he is. He has the mentality of a winner, and if justice is
served, that attitude will manifest itself
in the win column soon.

PHOTO KIMAIME

Tim Hasselbeck scrambles to elude Miami defenders in Saturday's 31-28 loss.

Schaeffer starring in BC net

genius.

ErnieKappotis
HEIGHTS STAFF

fense.

For one, I wasn't a fan of throwing
the ball three times when the Eagles
took over on their own 22 with 3:51 to
go. But since the running game had faltered dramatically in the second half,
O'Brien tried to win it through the air.
He was aggressive. There's no fault in
that. Especially since Dedrick DeWalt
was obviously interfered with on that
drive, Had that reception counted, we
would hail O'Brien's play calling as

B

Sports

INSIDE
?

If the Boston College hockey
team feels at all burdened by the expectations inherent of being ranked
first in the nation, they haven't shown
it in their first three games. On Saturday night, the Eagles (3-0-0, 2-0-0
Hockey East) made the trip to
Amherst and disposed of the UMass
Minutemen, 4-1.
Senior forward Jeff Farkas continued to mount his early seasoncampaign for the Hobey Baker Award by
posting a hat trick. The game also
marked the 100th in the BC career of
Head Coach Jerry York.
Farkas tallied his first goal near
the midway point of the first period
on assists from defensemen Marty
Hughes and Brooks Orpik. A minute
intothe second period, juniorforward
Brian Gionta collected his first goal
of the year. Farkas followed minutes
later with an unassisted goal and, just
43 seconds later, he capped off the
night with his third career hat trick,
on assists from defensemen Mike
Mottau and Bobby Allen.
Junior
goaltender Scott
Clemmensen was sharp between the
pipes, making 32 saves. The UMass
game marked one of the few times in

his BC career that Clemmensen has
entered the game with some rest,
which he got duringTuesday night's

manhandling of Merrimack.
In the Hockey East opener for
both clubs, Farkas registered a pair of
goals and three assists. As they have

HEIGHTSPHOTO' KIM AIME

Senior forward Jeff Farkas.
in the past, Merrimack played hard
and well early on ("They're always
pumped up to play us," Farkas said
later), even holding a 2-1 lead in the

See HOCKEY, B5
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Washington filling Cloud's shoes

HEIOI ITS PHOTO/ IEKFBRIEN

Cedric Washington has wasted little time proving he is a capable replacement for Mike Cloud.
By Casey

O'Connell

HEIGHTS STAFF

Not many people like to follow a
great act, because there will be intense
pressure, expectations and comparisons. Boston College juniorrunning
back Cedric Washington is not one of
these people. After waiting in the wings
for three years while BC's all-time leading rusher Mike Cloud worked his
magic on the Alumni Stadium turf, it is
now Washington's turn.
"After the year that Cloud had last
year, everyone is going to expect me to

\u25a0\u25a0fe

qUw

do the same," Washington said. "Following Cloud has inspired me, and that
has pushed me to where I am right

performances include a 147 yard, two
touchdown game against Rutgers and
a 183 yard output against Miami, the
most productive effort of his career so

now."
And right now, Washington is not \u25a0far.
only the leadingrusher on the team, but
But despite these huge numbers,
the second leading rusher in the Big Washington is still not satisfied. "In
East and 15th in the nation.
some games I've lived up to my expectations, but in others I haven't," he said,
After gaining 173 _,ardsrushing behind Cloud last season, Washington referring to less-than-stellar games
eclipsed that total in just the first game against Temple and Pittsburgh. "I think
of the 1999 season. His breakout game I've been kind of in between... it's been
against Baylor included 32 rushing at- sort of arocky road so far. Hopefully
I'll get my act together and start runtempts for 177 yards and three touchdowns. Some of his other Cloud-like ning the ball."

BM
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Schaeffer a net
gain for Eagles

Like Cloud, Washington had to wait
on the sidelines while upperclassmen
were given most of the playing time in
his first two years. "fCloud] told me to
wait my turn because he did the same
thing," Washington said. "He waited patiently, got the chance and he shined. Continued from Bl
I'm in the same boat."
Schaeffer's sophomore season was
Although he is in his junior year of
eligibility, Washington had been with also impressive. She finished the seathe BC football program for three full son with 106 saves and a 1.01 goals
years going into 1999. Sandwiching a against average, while recording nine
1997 season in which he redshirted, shutouts. More impressive was her play
Washington was the bearer of many in the Big East, where she racked up
hats on the 1996and 1998Eagle teams. seven shutouts and limited conference
In his freshman year, under head foes to a measly 0.58 goals per game.
coach Dan Henning in 1996. Washing- In one stretch of the season, Schaeffer
ton saw time primarily asa kick returner
did nut allow a goal for an eye-popping
on special teams and occasionally 681 minutes, helping her earn three
played defensive back and saw a few consecutive Big East Goalkeeper of the
plays at running back. He was a valu- Week awards.
able special teams player, recording 16
Schaeffer's spectacular play was
kickoff returns for an average of 22.3 key for the Eagles in her first two
seayards.
Last season, Washington went back sons, and the team has continued to improve
year
arrival,
since her
the same
to his kick return duties and was also
the team'ssecond leading rusher behind Head CoachAlison Foley took over. "I
extremely
lucky
to come in at the
was
Cloud, who set the BC single-season
record wilh 1,726 yards. He was the same time as Coach Foley," said
Eagles' leading kick return man, aver- Schaeffer. "She has turned the program
around 180 degrees and we jusl keep
aging 24.6 yards per return.
But now Washington has matured getting better."
to a point where he is in position to be
Schaeffer. who credits her success
a team leader. "There is a lot of presto her parents, coaches and teammates,
sure on me because the team depends is more concerned with team victories
onme to run the ball effectively," Washthan any individual honor she may earn.
ington said. "I learned a lot backing up "We worked hard over the spring and
Cloud last year because he was a workwant to be recognized asa good team."
horse. And my mentality going into this
Schaeffer said. "Achieving a national
season was that I want to be the workranking is showingpeople who we are.
horse."
Therole of team workhorse is not We are looking to go far in the Big East
new to Washington. During his high tournament and looking to make it to
school career for Holyoke (MA) High, the NCAA tournamentfor the first time
ever."
he led his team to a Western Massachusetts Super Bowl title and an undefeated
Schaeffer is comfortable with her
season. In his senior year, in 1995, he role as a leader and understands how
was named the Massachusetts Player of valuable her presence in net is to the
the Year by USA Today. That year, he team. "My position requires a lot of
set a state record with 2,881 rushing
leadership," she acknowledged.
yards, including five 300-yard games,
Schaeffer is quick to point out that
with 41 touchdowns. He also appeared
although she is a leader on the field, she
Sports
in on
Faces in the receives
support and direction from her
Crowd page.
coaches and teammates,Schaeffer cues
But despite his impressive accomFoley and her ability to relate with her
plishments and potential for even more
players as a key to the team's success.
personal glory, Washington is a true
"Any time you have a problem, she is
team player at heart. "I want to give our
team a chance to win and to play in a always there," said Schaeffer. "She is
bowl?that's basically my goal," he just such a good coach and she knows
said. "There are other personal goals how to deal with her players."
that I have and hope to achieve, but if
Schaeffer also relies on her teamwe don't go to a bowl, I just think ev- mates for motivation. "I look up to the
erything else fails."
captains
Leigh [Cofran], Janice

.

?

[Collein] and Mary [Guarino]," she
said. "They are great role models and
are always optimistic. The seniors on
the team show great leadership. Everyone works hard and we have very good
team unity."

Schaeffer's

teammates

appreciate

her leadership. "She is very vocal and
very much a leader," commented senior
teammate Guarino. "Her attitude is unselfish and she does a lot for the team."
Schaeffer's hard work is also noticed.
"She has a terrific work ethic," added
Guarino.
Schaeffer's positive outlook and
work ethic are paying dividends once
again this season for the Eagles (11-5-1. 2-2-1 Big East). Currently, she has
an overall goals against averageof 0.88,
and that average is once again better in
Big East play at 0.60. She hasrecorded
eight complete shutouts after blanking
both Rutgers and St. John's last weekend, which runs her career shutout tally
to 24 in three years here at BC.
With Schaeffer anchoring the defense and providing the team with the
stability necessary to play against anyone, the Eagles appear poised for the
postseason. She is playing herbest soccer at the best time of the season, which
can spell disaster forrjpponents and
could mean that the BC women's soccer team receives their first berth in the
NCAA tournament.
?

HEIGHTS PHOTO-' MICHAEL J. MARINO

Schaefferhas a goals against
average under 1.00 this year.
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Women's soccer Struggling but young, men's soccer
back on track battles Dartmouth to scoreless tie
By

David May

HEIGHTS STAFF

As they march ahead toward the Big
East tournament, the Boston College
women's soccer team took to the road
this week for games against New
Hampshire and Rutgers. Judging by
their results, this could be the most fun
they'll have on a road trip until spring
break rolls around.
The Eagles outshot UNH 15-4 en
route to a 2-1 Tuesday win. Their first
goal came when sophomore Meghan
Moore headed a beautiful pass from
senior Debra D'Alessandro over the
outstretched arms of UNH keeper
Stephanie Springer 16minutes into the
game. Another senior, forward Mary
Guarino, gave BC a 2-0 lead in the 66th
minute when she beat a defender down
the middle and fired a rocket past
Springer, notching her 12th tally of the
season. Freshman midfielder Colleen
Danaher added an assist on the play.
BC then held off a determined surge
by the Wildcats after Kristin
Cannistraro cut the lead to. 2-1 in the
79th minute. Nicole Coupland set up
the goal by charging Eagle keeper
Courtney Schaeffer and knocking the
ball loose. Angeline Alexakos then con-trolled the ball and served it to
Cannistraro, who headed it into the
empty net. However, the Eagle defense
held, and BC went on to savor a hardfought road victory.
Next,BC traveled to Piscataway, NJ

to face Big East rival Rutgers UniverBy Dave LaMattina
sity. The game was never close, as the
HEIGHTS STAFF
Eagles put on a soccer clinic, winning
their third straight by a score of 4-0.
seemed
like nothing could go
It
This was also BC's second shutout in right for the Eagles. When Dartmouth
three games, due to the work of a stingy stepped onto the pitch, their 1-6-2
defense and the stellar play of record didn't appear to be much of a
Schaeffer. The balanced Eagle offense threat. The Ivy Leaguers brought their
remained consistent, even though game to the Heights on October 22 and
sophomore Morgan Page scored two the Eagles were prepared for victory
goals in the winning effort, her 10thand
apparently, the 4-7-1 Eagles weren't
prepared enough and they left with a011th of the season.
Page's first, and the team's, came Otic.
in the 28th minute when she split two
The Big Green seemed determined
defenders for an unassisted tally. She to light up the scoreboard first when
also scored in the 67th minute off a feed Kapono Chong-Hanssen cutaway from
the Eagle defense ona semi-breakaway.
from sophomore Rachel Parri. Sandwiched in between Page's goals was the Boston College keeper Chris Hamblin
first-ever collegiate tally from sophowas ready for the pressure and turned
more Lindsey Marshall. The deserving aside the shot easily; Hamblin's first
Marshall took a pass from freshman save was one of eight on the day.
Casey Schmidt and the Eagle ofKatherine Halloran at 40:44 to give BC
fense looked to defy the pressure when
a 2-0 lead.
The Eagles closed out the scoring Schmidt received a pass and streaked
in the 88th minute as Halloran scored upfield. In a play that left BC and
an unassisted goal to give the women a Dartmouth fans in awe, he flicked the
4-0 victory. Schaeffer needed to make ball with the back of his foot towards
only one save for her seventh complete the front of his body. When the ball flutshutout of the season and 23rd of her tered past a Dartmouth defender back
to Schmidt's foot, he attempted an unthree-year BC career.
BC closes out its home schedule selfish one-time pass to a sprinting
this Wednesday the 27th against Brown Bobby Thompson. Thompson never
University at 2 p.m., and finishes up its had a chance at the ball as a Big Green
regular season on October 30 at defender extended his body in a last
pass.
Georgetown. BigEast quarterfinals start resort to block the
Surprisingly, Dartmouth went playon Tuesday, November 2 at sites to be
announced. The Eagles then hope to for-play with the Eagles. Minutes after
Schmidt's ingenuity on the field, a viearn an NCAA invite.
cious Eagle tackle led to a dangerous
free kick from Dartmouth's Nick
Magnuson. Magnuson lofted the ball
into the goalmouth, where, as has been
the case in the last several games, it
perilously rattled around the box before
a big foot from an Eagle defenseman
cleared the ball from themidst of chaos.
?
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Senior Janice Colien chases the ball in

recent

MARINO

action.

Dartmouth continued to threaten when
a pass played from deep in their defensive zone was hit behind the BC defense. With a brutal sun glaring in his
eyes, Hamblin left the box. Taking off
like a Yankee fan from Fenway Park,
Hamblin tore off his hat and headed the
ball out of the danger zonebefore colliding with an onrushing forward.
Hamblin found himself in a barrage
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/

Plan

of near misses for the rest nf the half. Schmidt. On a day when Schmidt
Dartmouth had an incredible scoring couldn't seem to find the back of the
chance when Brad Christof took a pass net, Thompson and sophomore Chris
wide open 18 yards away from the goal. Cleary stepped up their play.
With time to trap the ball and locate the Thompson's turns may havegone unnet, Christof put the Eagles in severe dannoticed by the casual observer,but his
ger. He ripped a shot that dipped and play of late has been excellent.
curved on its way to the net, but Hamblin Though he is still plagued by a

dove right and caught the bail, preserving the shutout.
Dartmouth had their chances in the
first half, but they didn't match the quality of the Eagles' attempts. Guided by
some brilliant play by Thompson, it appeared that the team was about to tickle
the twine at any minute. Thompson made
a phenomenal lead pass to Schmidt that
left Schmidt alone with Big Green keeper
Ben Gebre-Medhin. It was a scene familiar to anyone that has been to a soccer
game this year. Schmidt's usual routine
conversion was denied by a tremendous
save from Gebre-Medhin. In this battle
of keepers, Gebre-Medhin would prove
to be a steadfast competitor.
The second halffollowed a path similar to that of the first: both teams had
chances, and though the Eagles seemed
to create better opportunities, the game
was destined for overtime. BC had an
opportunity to win the game in sudden
death when seniorTim Phair shot the ball
past the keeper, but instead of hearing the
cheers of the crowd, he was welcomed
by the clang of the post.
Continuing a pattern that has appeared in recent games, the physical play
from the Eagles allowed Dartmouth to
utilize the set play and create potentially
devastating situations in front of the
Eagles' net. Magnuson, the playmaker
for the Big Green, set upfrom outside of
the box and popped a shot that curved
just over the net. Dartmouth's set pieces
were constantly causing problems for the
Eagles while, on the other end of the
field, BC's plays were ineffective.
Throughout the season, free kicks and
cornerkicks havebeen virtually non-existent. Head Coach Ed Kelly and his
Eagles haven'tmade use of the opportunities and have failed to capitalize on
some key, potentially game-winning op-

sprained ankle, he has been able to
create a great deal of space. With additional room, Schmidt and Cleary
can monopolize the opposing defenses.
"it was Bobby's first full match,
and I thought he played great," Kelly
said. "We have a very bright future."

It was apparent that Kelly was planning
for his "bright future" when he started
freshman Asher Mendelsohn at right
back and Jonathan Munko in midfield,
as well as regular freshmen starters Thompson and Schmidt. Kelly called the
game "an opportunity to try new
things." The experiment was somewhat
of a success, though the Eagles didn't
pull through in the 0-0 draw, they certainly had their chances.
Kelly looks to build upon the
team's talent youth and move on from
the teams record this season. "Our future is bright
we're a couple of guys
away from being a really good team"
?

portunities.

TheEagles haverelied solely on their
attack, centered on the dependability of

HEIGHTS PHOTO JITI UKIEN

Freshman Asher Mendelsohn has gained more playing time.
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Cross country shines at NE Perfect start for hockey
Championships
Continued from Bl

By Eric Pierorazio
FOR THE HEIGHTS

The Boston College men's and
women's cross country teams have been
on fire throughout the entire season,
taking strong finishes, including one at
the lona College Invitational. However,
none of them have been more significant than last weekend's finish at the
New England Cross Country Championships that were held at Franklin Park
in downtown Boston.
There,the men managed to surprise
everyone and pull off a second-place
finish, defeating such powerhouses as
Dartmouth, MIT,lona, Brown and Columbia. The men were led by the stunning performance of junior Justin
Burdon, who ran his way into third
place with a time of 24:15 minutes. This
was a season-best for Burdon, who beat
out some pretty intense runners.
Behind Burdon were Marshal
Armitage, who crossed the finish line
second for the Eagles and took 15th
with a time of 24:52 minute, Derek
Holland, who took24th place (25:01);
Colin Wolfe, who placed 27th (25:06);
andMark Fonnemann, who placed 30th
(25:09). "These guys ran incredible,"
said Coach Randy Thomas. "All season long they have impressed me, and
as each tournament goes by they keep
getting better and better."
Thomas continued, "They are really
starting to show that they are a solid
team and really believe in themselves."
Indeed, this is just what the team needs
right now. This weekend they will be
competing in the Big East phampionships, which will be held at Van
Courtnandt Parkinthe Bronx, NY. This
will be a test for the men's cross country team. Some key runners will have
to step up and really give it their all.
Thomas said, "Derek Holland and
Marshall Amitage, although they have
been running well, can domuch better.
But Marshall has been struggling with
a knee injury and Derek suffered a
cramp last race." He continued, "Wolfe
and Fonneman can pull off great upsets. I felt they should have been in the
top 10 at Franklin Park. They are such

powerful runners and they make their
presence known when they compete."
One runner who has also been having a stellar season is freshman Matthew Kootman. "Matt is a great kid and
a strong,rugged runner who just needs
time and more experience," said Thomas. "I definitely think he will be a
strong runner come junior and senior

years."
Hopefully these predictions will
come true with the men's cross country team. With a team that has so much
heart and desire, it would be areal treat
to see them qualify for the NCAA tournament on November 13. "The men
will really have to nail it and run their
best," Thomas said. "This is a big tournament and only the top two teams get
qualify."
Thomas added, "There are such
good teams we have to go up against;
Providence, Brown, Dartmouth, lona,
MITand Columbia. We will really have
run at ourabsolute best. Ofcourse, they
could always end up being one of the
13 teams that qualify forthe tournament
at large. This is like a wild card and is
solely based upon yearly results. This
is definitely within reach of the men's
team."
Meanwhile, the women's team has
also been on a tear. Overall, the team
placed second, tallying a total of 49
points, just 10 shy of the victory. However, the talk of the tournament was
senior captain and All-American Shannon Smith, who won the New England
Women's Cross Country championship
by posting a time of 17:25 minutes,
three seconds ahead of the next competitor, Heather Capello ofProvidence.
Freshmen sensations Cate and Maggie
Guiney followed Smith, taking fifth and
sixth places (17:40 minutes and 17:47
minutes), respectively.

Sophomore

NicolePortley came in 17th place with
a time of 18:06 minutes, junior Lisa
Mclsacc took 20th (18:11minutes)and
sophomore Katie Ryan rounded outthe
BC scorers in 31st place (18:21 minutes).

"Everyone has been running extremely well," Thomas said. "They all
took a huge step at the New Englands,

and I am convinced they are capable of
even greater achievements."
Thomas added, "Lisa Mclsaac has
been running wellall season long, while
Nicole Portley ran her best race ever."
Indeed, as a whole this teamis performing better than ever. This is partly due
to the dynamic force of the twin-sister
sensations Cate and Maggie Guiney.
"They are so focused and so dedicated
torunning well
and this rubs offon
everyone else in a positive way. They
are really special to this team,"Thomas
said of the twins.
As you may know, Cate was a star
runner at Middletown South High
School in New Jersey, taking seventh
in the National Cross Country Championships, while Maggie justbegan running in her senior year of high school.
But it did not take long before she too
was dominating the competition. Together, both of them continue to intimidate the opposition. "They definitely
have a solid running style that has a
great impact on the rest of the team,"
Thomas said. "Having them really has
helped us tremendously."
When asked about the team's
chances of making it to the NCAA,
Thomas replied, "They are certainly
within reach and aregetting closer and
closer, but it's going to be the runners
who come in the fourth and fifth spots
that are going to make the difference."
These are the places that are most crucial for a team to advance. Ifa team can
get its runners into these spots, in addition to one of the top three, then more
than likely, they will win the race or take
second or third place.
"Portley,Mclsaac and Ryan can all
be 10 to 15 placeshigher, it's up to them
to make it happen," Thomas said. "This
is really a special team one that has so
much hope and desire. 1 have faith that
they can beat Providence, BU and
Brown when it all comes down toit."
Hope and desire may be just what both
the men's and women's cross country
teams need.
However, it will ultimately come
down to who is just plain better at the
Big East championships and the NCAA

.

second period. But the Eagles' offensive firepower took over, as sophomore
forward Jeff Giulianoknotted thescore
at two. Senior forward Blake
Bellefeuille, donning number 13, followed suit with a dazzling unassisted
goal, which eerily occurred at the 13:13
mark. Junior Mike Lephart posted a
goal in the closing minutes of the second period.
Using his speed to attack the
Merrimack goal, Farkas hit the back of
the net twice in the third period, giving
BC a 6-2 edge. Senior Kevin Caulfield
accounted for the Eagles 1final goal.
On a night when Merrimack goalie
Tom Welby was impressive in net, making 43 saves, the Eagles still had few

considerable minutes since the first time
he put on the BC sweater. Playing the
backup will serve to keep Clemmensen

Using his speed to attack the Merrimack
goal, Farkas hit the
back of the net twice in
the thirdperiod, giving
BC a 6-2 edge.

fresh throughout the long regular season. If the season goes according to
form, then Clemmensen willneed to be
problems breaking through.
charged for the arduous postseason.
"We brought a lot of offense and
Secondly, playing Kelleher now alshots on Merrimack," York said. lows York to prepare for the future with"Welby was particularly sharp. They out hurting the present. After all, not
hung in there. I thought we were able every freshman gets to play behind an
to break it open with JeffFarkas in the
offense like BC's,
third period."
"I like Timmy as a goaltender. We
The story of the Merrimack game recruited him very hard. Scott is clearly
was the play of freshman goalie Tim our number one, but Timmy will be 1A," York said after the game. York comKelleher. York has decided to implement a rotation at goalie for two reapared his strategy in net to that ofa footsons. First, Clemmensen has logged ball coach developingquarterbacks.

Head of

the

The freshman from Belmont, Massachusetts was a bit uneasy at the start
of the game, as he allowed a goal about
a minute into the game. But Kelleher
steadily became more comfortable en
route to a solid debut of 16 saves. At
just 5*9" and 170 lbs., Kelleher relies
on a starkly contrasting style to that of
the 62" Clemmensen. The difference

was clear ona play when the puck suspended in the air, leading the diminutive Kelleher to throw his stick up in
the air. He batted the puck away from
the net and BC cleared.
After allowing the pair of early
goals, Kelleher was encouraged by his
veteran teammates.

"I was a little nervous at the start of
the game. I was looking forward to it,
but the butterflies were definitely there,"
Kelleher said. "Mots [Mottau] and
Gionta came by and said 'Forget about
it, keep your head up.'"

***

The Eagles will venture to Minneapolis to play two games at the University of Minnesota on Friday and Saturday night. Minnesota played twice at
BC last season. The Eagles' next home
game will be on November 7 against
UMass-Lowell.

Charles

Boston College sent five boats to the Head of the Charles Regatta on Saturday and Sunday. In the men's championship
race, the BC men finished 34th in a field of 49 with a time of 16:37.The women finished 62nd out of 67 after suffering
a one-minute penalty.
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General Information
Essays can focus on any scholarly perspective dealing withtheHolocaust.
Theessay may be from a specific area of study or muitidisciplinary.
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targest campus job fair

The Contest is open to full-time Boston College undergraduate students.
The essay must be the work of a single individual. It is to be 2000 to 3000
words in length not including references. Essays must be typewritten / word
processed, double spaced, on 8.5" x 11" white paper, andwritten in a
scholarly style with footnotes or endnotes. A cover page including the
contestant's name, address, current phone number(s) andemail address must
accompany the essay.
Deadline: March 1,2000.
Submit essay to Donald J. Dietrich, Chairperson, Theology Department,
Carney Hall 417. The winner will be notified by April 1,2000.

Questions may be addressed to Donald J. Dietrich.
Sponsoredby:
Boston College

Theology Department
Carney Hall 417
Hill,
Chestnut Massachusetts 02467
Prof. Donald J. Dietrich, Chairperson

With sales exceeding $1.5 billion, Teradyne is the world's largest supplierof automatic test equipment and software for the electronics and telecommunications industries
and a leading supplier of high-performance backplane assemblies and connectors. Our
products are used to test semiconductors, computerized telephone lines, networks,
software and the Internet. Here you won't be stuck doing repetitive work. You'll be
involvedin the entire lifecycle of a project and able to see the end results of your work.
You'll do it all in an environment that is creative and entrepreneurial, where self-motivated people thrive. Join our team and make your career Teradynamic.

Tel: 617-552-4799
Fax: 617-552-0794

Email: donald.dietrich@bc.edu

CHECK WITH YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE TO FIND OUT WHEN
WE ARE ON CAMPUS AND COME BY TO SEE US.
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The answer is simple: no.
There was nosingle "scapegoat" for
this game. The BC meltdown cannotbe
put upon any single player or coach.
In a game in which Washington
posted career-best numbers, it seemed
unthinkablethat the juniorrunning back
could be thought of as a scapegoat for
Lhis loss. Washington gained 192 yards
and scoredone touchdown in the game.
He was running all day through giant
holes created by the offensiveline, but
came back to Earth in the fourth quarter.

With a 14-point lead and 10 minin the game, Washington
fumbled the ball on the BC 15-yard line.
The Hurricanes recovered the ball on
the six-yard line, and scoredon the next
Miami play from scrimmage.
All the numbers and career day
mean nothing toWashington following
the loss. "I would trade it all for that
[the fumble].No doubtabout it," Washington said. "That's inexcusable. You
can't fumble down on the 15-yardline."
One can hardlyput the blame on Washington, who was almost singlehandedly responsible for the offensive
explosion in the first three quarters.
O'Brien stresses the importance of
holding on to the football, and this is

Miami's hurry-up offense completely wore down on the BC defense.
Unlike in the first half, BC was limited
in their ability to completely change
personnel on the field. The inability to
make wanted substitutions and to get
the right players in for specific situations was detrimental to the Eagles.
Miami efficiently used their incredibly
athletic and talented athletes to the
Hurricanes advantage.
On special teams, senior place
kicker JohnMatich haddone everything
he could possibly do to win the game.
On Matich's first field goal attempt,Mi-

utes left

why.
HEIGHTSPHOTO/ KIM AIME

Mike Cook (left) consoles Chris Hovan after the Eagles surrendered a 28-point lead to Miami.

Don't play the blame game
Obviously, the "Curse of the Bambino" extends right up Commonwealth Avis the longest running Boston sporting enue. Since Flutie's departure followjinx.The sale of Babe Ruth to the Yaning his Heisman Trophy year in 1984,
The curse of Doug Flutie? It does kees has left a constant black cloud BC has been a competitive program, but
make sense.
has suffered some tough losses. It is
hanging over Fenway Park,
The Boston Celtics won two NBA scary to think that it has been 15 years
This could have been the game.
This could havebeen the year that Boschampionships in the 1980sbehind the since the Eagles have beaten a Miami
ton College buried Miami. Not since tremendous play of Larry Bird. Alteam, but it is true,
The Red Sox cannotbeat any New
1984 has BC been able to defeat Mi- thoughBird did not bring the first NBA
ami. The struggles for the Eagles just championship to Boston, he was reYork team. The Celtics cannot win
continue, and it seems as if all Boston sponsible for the I,.st. Following Bird's without Larry Bird. Meanwhile, BC just
sports teams have a little curse hanging retirement in 1992, the Celtics have cannot pull out the big wins, period.
taken a deep plunge to the bottom of
If Eagles fans wanted to start acover them.
The records speak for themselves. the NBA.
cepting the "Curse of Doug Flutie" as
It appears as ifafter each Boston sports
It seems as if thecurses continue in reality, then they wouldbe justlike Red
legend leaves town, so dothe victories. Boston collegiate sports as well, and Sox fans, who blame their disappoint-

James Sheppard

ing seasons upon a deceased baseball
legend.
BC fans should know better.
Flutie was not the reason for BC's

loss. The Eagle collapse after scoring
28 straightpoints could be placed upon
the shoulders of many BC players.
Did JohnMatich lose the game after hooking a 33-yard field goal? Did
Cedric Washington lose the gameafter
fumbling on his own 18-yard line? Were
Frank Chamberlin, Pedro Cirino or
Chris Hovan responsible for the loss
because of the team's poor defensive
play? Can you blame Head Coach Tom
O'Brien and his coaching staff?

A bumpy ride for Washington
Continued from Bl

knocked it out from the backside," he
continued. This turnoverseemed to shift
the momentum at Alumni Stadium.
possession, Washington burst free for Miami
did not waste any time in tack41 more yards in total. The first big run
ing another touchdown onto the
was a 21-yard jaunt to the Miami 26scoreboard. In fact, it took only one play
-yard line. On the next play, Washingfor Hurricanerunning back James Jackton
another 19
to the
galloped
yards
Hurricane seven-yard line.

This drive culminated with a

Carlton Rowe touchdown run and a
shocking 21-0 second quarter Eagle
advantage. Washington attaineda staggering 137rushing yards underhis belt
by halftime.
"Our backs were running hard,"
said BC quarterbackHasselbeck. "They
weren't dancing. They were getting up
the field."
Asthe second half began, Washington showed no signs of slowing down.
On the Eagles' second possession of the
third quarter, Washington engineered
two more brilliant first-downruns. The
first of these rushes consisted of a 15-yard dash to the Miami 16-yard line.
The second big gain was a 13-yard
surge to the doorstep of the Hurricane
end zone. The elusive halfback then
apparently put the finishing touches on
a superb afternoon with a 3-yard touchdown plunge. Washington's touchdown
provided the Eagles with a commanding 28-0 third-quarterlead.
With BC leading 28-7 late in the
third, events began to take a turn for the
worse for the Eagles. Washington, still
running well in the fourth quarter, once
again put the Eagles into scoring position. However,placekicker John Matich
missed a 33-yard field goal attempt that
would haveextended the BC lead to 24
points. Miami quickly marched down
the field and scored a touchdown to
slice the lead in half.
At thispoint, Washington's day was
about to take a detour.The Eagles reassumed possession at their own 18-yard
line, still leading 28-14. They once
again chose Washington as the primary
source of offense. On the first play of
the drive, the reliable and seemingly
invincible back committed the unthinkable. Hurricane defender Chris
Campbell jarred the football from
Washington's hands and Miami's William Josephsubsequently retrieved the
ball at the BC 21-yard line.
"I had one hand on the ball and I
saw a linebacker coming in," recalled
Washington. "Just as I was going to put
my two hands on the ball, someone

son to cut the BC lead to only seven.
Washington carried the ball only
twice more for no yardage during the
remainder of the game as Miami completed its remarkable comeback. "He
emphasizes holding onto the ball," said
Washington of O'Brien.
With 3:21 left and the game on the
line, tied at 28, the BC coaching staff
chose to remove the ball from
Washington's hands down the stretch.
After gaining 183 rushing yards on the
afternoon, the back watched three
Hasselbeck incomplete passes fall onto
theAlumni Stadium turf in the closing
minutes.

The disgruntled Washington clearly
stated that he would trade any of the
183 yards for another chance to hold
onto the fumbled football. "That's inexcusable,"remarked the tailback. "You
can't fumble on the 15-yard line."
Washington could not deny that the
game represented an emotional roller
coaster. "Running the ball like I was,
and being up 28-7, and then all of a
sudden the score is tied, and they're
about to kick the winning field goal,"
he chronicled, "It's very tough."
Washington offered a wealth of
credit to a Miamirush defense that was
able to adjust its scheme dramatically
for the second half. "I think that they
were more aggressive," he said of the
Hurricane defensive unit. "The linebackers were trying to cut back on the
holes."
When asked if the Eagles grew too
confident with their 28-point second

half advantage, Washington stated that
the comfort level was never at a high
point. "We knew that they were going
to bring it in the second half," recalled
the back. "I just have to take my hat off
to them because they came out and
played hard in the second half."
Despite the heartbreak embedded
withinthis loss, Washington wouldnot
offeranysentiments of surrender as this
season moves past its midpoint. "We
can't have our heads down in this loss.
Our season is not over," reminded the
back.
For a man who had climbed to the
peak of Mount Everest and sunk to the
depths of the Mariana Trench in the
same afternoon, Cedric Washington

looked forward with an optimistic fervor. "We justhave to come out and practice hard and get ready for Syracuse,"
Washington said. "We got four chances
to get it doneand go to a bowl."

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ JEFF BRIEN

Scott Bradley chases down Miami quarterbackKenny Kelly for a sack to go with his six tackles.

Can anyone blame the defense?
Hardly. A defensive dominance, which
was bordering on perfection in the first
half, turned out to be a story of night
and day.
In the first half, BC allowed only
101 yards on defense, and forced Miami to punt seven times. On five of
Miami's first seven possessions, the
Eagle defenders did not allow any Miami first downs. The Hurricanes were
able to get only four first downs in the
first half, which is embarrassing compared to 19by the Eagles.
Unfortunately, the dominating defense from the firsthalf justdid nothave
any of the same success in the second
half. The reasons for the defensivefallout can be accredited tothe stellar play
of Miami's hurry-up offense.
Hurricane quarterbackKennyKelly
executed a 12-play, 74-yard drivein the
third quarter, which was when the Hurricane began to pour down on BC.
Kelly's mobility and sharp movesovertired the Eagle defense,

There was no single
"scapegoat"for this
game. The BC meltdown cannot be put
upon any singleplayer
or coach.
ami was called for a penalty, which gave
BC the first down and 10 yards. The
Eagles turnedthat Miami penalty into

a touchdown.
Again in the first quarter, Matich
nailed a 44-yard field goal, but there
was a penalty called against Miami for
roughing the kicker. Showing tremendous confidence in the BC offense,
which is a rare occasion this season,
O'Brien passed up the three points, and
had his eyes set on getting to the end
zone.BC capitalizedon thesecond Miami special teams penalty, and turned
three points into seven.
If BC does not receive a bowl bid
this year, this game againstMiami will
be one of the biggest missed opportunities. What could have been the
Eagles' sixth win of the season will now
put even more pressure on BC in their
November 13 game at home against
West Virginia.
It is simple: BC needs six wins to
get a shot at a Bowl game. If BC does
not go to a bowl game, then Eagles fans
can spend their holiday season thinking about the game that "should have
been" against Miami. Maybe there is
hope in the end. Bills quarterbackFlutie
has found success, and maybe Flutie's
alma mater will do likewise.

Eagles prepare
for Syracuse
By Adam Shub
HEIGHTS STAFF

Boston College hopes to rebound
this week against Syracuse at the Carrier Dome. The Eagles were sentreeling last weekend when Miami scored
31 unanswered points in a dramatic

come-from-behind victory.
For the majority of the afternoon,
BC was in cruise control. The Eagles
had a 28-0 lead with just over six minutes left in the third quarter. Then somebody pushed the self-destruct button,
and the momentum of the game swung
towards the Hurricanes when BC kicker
John Matich hooked a 33-yard attempt.
Head Coach Tom O'Brien was
forced to sit helplessly and watch his
team spoil a victory that could have,
vaulted them into the top 25. Instead,
the Eagles stand at 5-2 and more than
likely find themselves as underdogs in
each ofthe remaining four games. However, It won't get any easier in Syracuse.
The Orangemen are coming off an
open date, the same bye week which
has come under heavy criticism from
O'Brien. The BC coach voiced his disgust with the Big East schedule,
claming too many BC opponents had
open dates coming into their games.
Syracuse will be rested and ready
for the Eagles. They stand at 5-2 overall and 2-1 in the Big East conference.
The Orangemen are the defending Big
East champions, and despite the loss of
quarterback Donovan McNabb to the
NFL, Head Coach Paul Pasqualoni has
an explosive team.
"This year will be similar to 1995,
when we had a new starting quarterback," Pasqualoni said in the team's
media guide.
Quarterback Madei Williams is the
mostexperienced, but last year's thirdstringer Troy Nunes also contends for
playing time. Depending on the way the
Syracuse offense performs against BC,
either one of these quarterbacks could
see time.

The Orangemen have less uncerat running back. Last season,

tainty

tailbacks James Mungro and Dee
Brown had fine seasons. They ranked
fourth and fifth respectively in yards

gained.
"At running back we haveDee and
James, both of whom have experience

in our system," said Pasqualoni.
Syracuse has also managed to fill
the void created by fullback Rob
Konrad. Konrad bolted to the pros after last season and is now starting for
the Miami Dolphins. Senior Nick
Sudano is a team leader, even though
he doesn't have as much talent as the
departedKonrad.
On the defensive side of the ball,
Syracuse has seven of 11 starters returning. They are led by linebacker Keith
Bulluck. Last season, Bulluck led the
defense with 104 tackles. Bulluck is a
playmaker and a perennial All-American candidate. If BC hopes to play effectively on offense, they will have to
find a way to neutralize Bulluck.
The Carrier Dome is one of the
toughest places to play college football.
Aside from the noise of the home
crowd, Syracuse is simply a dominant
football team at home. In the last 10
seasons, the Orangemen are 41-16-2 in
the dome. Clearly, this is a tough task
for the Eagles.
Coming off their most heartwrenching loss since last year's debacle
against Notre Dame, BC will have to
regroup. Although there is no excuse
for the fourth-quarter performance last
Saturday, the Eagles can still salvage
the season and make their first bowl
appearance under O'Brien.
A win on the road in a conference
game against Syracuse would stabilize
the season and putBC back into the top
25. Look for the "Miami Nightmare,"
as we're now calling it, to spark the
Eagles. They will be competitive and
have an opportunity to win a seasonsaving game in the CarrierDome.
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Halloween: up in the air and here in a week
Others, however, didn't have such a
great time: "I went to Salem. It sucked,"
one anonymous .sophomore says.
About 7 percent of those surveyed
That lime of year has come once
again. October 31 the one day where did some sort of holiday volunteer
individuals have an excuse to dress up, work."Last year we had little kids come
and trick-or-ireat in our
annoy random people,
ttjfl |H
dorm halls. That was awegorge on candy and act 1
some," John O'Rourke,
like a kid again without I
feeling guilty.
CSOM '02, states.
So, just what is everyDo you remember
one planning to do tor the
what you did last HallowjAmI
een? "I was a hooker and
HI big day this year? About
myfriend was a pimp. We
two-thirds of BC students
were all decked out and then we went surveyed plan to wear a costume. As
Kevin McSherry, CSOM "02, says, "No
to the Mod parties," Melissa Babitzke,
matter how old you are, you have to
A&S '02, recalls with a laugh. According to a recent survey, 64 percent of dress up." An anonymous senior agrees:
Boston College sophomores dressed up "I was Batman last year, and this year
along with Babitzke last year, and 75 it is between Aquaman and Captain
percent of seniors and 69 percent of America."
Again, about 50percent of students
juniors donned a wacky costume for the
evening as well.
plan to go lo a BC party."Everyone has
theme parties," Meghan Oetting, A&S
"Last year I wore a weird curlyhaired wig with horns and a Drew '00, comments.
Almost one-third are planning a
Bledsoe jersey, and then while walking
around campus, I ran into someone little mischief, while about 10 percent
wearing the same wig. I loved it," Dan plan to go trick-or-treating.
Glenn, LSOE '02, says.
Some students wish BC would
Roughly halfof all BC students sur- sponsor more holiday-orientaled activiveyed were found at a BC Halloween ties. "They should turn Conte Forum
into a big haunted house," Jenna Perparty last year, and almost a quarter indulged in a little "mischief making." A son, LSOE '01, suggests. Bob Borges,
large number of students went to off- CSOM '02, has an outlook many othcampus parties or hosted their own. ers seem to echo: "It's pretty much just
Some rented the traditional scary video, like any other weekend, except
while others went trick-or-treating.
people dress up."
Regardless of whether
you plan in advance to take
a trip to Salem, decide the
day before to throw a bash,
wander around campus that
evening looking for .1 costume party or find yourself
'sitting 6n the couch at 3:00
a.m. with 10 of your best
friends huddled around an
Alfred Hitchcock video, one
thing is true about Halloween night at BC. As Christina Hondromikalis, A&S
'02, puts it, "You alwaysfind
something to do."
By Janine Hirt
FOR THE HEIGHTS
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Students are abuzz about the hobby of Professor Petri
By

Nicole Bednarski
HEIGHTS STAFF

Higgins may be an eyesore at the moment,
but when completed it will include a new facade, new biology labs, a new roof and ... bee-

hives?
Yes, the Heights could be buzzing in the

future if Professor William Petri, chair of the
biology department, has his way. The bees
would not be means for unleashing terror on
campus as part of some skewed science project.
Instead, they would be a valuableresearch tool
for future biologists under Petri's tutelage.
"1 would enjoy offering an undergraduate
tutorial on honeybee biology here As far as

...

I'm concerned, the hive and the honeybee are
one of the most incredible phenomena in the
natural world," Petri explains. He already has
an undergraduate research student following in
his footsteps, researching honeybee genetics and
using the hives Petri keeps at his home in
Wayland, Massachusetts.
Far from being only an ongoing research

project, Petri's home beehives are a family
hobby and a source of several hundred pounds
of honey a year. Petri was introduced to beekeeping in the 1970swhile doing post-doctoral
studies at Harvard University. Two friends from
the University of California at Berkeley, where
Petri did graduate work in genetics, had several
hives in the area and enlisted his help tending
the bees on weekends.
After a while, Petri
caught the beekeeping
bug and began maintaining hives in the
backyard of his apart-

11l ItilllS I'HOIO SII-I'IIAMI I Al MOA

Professor William Petri sits back on a chair in his office. Unlike his basenrmot, this is a bee-free location.

Petri's wife Arlene, also a professor in the
biology department, and his son Jonah, A&S
'02, help in harvesting the hives a few times a
year. They don white jumpsuits and specially-

made hats with attached nets to protect themselves from the agitated bees while lifting out
honeycpmb after honeycomb to be uncapped,
spun and drained into jars.
The honeycombs must be uncapped
meaning the top layer of beeswax is sliced off
with a heated knife
in order to make the
honey accessible. The rectangular honeycomb
units are then placed in a large metal cylinder
that must be spun by hand, acting as a centriment in Harvard fuge to spin all the honey out of each little beeSquare. He cites his built compartment.Finally, the golden honey is
"growing fascination" drained from a spigot into jars to be stored in
with the bees as his Petri's basement or given to friends and relareason for beginning tives as gifts.
Jonah has worked side-by-side with his dad
an undergraduate
course in beekeeping since ninth grade and enjoys helping with the
while at Harvard.
family hives. "It's interesting and a little worryAs a result, he ing when things don't go the way you want, but
maintained several I really like [the hives]," he states.
When asked how he felt about his dadkeepbeehives on the roofof
the Harvard undering hives on the roof of Higgins in the future,
Jonah said, "That would be wicked c001...It's
graduate science building and would like to lots of work to maintain them, certainly not an
do the same at Boston everyday thing like feeding a dog or cat, but it
College. He feels, "A takes a lot of time when you have to get on your
practical knowledge of suit and go up and take care of [the bees]."
an organism is very
For Jonah,Professor Petri and perhaps some
important for a future biology students at BC, bees are not a
student's understandnuisance. Instead, they are abuzz with the abiling of the research lit- ity to givekeepers not only delicious honey, but
erature on that organalso insight into the world of genetics and soism."
cial organization.
?

?
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Police Blotter

; sot? was placed Under arrest for be-

October 20,1999
Officer observed a male
subject running toward Ignacio Hall
with an orange pedestrian crosswalk
barrel. The barrel was later found on
the sixth floor of Ignacio Hall.

2:36 a.m.

?

6:40p.ni.

Officerconfiscated excessive alcohol (23 30-packs) from
a motor vehicle by the Mods.

Astudent who had escaped from the infirmary was located
in his dormroom and transported to
Newton Police Station for detain?

?

i

6:50 p.m.

October 17,1999
2:50 a.m.

'

ing disorderly-arid was transported
toßCcohtrol.

Officer confiscated a
ungating pass from a vehicle because the people present had removed furniturefrom More Hall for
their tailgate.
?

? Two males were transported to the infirmary after they
4:07 p.m. ? The Walsh Hall fire walked through the BC Band and
alarm went off.Officers arrived on tried to go onto die field withthem.
the scene and observed that a piece
ofpaper on the fifth floor had been 9:25 pjn.? Officer stopped ah inset on fire. Boston Fire arrived at the dividual who was wearing a BC sescene and requested that the arson curityjacket. The jacketand two fake
IDs were confiscated.
squad respond.

ment.

7:57 pjn.

October 16,1999

October 14,1999

.1:17 a.m.
An intoxicated mate
was seen vomiting ori the grass and
his clothes at the rear of Rubenstein
Hall.Themale was transported to the
infirmary until he sobered up.

A Red Dagger
11:20 a.m.
CrossfireKayak was reported stolen.
The Kayak had been tied to theroof
of a car parked in the Beacon Street

Moving at the speed of elevator
makes you nauseous."
Theslowest elevators
are found in
Edr. ond's and
Lyons Halls.
There are
many students
in Edmond's
who complain
about the lessthan-safe feelHEIGHTS PHOTO' LAUREN M.PRINGLE
ing their elevators instill. One elevator in particular
By Nick Tambakeras
gives the feeling that, at any moment,
HEIGHTS STAFF
the ropes that pull the elevator up and
Her foot tapped impatiently as the down the nine floors will, give way.
small, six-by-six cubicle they call the
Some say that the safety
elevator ascended the six floors to her catches would prevent the few
room. She looked at the guy standing ill-fated BC students from
plummeting down nine floors,
next to her and they exchanged a knowing glance
the glance that said, but others disagree. This debate
"Yeah. I know it's slow. Isn't it a pain?" creates a certain feeling of dar- fmM
This scene is common everywhere, ing adventure when embarking
upon a trip on an elevator in
as people continue to suffer the fatiguing inconvenience of being towed up Rubenstein or Ignacio.
to their apartments or dorms at a snail's
Their speed lies in the
pace.
middle range, with a mark of 200 feet
per minute. The parking garage elevaHere at Boston College, the situator, on the other hand, only moves at
tion is no different. Elevators on campus range from a sluggish 100 feet per the rate of 150feet per minute. So, what
minute to the near warp speed pace of gives people that feeling of elevator
the McGuinn and Walsh elevators, anxiety? The speedsaren't the only facclocking in at a whopping 350 feet per tor.
minute.
Perhaps an even greater contribuLaurie Heusner, A&S '02, manages tor to this problem is the idea of traffic.
to find fault in the excessive speed of
Sometimes there are just too many
the McGuinn elevators.
people needing to use the elevators,
She complains, "If you are in the according to many students.
As a result, a sort of elevator code
McGuinn elevators and need to go
straight fromthe fifth floor down to the needs to be established. Michael Habib,
first floor, it makes you sick. They're A&S '02, suggests one possibility: "If
so fast that if you stop on every floor, I need to get up to my room on the sixth
the jerking gets to be so intense that it floor and someone follows me into the
?

?

?

Garage.

10:32 a.m. ? A student was seen
removing a friend's wristband when
his friend was leaving the pubevent
at Lyons. The student then attempted
toenter the bar area but was instead
5:48 p.m.? While clearing Shea thrown out of theconcert.
field, officers were approached by a
person who became belligerent and
Compiled by Colin B. Galloway,
began to berate the officers.The perHeights Staff
5:34 p.m.

?
A van from Price
Waterhouse Coopers was illegally
parked on Shea Held during the football game.

,
Mind games
?

?

By

Caroline Brancatella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

1

College Bowl is an intercollegiate
competition similar to Quiz Bowl, the
program many students joinedin high

Hey Jeopardy addicts, there's a new

school. The process involves two teams,
club at Boston College especially for usually consisting of four players each.
those students who can't help yelling Amoderator begit.., the questionperiod
outresponses in theform of a question
by throwing out a toss-up question. Any
when Alex Trebek reads the answer. player on the team can buzz in with the
College Bowl was started this semester answer. Ifthe response is correct, the
by Colin Robinson and CeCe player is given a bonus question. HowBoudreau, both A&S '02. Although ever, he can consult his teammates for
they are still in the process of becomthis question.
ingan offreialLy-regTsteredxJcbrthe-in"-*--The-tearrrwiththemost points-wins
volved students have already had an and moves on to the next round. Colactive year.
lege Bowl questions pick the players'
brains ona wide array of school topics,
including math, science, literature and
history. Themoderatorcould also throw
in a question on pop culture, current
events or simply general knowledge.
Since September, the BC College
Bowl team has already participated in
London
$354 two tournaments
and will attend three
more. Of the two tournaments, which
Paris
$372 both took place at Harvard, College
Bowl member Sheila Rudy, A&S '02,
says, "Our teams have done well deAmsterdam... .$397
spite being newcomers to the tournament circuit. In the spring we hope to
Los Angeles....s3lo
hold a tournament on campus for BC

students."

266-6014

297

Newbury Street

Alt fares are found-trip. Tax not included.
Some restrictions appty

JM travel]
We've Been There.

She adds, "College Bowl is a lot of
fun. Players are competitive, but not cut
throat. If you are a fan of Jeopardy,
Trivial Pursuit or just useless knowledge, you will definitelyenjoy College
Bowl. You don't have to be a genius to
play. Give it a try and you will probablybe surprised. You don't know what
you already know."
Meetings are held on Tuesday
nights at 9 p.m. in Carney 106.

My Calling
by Martin Foncello
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Diverge from the usual al Sidney's
Grille. A fun and innovative setting
wilh a modern, eclectic style. Our
contemporary grille features high
qualityingredients and honest flavors

that showcase Ihe best
England cooking.

of New

Now Hiring:

Management
Line Staff
Complete benefits including Tuition
Reimbursement, Y2KBonus
On the Spot interviews:
Monday Friday, 9 am 10 pm
& Saturday Sunday, 4pm 6 pm;

-

-

-

20 Sidney Street, Cambridge, MA.
Use Sidney Street Entrance.

Why was the product name of
Nestles Quik changed to the title
NesQuick?
Cheryl at the customer service
line explained:

'There are twokey reasons why
we changed the product's name.
First, NesQuick traditionally has
chocolatey taste of Nestles famous milk chocolate [and] we
wanted to highlight its featores
in the actual name. Nestle plus
Quick equals NesQuick. The
second reason is that this product is sold in over a hundred different countries. In almost all of
those countries it is known as
NesQuick. We wanted tohave a
stronger brand recognition."
Note: Until recently, Canada, the
United States, Mexico and Brazil were the only countries that
refered to NesQuick as Nestles
Quick.

Let Martin do your dirty work.
Mail him dXfoncello@bc.edu.

I

elevator, they had better be going either to my floor or some floor above
me. If theypush the button for the fifth
floor, that's just plain inconsiderate.
They cannot possibly be hard pressed
to get off on the sixth floor and walk
down one measly flight of stairs."

foBerWtsh eek

Nick's response:
Habib's reaction might seem a little
drastic. After all, is anyone really in that
much of a hurry to get up to his or her
room? Lives cannot possibly be hanging in the balance.
Yet, there is some truth to what
Habib says.
Every now and then, it might be
prudent to practice a little bit
elevator etiquette and do
your fellow elevator riders a

What: Global Justice Week
Where: Boston College Cairtpus,
various locations
When: Tuesday, October26 to Saturday, October 30.
listenand/orparticipate in concerts, discussions and workshopson
justice inour society. UGBC and the
sociology department of BC sponsor this week. Topics will include
sweatshops, "Who Owns our
Genes?" and Opportunities for Activism featuring Ralph Nader. For
more information, contact Shireen |

Dof

Walk an extra flight of
stairs. And, let's be honest: living on the third floor almost
certainly requires one to take
the stairs. Many a nasty stare
has been exchanged when
someone gets into the dorm elevator to
go up to the third floor. In this age of
technology and comfort, it would be
nice to think we are not so far gone into
laziness that we consider a jaunt up
three flights of stairs daunting.
We do go to BC and, although our
elevators may be as slow as everyone
else's, we could incorporate a little stairclimbing into our dailyregiment of cardiovascular exercise.
As they say, "a healthy body is a
healthy mind."
A healthy dose of stair-climbing is
a good way to get on the road to better
grades, better clarity of mind and a bet-

at (617}-552-4361.

What: Ellis Paul
Where: O'Connell House, Upper
Campus
When: Tuesday, October 26 at 8

p.m.
O'Connell House's most requested artist is back! BC grad Ellis
Paulis known forhis "coffeeshop"
style. He may not sing "Smelly
Cat," but he's sure to entertain the
crowd.Admissionis free. Call (617)
for more information.
What: Acoustic Junction
Where: Paradise Rock Club
When:
October 27
8 p.m.
Idon'tknowwhat they sing, but
the name sounds pretty familiar.
Maybe you'll know. And if you
don't have anything to do Wednesday, then you could go find out.
Admission is $10. You must be 18

ter body.

For Crying Out Loud
Dear Kate,
Parents' Weekend has brought
me to a major decision. For the past
year-and-a-halfIhave been torn between two girls, each of whom Ilove
for different reasons. These girls used
to be best friends, but because of what
has occurred between the three of us,
a break in their friendship has resulted.
During the day of the game I
sensed that the mothers of these girls
had an intuition of what was going
on, and they did not welcome me with
friendly enthusiasm. Now I feel that
I need to make a decision, but I do
not know what to do, because Ilove
both of them and don't want anyone
to get hurt.
Tons of Drama
?

Dear Drama,
I once saw this episode of 90210,
and it didn't turn out too well. See,
Dylan couldn't decide between Brenda
and Kelly. But when he chose Kelly,
Brenda eventually left the show,
Dylan's alcoholism got worse and I

stopped watching.

Dear Kate
me I should dump him. I think the
problemis that they don'tsee the side
ofhim that I see.
When we're alone, he's so sweet
and sensitive, and I know he understands me better than anyone else.
But sometimes when we're around
my friends, he acts strange. He makes
fun of me, and once when I complained about it, he slapped me in the
face. But I deserved it, I guess.
We really do love each other. I
mean, he's not like abusive or anything, and I'm not gonna ditch him
just because my friends are too jealous to be happy for me. What should
I do?
Konfused in Keyes

Then ask your friends for help dealing
with the breakup. It sounds like they
would be great support.
Dear Kate,
I'm asophomore here and Idon't
know if I want to go home for
Thanksgivingor out to the Midwest
with my girlfriend of three months. I
don't want to disappoint my family,
but it's the same thing every year
anyway. It'll be a good chance for me
to meet her family.
Thankful Dude
?

Dear Thankful,
Go home. Ifyou and your girlfriend
lived closer together, then I would suggest that you split up the time. But when
choosing one over the other, your family should come first.
Anyway, that's a big step for havingonly dated for three months!

-

?

Dear Keyes,
Let me solve this "konfusion" for
you. Dump him! Andthen go buy yourself one of those backbones you probably hear so much about. It may help
you stand on your own two feet.
Maybe your friends are jealous.
Maybe they can't understand whyyou
would hang out with a complete jerk
instead of them. But they're doing their
jobbytelling you to leave him. They're
being good friends.
You never"deserve" to be slapped.
If he has to resort to violence with a

The moral of this story: Stop being
so selfish. You havebroken up a friendship, and worse, it was for your own
physical desires. Why should these
mothers "welcome" you? You have put
yourself first, and theirdaughters have
suffered. But you probably never noticed because you were so caught up in
your own drama.
My advice? Change this
meoldrama around. Step out of the picgirl, he.must have serious psychological issues. Not to mention his two difture whilethe girls work on theirfriendship. Self-sacrifice is what true love ferent personalities.
must endure, after all.
This is only your freshman year.
So stop idolizingDylan McKay. He There are many other guys out there
turned out to be a loser, anyway.
whowill treat you like a queen many
guys who will not act "strange," make
Dear Kate,
fun of you or treat you with physical or
My girlfriends hate the guy I'm emotional abuse. There are many guys
dating. I love him, and I'm always who your friends will love and not be
sticking up for him. But recently, it's resentful of,
been very difficult. They keep telling
Get out of this relationship today.
?

Dear Kate,
Ihave a problem. There's this girl
I like who I'm really good friends
with. We hang out a lot, go to dinner
and to movies, but I'm afraid that if
I tell her, it may ruin what we have
now. My question is, should I tell her,
should I try to send her signals or
should I just leave it alone? Help me.
Confined friend
?

Dear Confined,
It's just a hunch, but if you'vebeen
giving her this royal treatment for ail
this time, 1think she might be on to you.
And since she continuously schedules
these dates, then I think she may like
you, too.
Go for it! Those dates were your
signals. And it seems like she responded. After your next evening together, tell her how much you've enjoyedhanging out with her. Tell her all
those lines that girls melt over. Be
sweet. Be sincere. And if she turns you
down, then she's a trashy tease!
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to enter.

What: Heightsmen Cafe,
Commons_ ;
'\Vijeh: lThursday,

p.m.

-

.

"
-T..
October 28 at 8

These BC boys havebeen working allsemester toperform theirbest
work for you. Come support
cappelia talentand pick out yourfa-

vorite cutie.

What Virgilis Still the Frog Boy
Where: Bonn Studio, Robsham
Theatre
When: Thursday, October 28 to
Saturday, October 30
Imagine livingona beach house
witn four of your friendsfor an entire summer. This play follows me
lives of five friends in their 20s as
they try to find themselves, figure
out their futures and recognize their
true friends, while living in afun and
beautiful setting. We can all probably relate!
The five leads arejjlayed by:

Kevin LaFleur (CSOM '01),Andrea

DeCataldo(A&S '02), Pat Shepard
(A&S '02), Desiree Matthews
(A&S '01) and Drew Hopkins
(CSOM '02).

What: Matthew Sweet
Where: Paradise Rock Club
When: Monday* November I at 8
p.m.
Debuting his new album in reverse, this Nebraska artist is most
known for his songs "Girlfriend"
and "Sick of Myself." Now he's
back, and performing with special
guest John Faye Power Trip. Cost
of admission is $15. You must be
.18 to enter.--

"

...

by Tim Greenspan

?
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You're neverfully
dressed without a smile
By

Shannon O'Brien
FOR THE HEIGHTS

We have all heard the proverbs,
quotes and sayings that urge us to smile
more. For example, "Smile and the
world will smile back, cry and you cry
alone." But, how easy is it? Many students are often stressed, have too much
homework or are rushing to a

class or club meet-

ing.

,

Some Boston WlE££
College students
were asked their
opinions on how

makes attempts to smile at strangers.
"Well, I don't smile at strange guys, but
I do smile at all attractive female strangers." Although Miller assumes that only
30 percent of BC students smile regularly, he believes that BC has "an overall friendly group of people."
Miller attributes the low amountof
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they view BC's
friendliness, judged
by the amount of
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Heath's good
/>!v3 (
nature is reflected
/ fT'/\
through her smiles. I ( \ I /
She says, "My friends ? V ] j
all know me as anener\ ft
student body regularly smiles.

gized,happy person. I try
to start out the day with a
smile."
Joe J. Christensen authored a book
entitled To Grow in the Spirit.
Christensen recognizes "how delightful it is to be around people who radiate cheerfulness and enthusiasm! These
qualities are contagious."
Happiness often stems from confidence, upbringing, good nature and
even being consumed with the ideals
of one's chosen religion. People generally agree that surrounding themselves
with these happy people, who smile
often, brightens their days.
Chris Miller, A&S '02, says that he

forwhat "

ever reason, avoid
eye contact."
s*r~"
He goes
-r*
y
on to say, "There
/* L
->P fS
is a danger that
people mightmisthe meaning
of smiles. For example,
with girls gelling the wrong
idea from a guy's smile." Being Greek, Boutsikaris is ac,_ customed to hospitality,
D
an d nas grown up with
0*
tl
the notion that "smiles
can d° much for a per/AfU
\(o\}(Z PnV
son Jhey accommo/5m
date and make people
\
feel more a» ease."

"X
smiles they receive.
The goal was to ultit-j
"**!
mately discover how
and why students
\Sflgfi
smile, and how it affects them.
r**nT
Erin Heath, A&S
'03, tries to smile to at
1
least half of the people
«£(she comes in contact
with. Heath asserts, "You
"
have to not care, and
not be embarrassed.
j» fcY
You must run the
ass /~~\\

risk of not being
smiled back at."
Heath estimated that
75 percent of BC's

This same author notes, "Smiling
and laughter [have] been proven to release certain hormones in your body
which increase your adrenaline levels.
Scientists even claim that artificially
putting on a smile induces the same effect as the real thing."
Elias Boutsikaris, CSOM Winter
'99, smiles to approximately one-third
of the people he sees.
Boutsikaris believes,
"More people
dowantto
rS
smile, bur,

\
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Boutsikaris gathers,
"Positive energy can go
a long way. If you take

two secont^s t0 P onder
what the other person is
thinking, itwill domuch
for the interaction. A
smile may or may not do
something for the other
person, but it costs you

JO JO PENMANANDTHE PENNYMAKERS CONSISTS OF THE ART OFJOE O'BRIEN ANDTHE MINDOF MARTIN FONCfIIO

nothing."

Boutsikaris thinks
60 percent ofBC students smile
regularly. Rating the friendliness of
BC's campus, he awarded BC, "Three
and a half stars out of five. Or, three
and a half teeth out of five."
A Zen saying claims, "The world
is like a mirror, you see? Smile, and
your friends smile back."
Similarly, Mother Theresa once
said, "Let us always meet each other
with a smile, for the smile is the beginning of love."
Frowning takes 43 muscles,
whereas smiling only takes 17.
Verdict? Smile!

COMIC BY NDI SAMPSON
4pson

smiling to the fact that "Everyone is in
their own world, and doing their own
thing. It depends on what is going on
in people's days." Miller admits that he
enjoys receiving smiles, and, "when
walking across campus, and an attractive girl smiles, at me, it puts a dip in
my hip, and a slide in my glide."
Due to the positive effects of smiling and laughter, an author from
Arabia.com documents that countries
such as India and Japanhave introduced
laughter classes to some employers,
employees and others.

Portable yogurt fits
in a trash can

BOSTON COLLEGE
THEOLOGY DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS
The Joseph Chair Professor

JOSEPH T. LIENHARD, S.J.
Professor of Theology
Fordham University
By

Jonathan Raelin
HEIGHTS STAFF

Perhaps two things that should not
be combined are yogurt and moving
around.
Unfortunately, somebody at
the Yoplait factory decided they
could make yogurt hip again if
they put it in portable squeeze
packages and gave the flavors
names like Rad Raspberry and

that is a disaster waiting to happen. Not
only are the squeeze packets difficult
to open without nearly ripping them
apart and spraying everybody with yogurt, but they are small. Like potato

Despitecovering the packages with
that look like kids on all sorts
of weird drugs, Go-Gurt is a concept

?

ing.

Go-GurtPortable Yogurt
Yoplait
$2.39

Paradise Punch.
Ummm ... no.
cartoons

snack, one has to have at least three
packages. And since the entire box contains eight packages, one is left with
two rogue ones that aren't a snack and
aren't a tidbit they are just frustrat-

chips, nobody canhave justone ofthese
littJe squeeze packages. As a matter of
fact, in order to constitute a reasonable

Finally, the big problem: apparently nobody at the Yoplait
factory realized yogurt needs to
be refrigerated. Try taking some
Go-Gurt to class on a spring
morning and having it for lunch.
Sure enough, the Go-Gurt has
melted, and you are left with a
mushy disgusting liquid. Unless one
hai a desire to wear yogurt rather than
eat it, avoid this one like the plague.

Are you worthy of being the subject of a feature story?
E-mail gagliarg@bc.edu with your case.
It'd be something to write the neighbors about.

LECTURE

"Origen and the Crisis of the Old Testament
in the Earty Church"

Monday, November 8,1999

7:30 p.m.
Gasson 305

*
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BELYThAe WARDS

Progressive Revelations

... recognizing the best and worstsigns of the

thewezkly aga

UGBC Senateelection!

James Obletz and Kristen Renzulli
Now what is the best way to get
to notice your name out of the
hundreds of political signs that hang

people

Here itis the momentyou've all
been waiting for. It's time for the announcement of Boston
College's first annual
BELLY AWARDS. The
BELLY AWARDS are the
supreme recognition for
political signs posted by a
student candidate during an
election year. Select undergraduate students from the
class of 2003, running in
the UGBC Senaterace, will
be the proud recipients of
this year's
BELLY
AWARDS.
?

Moore." Ugh. Yeah. I can almost hear race. "Ah. How patriotic!"
Paul Shaffer's.drumBut the .lag isn't
mer give that sound as
what really gets me.
David Letterman has
It's the tag line: "A
once again made a tert^^fc

\u25a0||

that
only

Awards will be given
on the
criteria of flat humor.
around campus? Would it be to simply
cheesy gimmicks and lack of creativity. In the event a candidate's sign acwrite "Vote Mike" and "Vote Kirn" on
tually shows creativity or intelligence, a flyer? Would that be catchy and apthey too will be recognized. Please re- pealing? Well, regardless of what I think
member that these awards are deter- the correct answer may be, I must adMit that these signs are
mined purely from the
just plain boring. They
unfair prejudices of one I
Don'tSettittlefor Less.
man that man being
are eye snoozers, just
like my of y° ur basic
me, or at the very least,
VotG M(loore For
bathroom wallpaper
someone who looks exq-f
actly like me and goes by
patterns. They are Al
Gore.
the same name.
By reading these
If. in fact, you are a
signs, I get the same
lucky recipient of a
chill in my spine as 1do
wMI.
BELLY AWARD,please
when I drive past a gas
station called "Gas Stado not actuallyexpect to
_J lion" or a liquor store
receive anything. You
will not receive anycalled "Liquor Store." It
thing: not a plaque, not a certificate. just hurts me deep down inside to see
Nothing. The reason being that the such dry material.
BELLY AWARDS aren't even really
To give you credit. 1definitely enawards
they're just a bunch of hogjoythe fact that these aren't very wordy.
wash fabricated by a pseudo-intellec- If there is one thing that I hate, it is to
waste my time reading a marathon
tual journalisttrying to fill space.
length, yet still terribly dull sign. 1
Ifthis explanation doesn't suit you, would rather be contemplating whether
or for somereason you really wouldlike to open that damn little coupon savers
a prize, you may call The Heights at booklet, or just throw it out like the last
(617) 552-2221. Chances are, no one few that were forced upon me by a yelwill pick up the phone.
low-shirted man.
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him bend
ingover and
showing his
bald spot to the crowd.
Letterman is losingradngs for
such lame-o humor.
Inhis defense, if my name
were Moore, I, too, probably
would have exploited it in this
way. But honestly, I expected
more, Moore.
False hopes:
Michael Cormack

out to political signs

?

can
be

\u25a0

?

"Want to Improve the Bus System?" Buddy, I really wish you could,
but it ain't gonna happen. Most students
are unaware of
the restrictions
preventing BC

from sending
buses around
Newton all day

Lame but expected:
John Moore

The Basic:

Michael Cormack, Kirn Mandara,

"Don't Settle for Less. Vote

GDT

j

f

°

that actually
matter in the
American
democratic system, freshman
senators
in
UGBC are not
one of them.
Yet you insist,
on putting the
American flag
on your signs
for this Senate

Vote

RtJTOS L.CAINE
For Freshmen Sen ate/
different approach
definitely like that.

j

The key is to start saving now.
Delaying your decision can have a big
impact on the amount of your retirement

income.

What's the simplest and most
powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollars and
tax deferral.

make the most of

~

being clever. I

credibility.
Too Cute and Peppy:
Lauren Ippolito

She's got those "Hey, Hey, Ra, Ra"
signs that hope to get students singing
her tune. She hopes to get you to sing
the lyrics on her signs to the tune of
"Hey, Baby," "Come on Eileen" and
other popular songs defaced by the BC
marching band. I've got to hand it to
you Lauren, this is ambitious. But,
when you tell me to sing, Iwill not sing.
This isn't third-grade music class. Everyone does not have to participate. In
fact, I encourage people not to, although
I do not think they need much encour-

j

,

?

What I don't like is the pen on

\u25a0

~

,

not provide. They're backed by the
same low censes, exceptionalinvestment management, and outstanding

personal service that have made TlAA-

CREF the retirement plan of choice
among America's education and
research communities,
So call now to find out how easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.

agement.

Note to Lauren: Save Ferris does a
cover of the song "Come on Eileen." It
was originally written and performed
by Dexy's Midnight Runners.

Actually Cool:

J4ii=y\u25a0

To find
more a cal! or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*

?

neck sliced into seven parts [."

.

4. Entrance into the Plex: the outside is scaryand the inside is scarier.
But what is most haunting is the entrance, golden bat lover. When you
actually a vampire waiting to kill need a ball or equipment, you heed
you because he likes your Superfan to fill outa slip and givean employee
shirtand thinks you're cool and also your ED card. This employee mayor
enjoys a bag ofchips every once in may not have game, but he or she
a while especially with a beverdoeshave one thing for sure your
and Whose name contains meal card. People get hungry and so
age
two syllables and one time he saw a do vampires, and the dining halls are
guy walking in the-street whom he accommodating to both of these spethought was a guy he knew wjien he cies
was younger, but that guy was bald
and this guy isn't, and he also likes 3. Entranceinto Higgins: Yodmink
run-on sentences. But this guy isnot you can get in here, huh? Toil may
as scary as the rest of the Stadium. have made it past the ddzers arid
cranes, young traveler, but that's only
And I tell you, my frightened partner, this entry wouldbe firston the because they're being paid by the \u25a0
lilt if I didn'tfear the possible con- hour. You'll never get through the
guards. They have a quota to fulfill, 1|
sequences ...
?

give us

1 800 842-2776

It's professional in appearance and
contains a clever idea. Rarely do I find
these two elements combined on one
sign in this election year. This is the one.
exception. It is "Got Rufus?" Rufus L.
Caine's adaptation of the now famous
"Got Milk?" campaign is great. It has
that great mix between smart and
cutesy, different and bizarre. A poster
of this magnitude would lead one to
think that Rufus will pursue creative
solutions to problems that plague the
BC community. It indicates that he
won't hesitate to "draw outside of the
lines," while at the same time using
enough restraint torefrain from proposing radical and impossible means to
these solutions.
Also, Rufus, I felt that by adding
your middle initial "L," you make yourself come off as someone powerful
like a billionaire tycoon or at least a
People's Court judge.

www.tiaa-cref.org

TIAA-CREF Individualand Imntuiional Service*. Inc. diitributeaCREFcertificate! andincereTO inthe TIAA Real Eatate Account. For more complete information,including
charge,and ejcpenaea. call 800841-2733. est. 6509. for theprotpectuae*. Readihem carefullybe/ore you invert ortend money.
I

So there they are the first annual
Boston College BELLY AWARDS.
Sadly enough, they are not even annual.
They just spring up every time there is
an election or there is a writer silly
enough to write about one.
?

and the construction is all a coverup for our majorplan. This construction'won'tend. It'sperpetual, you see
you've managed to,get by flue out\u25a0*r-,tfeey'l tell your children it's alside of the building, eh? You'veescaped the heads embedded in the most done, and then your grandchilbricks* You are awarrior and a hero, dren, and then thenext-door neighand you might even be coming to bor of your cousin's former roomFulton for a
CSOM cfess. But mate. And itwon't end. Itwon't end,
when you first walk through the; it won't end, it won'tend?but this
main entrance, you are neither on the\u25a0; sentence finally will. While you're
second, nor the third floor. You are at it, avoid those trailers nearby.
inbetween
which would only Don't question it, justdp it, or Iwill
mean you are levitating!
have to tellmy friend, who happens
to be atalking skull named "Joe,'* to
bite you with the teeth thatonce ate
8. En trance into the Parking GaCarney's nachos at midnight. He
rage: Looking for a spot this morning? Be my guest. And then join me works for'Project Delta...
for some midnight tea when you're
done. The spiralingdesign will bring 2. Entrance into Burns Library:
you into a mental serpent of vehicle Welcome to Burns. Touch nothingon
mayhem, young non-ghoul, and we your way in, have nothing in your
havecharged you to be here. So pick hands and keep your eyes closed at||
all times.-Think for a minute bacir. to
a spot andbe sure to take theelevawe wouldn't want you to that dream you once had you X&M,
tor up
take the ounce of energy and actu- member the dream aboutBurnsLi-- ;|
brary and your first entrance intoHv||
ally walk up thosestairs. DoubleYon were followed by a librarian
park and die
wjjo stole your pencil and stabbed
7. Entrance into the Bookstore: you with the eraser.1You told her,
That's a nice schoolbag you have "Stab me all you want, my literary
there, buddy
companion, but don't steal my mileave it by the entrance. Yeah, that'sthe ticketLeave crofilm. It contains,.the plans. The
your books, too, and your jacket and plans to take over the electronic mesyour shoes and thatpizza ? I'm sage board in the Eagte's Nest If it
hungry. Leave everything here, dear contains profanity, pebpleWiil read; A
and won-- ;'
your it." And then you
book buyer, and leave me
dered if it was really a dream.After
life!
ail, you now have eraser scraps in
6; Entrance into the Career Cenyour ears. Be afraid, be very afraid
ter: You hear voices. "Get out of ... Muhaha! I have justlaughed in an
there!" theyyell to you. "You're not evil manner...
in CSOM! Get out!" But you don't
listen. They are monsters, you as1. Entrance into Addie's: Try it
sume. Everyone's a monster, you you'lllike it. It's... good. Go ahead,
thenrealize, but you proceed to walk you know you want some.'Grab a
into the door and ignore the voices. slice ofpizza and one ofthose sandHoWever, the voices continue and wiches, too. I think it's" meat and
then you stop, possibly scratching cheeseon toasted bread, but(it could
a human head! Either,way,
your nose first or maybeeven think- be
ing about that episode of Charles in lover of late-night, you'll leave feelCharge you saw a few yearsback, ing scared. And you'll be scared for
but the point is that you stop. And at least an hour or two, until your
bodyfights those monsters within ...
the voices, you discover, aren't re-

v

...

.

?

-

?-

~.

?

Rufus L. Came

*?

out

J r,W,I

Buttbe idea is that the entrance into
this world of computer adventure
was not meant to be
that's why
they hid it. And when you go into
things that are hidden, you maynever
return. Or, you may be ripped off.
which is probably more likely but not
quite as scary. So, forget thatlast part
and assume you'll only have your

9. Entrance into Fulton Hall: So,

poster board. Use a stencil or something. This justmakes it look like you're
running a PTA bake sale. It kills your

c
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annuities
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IRAs
«smart, easy ways to help create
orrer
?income that your penthe retirement
j c ? i c
?._ i_
c may
sion and oociai
oecunty
benehts
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10. Entrance into Alumni Stadium: Beware, students, of a stadium thatis more than just a place.
to see football games and buy overpriced hot dogs. Alumni Stadium is
a ghostly area which is filled with
deception?it is a virtual funhouse
where what you see is not always
whatyou get. Itisa place where you
thinkyott see ablowout win right in
front of your face, but in reality it is
adepressing loss. It is a place where
you thinkyou seeaBowl game comingin the future, but inreality you're
only staring at a toilet. Itis a place
where the person in front of you is

,

vending machine repairperson who
enjoyed Skittles a little bit toomuch.

..

Of all the

political offices

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

a pretty big day. My original intention was to create a top-10listing of
thescariest areas of the campus, but
10 just isn't a big enough number
for that. Instead, you are about to
read a listing of the top-10 scariest
entrances on campus, as they would
be described by thehost of ahorror
movie night who was justfiredfrom
his job...

?

SRAs and IRAs make it easy.
?

RUFUS?'

Joel Wacek

. . . .
.

ready aren't. You've actually done
something out of the ordinary. You
haven't commented on how your dedication, experience or fiscal awareness
will make BC a better place. You have
ignored all that rhetoric and opted for a

.

5. Entrance intothe TechProducts
Store: Ah-ha! You should be congratulated for finding this place, person of humanity. It has been intentionally buried in Gasson Hall in a |
labyrinth of doors and hallways, and
only one path could have taken you
here. The softwareyou are about to
purchase may or may not have been
cursed by a monster or eaten for
lunch by the evil brother of a fired-

Halloween is a pretty big word and

?

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE
WAS EXPENSIVE, TKY PUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
CD
oKAs

He's got the line-up from the Usual
Suspects with his own face plastered on
each of the suspects. His gimmick: "Not
your usual candidate." True, you al-

Why Patriotic? Why
America?

W M

supporting yourself
thirty years or longer in
retirement.
It might be the greatest
_.
°
financial test
.?*you .11 ever race.
rortunately, you have two valuable
r
assets in your tavor:
time and tax
,

Bryan Wilson

these restrictions.

IB

about
Think
for
.
,

Probably too cool for people to get:

long. Hopefully, you, too,
are aware of

HI :
The winners are as follows:

r

Wacek, a
is using
masking tape to put
B&W flyers on cafeteria walls, a vote for America?
lor

kid who

by Greg Gagtiardl,

~.

,

ally there.They're merely
your cranium...

.

...

inside
But I digress..

Read the archive and win ...
http://www2.bc.edu/~gagliarg
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Private Eyes stays shut
By Katherine Lane
Heights Staff
The fine line between reality and

fiction became a little more blurred this

weekend at the Bonn Studio. There,
Stephen Dietz's Private Eyes opened

under the direction of Michael Salerno,
A&S '00. This five-character drama
was a study of relationships and be-

tfayal, love and lust, all with a good

dose of humor framing the scenes.
The play begins with an audition.
Matthew (Jaime Perez, LSOE '03) is
the casting director, and Lisa (Kathryn
Pamello, A&S '00) is the prospective
actress. As the audition sours, the setting then changes to arestaurant where,
by coincidence, Matthew is eating and
Lisa is his waitress. Yet, just asthe banter between them evolves from restrained hostility to mutual interest, a
director yells "Cut!" The whole scene
thus is actually partof arehearsal where
Matthew and Lisa are the actors and

ALL PHOTOS BY LAUREN M. PRINGLE

Private Eyes studied each of its
characters, including Lisa (Above)
played by Kathryn Parnello. (Left)
The group gets together.

Adrian (JeffBoardman, A&S '02) is the

director.
It is apparent that the play Adrian
is directing also bears striking parallels
to the actors* real lives. Matthew and
Lisa are married, yet she is having an
affair(that Matthew may ormay not be
aware of) with Adrian. As the three of
them wrangle overthe meaning of truth,

confession and theirrelationships, Cory
(played excellently by Megan McCabe,
LSOE *00) enters the mix. Waitress,
private investigator, and finally revealed

to be Adrian's wife, the mysterious
Cory is never exactly who she appears
to be. Her character, though the most
enigmatic, also adds the most humor
and energy to the performance.
Rounding out the small cast is
Frank (Patricia Runcie, A&S '01).
Frank is Matthew's therapist and also
the voice ofreason for the audience. She
actually speaks directly to the audience
about the play's action and freely comments on the characters. She also peri-

odically interrupts a scene to chastise
Matthew for not giving an actual account of what is

happening.

Confused? Well, that is precisely
how the audience would feel if they devoted anything less than rapt attention
to this play. There are constant breaks
in the scenes, and the interweaving of
the dialogue from the play the characters are rehearsing and their own reality gives everything a very circular feel.
This juxtaposing of fiction and fact

makes Private Eyes rather redundant.
As mentioned earlier, McCabe,
though in a smaller role, is the real
standout of theplay. Invigorating some
of the more monotonous scenes,
McCabe's Cory breathes life into the
Matthew/Lisa/ Adrian love triangle.Yet
itis Boardman who gives the most balanced of the performances. Adrian is a
conceited, particular manwhose downfall is brought on by his own arrogance.
Boardman's portrayal of him is thor-

oughly convincing.

set changes involved moving a piece

or

What remains most inexplicable two of furniture, the lengthy intermisabout Private Eyes, however, was its in- sion was a mistake due to the nature of
termission. A 15-minute intermission is the performance itself. In a play with
a long one even for a majorproduction such shiftingplodines and scene breaks,
performedby professionals that require the lengthy intermission really dismassive set changes and complete cos- rupted the play's fluidity, whichis akey
tume changes.
to any performance, whether it be on
Yet, for this particular show, one stage or in a film. It was difficult to rewhere the only costume change was attune oneself to the play's direction,
when Perez put on a green shirt and andthus the second halfof Private Eyes
McCabe doffed her wig, and the only

suffered.

Local talents making their musical mark
Josh making lots of
Aberdeen leaves old
friends with current run
pajamas behind
By Michael Teevan
Heights Editor

It might take a second to become
reacquainted, but you know them
?

under their old name, that is.
The last few weeks havemade this
an eventful semester for Aberdeen, one
of Boston College's best-known musical acts. The Artists Formerly Known
as the Cat's Pajamas have played three
shows on campus inthe last two weeks,

Adam Kidd

theirfirst performances of theacademic

,

Todd Barton

Jon Chang

year.

The five-member band surprised
theirfans byrecently dropping the Cat's
Pajamas moniker and switching to the
new name. Aberdeen said their old tag
was being associated with the wrong
thirigs, which prompted the change to
what they feel is a more generic rock
name.
"We were looking for a name not
loaded with associations," guitarist
Ryan Heller, A&S '01, said. "We hope
we'll grow with the name instead of trying to make a name grow with us."
The first of the three shows was
held at The Pub Series on the night of
Thursday, October 14 (since the show
for 9.9.99 was cancelled). An enthusiastic audience at the Rat greeted the
group. For the occasion, Heller wore a
plain white T-shirt with "9.9.99"
scrawled in marker, while a barefooted
Brad Parker, A&S '01, manned the microphone alongwith a handful of string
instruments.
Aberdeen played several of their
dozen or so originals, laced with a
couple of classic covers which were
highlighted when a few concert-goers
jumped from the zealous crowd and
began a shirtless, Pulp Fiction-like.
dance sequence. The stringbegan with
a funked-out "Billy Jean" followed by
the Who's"Baba O'Riiey" andthe Talking Heads' "Once in a' Lifetime." In
"Lifetime," vocalist Parker enlivened
the crowd by bellowing, "You may find
yourself ... at the PuK Series."
The second show was held the following Monday at the Second Chances

PlayingT.T.s doesn't mean you are
anything special,but this is where bands
start. This is ground zero for Boston
"It's mad hot up here," sighed Best rock. Decorated as it was that night
Friend Josh lead singer Jon Chang, not as offensively as one might think
in green plastic vines, white holiCSOM '00, as he squinted at familiar
faces through an obscuring bank of day lights and cellophane kitchen wrap,
stage lights. Many of them he knew, it servedas afiery incubator for the birth
some he didn't, but altogether it was a ofBC's own Best Friend Josh.
Two other bands played before
friendly showing for a band on its first
themthat night andjudging bytheir pernight out.
The shadowy silhouettes of some formances, it was somewhat of a
beginner's night in Cambridge. Best
40 Boston College students stood expectantly in front of him, drinking bad Friend Josh played last, which technibeer and breathing heavily through the cally made them the show's headlining
unbearable mid-July heat. They all act, a fact they humbly downplayed.
wanted to hear some noise. On a night They insisted they were not billed as
like this it would havebeen more comthe main act, "it just turned out that way
fortable to sit down to a jazzband and on the flyer," muttered drummer Todd
sip a cold gin and tonic while watching Barton, A&S '00.
Nevertheless, playing last gave
the rain fall outside, fanning yourself
with the menu. But here it was exactly them time to think, time to relax with
the opposite, because T.T. the Bear's visiting friends, smoke a few cigarettes
over the pool table, tell afew jokes and
only features bands that play loud muget ready to go on stage. They needed
sic, for the sweaty and motivated.
In case you've never paid a visit, thistime because although theother two
T.T.the Bear's is an easy place to miss. bands that wailed their guts out that
Standing not far from Central Square night may or may not have been real
beginners, Best Friend Josh was.
in Cambridge, it is a small, fairly nonBut, to claim that they were, true
descript two-window tavernwith a bar
in the middle, a back room occupied "beginners" that night was not exacdy
by a pool table and a tiny stage along true, if you take into account all the
the right wall. If you read listings in the parties and late night gatherings they
Boston Phoenix, you know it is not a played for their friends or the few gigs
clubknown for national headlining acts. they played on campus last spring.
In reality it's been almost a year
Its shows consist mainly of local upstarts who nightly cross their fingers in
now that Chang, Barton and bassist/ vohopes that the audience will remember calist Adam Kidd, A&S '00, havebeen
feedbacking-outregularly at their apa.ittheir name after the lights go down.
By Nate Briscoe
For The Heights
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Aberdeen keeps up with their suddenly busy schedule.
Benefit Concert in the Robsham The- according to Heller. The performance
ater. It was a setting different from what
kept with their goal of "not falling into
the band was accustomed to, which one vision."
drummer Rob McCaffrey, A&S '01,
Aberdeen's classically-trained

greatly appreciated.
background complements their rock
"It was so much fun to play for a roots, and these three concerts disgood cause," McCaffrey said.
played their wide-ranging talents. The
Aberdeen closed out the triumvirate diversity was never more evident than
with a show this past Thursday at when they played selections like an
O'Connell House, their favorite venue. Edvard Griegpiece from Fantasia or a
Having been based on UpperCampus bluegrass version of the Beatles'
for two years, it was ahomecoming of "Help." However, don't look for the
sorts for the band. They broke out two Super Mario Brothers theme song any
new originals for the performance.
more. The band has retired that classic.
"It was definitely the best show we
Aberdeen is trying to take full adever played," Heller said, adding that vantage of this semester, since the winhe felt like they were playing in their ter will bring about a hiatus. Three
house with so many of the group's members of theband Parkerand guifriends in attendance.
tarists Heller and Kelleher
are go"We're lucky that O'Connell has ing to study in England next semester.
says that the time off will
been such a great system of support. The
And everyone in the band would agree serve them well, and they especially
that O'Connell is the most fun show," think the time in England will enhance
McCaffrey said. "Every time we play their music overall. After all, many
O'Connell, the energy level proves that products of the English music culture,
BC needs more of these kinds of like the Beatles and Radiohead, are maevents."
jorAberdeen influences.
Hellerfelt that everything came toBefore they go abroad,Aberdeen is
gether at the O'Connell show. As Heller, planning to record and distribute their
Parker and guitarist Gavin McDonagh, work to BC students. They are also
A&S '01, played freely, McCaffrey and looking to play in Boston in the next
bassist Ryan Kelleher, CSOM '01, cre- couple of months.
ated their trademark loud rhythm. The
Names may change, but the music
result was a "whirlwind of sounds," remains the same.
?

?

?

?

ment/ recording/ practice space on
Priscilla Road. Over this time they've
attracted a small, but incredibly loyal
following among BC seniors who populate BFJ shows like bees to the hive.
"The support has been great," said
Chang. "We finished last school year
with a lot of shows, and it gives us so
much confidence up there when so
many of ourfriends come out to seeus
play." The number of attendees on this
first night at T.T.s was doubled during
BFJ's second show at the MiddleEast,
also inCambridge. The encouragement
and supportBFJ garnered from BC students and longtime friends have given
the band a key weapon in the fight to
book more shows: ticket sales.
So finally the time arrived, somewhat inconspicuously, for Best Friend
Josh to take the stage for the first time.
No special lighting arrangements
greeted them just the regular house
lights and no special announcement
was made. Aftera quick tuningand mic
check, the band was more than ready
to get it on. Chang stepped sideways to
the mic to timidly thankall his friends
for coming out so late in the rain. This
elicited some hearty cheering andwailing, a few close friends yelled out personal jokes. Then the boys looked
around at each other soberly and without delay struck the first chord. What
followed was a dutiful rendition oftheir
five-song demo Paddle, with four newly
rehearsed songs that have since put
?

?

See JOSH, C8
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Here it comes, the "eagerly" anticipated follow-up to the album
Youthanasia that thrust Megadeathback
into the lime-light for the first time in
about seven years. From the man who
got thrown out of Metallica for "doing
too many drugs," here comes Dave
Mustaine and company with their latest album, Risk, which has captured
some major radio and MTV airplay in
its first week of release.
From the orchestrated opening
song, "Insomnia," this album is standard Megadeath with a few surprises.
There is the usual heavy-handed grind
of Megadeath, but this album harbors
some excellent harmonies and chord
transitions. Mustaine backs up his own
high-pitched croon splendidly on such
songs as "The Doctor is Calling" and

nies, wait until the second half of the
album. With songs such as "Time: The
Beginning" and "Time: The End," the
band achieves cheese-metal-ballad proportion. When Mustaine actually hits a
heartfelt note (well, heartfelt for
Mustaine) and hints at a twinge of tenderness in his voice, the listener is
stunned by the amazing song structure
that Megadealh has achieved. And this
yes you read coris a metal band
rectly, a metal band!
As usual, the rest of the band pales
in comparison to the adept guitar-playing and wailing of Mustaine, but they
continue to turnout a good backing for
their frontman to carry the music. Even
though this album is by no means a
groundbreaker for the band, it does
show Megadeath expl ring new areas
in their music which, to an extent, holds'
off the natural repetitiveness of their
style of heavy metal. After all, even
metal bands have lo age. but it takes a
special typeof metal band to age grace-

"Ecstasy."

fully.

*?*

Megadeath

Risk
(Capitol Records)

?

However, if one is surprised b_y the
inclusion of orchestration and harmo-

?

Jonathan Raelin

Sevendust

**

The Misfits
Famous Monsters
(RoadrunnerRecords)

IfTexas is thereason the president
is dead, then Michael Graves is die rear
son the Misfits are dead. This is a mistake of paramountproportions; it would
be akin to an episode of Shasta
McNasty without the beloved thespian
Jake Busey, Without Glen Danzig, the
Misfits are just another band living in
the past, like Black Sabbath without
Ronny James Dio. So rest assured that
this is a Misfits release only by a tech-

nicality.
On Famous Monsters, the Misfits
give us 18 tracks of their patented horror punk, yet it just sounds like regurgitated B-sides. With bassist Jerry Only
the lone original member on this release, it is not hard to see where the
translation ofthe Misfitsof the pastgot
lost. Rounding out the band is Graves
on vocals, a man who hadn't even heard
any the band's music before joining
them, Doyle Wolfgang van Frankenstein rocking the axe and Dr. Chud hitting the skins. \u25a0;.'. \u25a0 '':

'

-

The lender that

Not one song stands out on this al- Home
bum. Maybe it is just bitterness that (TVT Records)
Danzig is not singing anymore, but
something tells me it is much more.The
Has anyone ever heard of a band
music itself has added a more pop-punk
sound, which is a mistake to say the called Crawlspace? No one has, but if
least. Rest assured this is not pop-punk this question were asked about the same
in the vein of punk's boy band Blinkband under a different moniker, every-182, but it is just not as thrash-licious one would know the answer. Sevendust,
as pre-1983 Misfits, which 1 might add formerly known as Crawlspace, has
is classic music rating up there with the been making large waves since their
Stones and the Beatles. This is why self-titled release came out a yearor two
Monsters is such a let-down; it almost
ago. The band has been considered a
fits the formula for a Greek tragedy.
combination of many disparate styles.
song
The only
that is entertaining
times, they can sound like
on this album is "Saturday Night," a At different
song with a '50s do-wop feel that is any of the following: Faith No More,
appealing just because you do not hear Korn or Prong. This metal band has a
punk songs with do-wop in them. On fresh heavy-metal sound that has given
that same theme of adding some spe- them much success with only one recial sauce to the Misfits sound, "Scare- lease. Can Sevendust follow up their
crowMan" addssome rockabilly pomp: initial success with Homel
however,it doesnot workquite as well.
As far as the melalheads are conIncase you are wondering what that
cerned. Sevendust has lost nothing with
barely audible sound is in the backtheir second release. They will feel that
ground, it is the sound of a band kicking a dead horse. Unless Danzig comes the band is as strong as ever, with a talback, the Misfits are just a cover band. ented group backing up lead singer
Lujon's potent vocals.
? Kevin Laßongc
For the rest of us. we need 10 know

***

(Reprise Records)

to all your law school

Eric Clapton has been one of the
best musicians in the world for a long,
long time, so it would make sense that
his greatest
hit albums
are good,
and his latest release
in
thbA
genre.

financing needs.

Chronicles.
is just that.
However,
you almost
get the feeling that a
greatest hits
album released by
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Finding the right financing for law school
doesn't have to be a trial. Not when you
rely on Key Education Resources? We
provide a full range of law school financing
products and services, making it easy to
help you earn your degree. Call our
Education Resource Line* today. We're
certain you'll return a favorable verdict.
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www.Key.com/educate
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Jeremy Raelin

Chronicling Clapton past
Eric Clapton
Chronicles

helps you bring order

what differentiates Sevendust from every other metal band. The answer is,
nothing. Home has nothingnew to add
to the heavy-metal genre, which is still
dominated by noise. Although the album is produced well, Sevendust falls
into the pitfall of monotony, Which
many metal bands are guilty of. No
track varies from one to the next.
Lajon has great range, at one time
sounding like Mike Patton from Faith
No More, and on another song like
Vernon Reed of Living Colour. However, his vocals are drowned out by
background noise. The track "Reconnect" is an obvious ploy by Sevendust
tn set themselves apart while still keeping their hard edge. This doesn't work.
"Reconnect" sounds like every other
track on Home.
Sevendustreleased this album five
years too late. By now, the metal fad
has worn thin. Sevendust still seems to
be living in the past. Home is
Sevcndu.st's attempt to milk a market
that is dying. Unless you're a crazy
meialhead, this album is not for you.

someone as
good
as
Clapton
should be a
little bit better than Chronicles turnsout
to really be.
Chronicles is almost a deceiving
title for this CD, as the album is essentially a re-release of his material from
the '90s
meaning it's not really recounting his whole career, but merely
his later stuff, which is essentially a collection of songs he made for movies.
While his later work is certainly easy
to listen 10, it's not his best stuff.
Ofthe material presented, "Change
the World," the Phenomenon song produced by Babyface, and "It's In the Way
You Use It," co-produced by Clapton
and Tom Dowd, prove to be the best
songs. Of course, you've probably already heard these songs numerous
times, so it's not necessarily worth buying an album to hear them.
Each track shows off Clapton's
magical singing ability, as he lifts some
mediocre material into very good songs
justby his pure talent. His best vocals
come on "My Father's Eyes," the
album's third song, and "Bad Love,"
one of the catchiest songs on
Chronicles. One song that didn't need
Clapton's vocals is "Layla," the Unplugged version, which is a farcry from
the version featured in Goodfellas. The
?

vocals add nothing and changing the
tune was a mistake by Clapton,because
it does not seem necessary to change
an already great <.ong, even if he did
win a Grammy for the Unpluggedversion.
In general, this is like Eric Clapton's
easy-listening session, as most of the
songs are quite mcllow. Thatdoes mean
they are bad individually,
but the album seems a little
slow tind hard to listen to all
the way through as a result.
Only in "Bad Love" and
'It's In the Way You Use It"
does Chronicles How with
the energy you would expect from Clapton,
Chronicles is fine for
someone who does not own
many of Clapton's CDs. as
it doesshow off his great talent, but any true

Clapton
expert
should just wait un-

-,_

~?%

tiIhe releases another 1L:
album of only new HI
releases. The odds
are that you own all but two of j
Chronicles' songs ("Blue Eyes
Blue"' from Runaway Bride and §*»
"(I) Get Lost" from TheSlory of
Us}, and while those songs are
good, they don't make buying this album worthwhile.
?

Matt Swenson

*** 1/2

Death in Vegas
The Contino Sessions
(Time Bomb/ Concrete)

they have come out with a new album

that shows both the darker side of
techno and the more melodic side. With
a guest vocalist (each from a different
genre of music) brought in on nearly
everytrack, the album's sound is diverse
and unique.
The first track and first single off
the album, "Dirge," can be seen as a
techno song for fans of classical music. The song manages to layer one instrument upon another, consummating
finally in a rich, full and beautiful song.
"Aisha" features die collision of Death
in Vegas with Iggy Pop. Pop, the godfather of punkrock, lends dark, dreary
vocals to this simplistic yet engaging
track that proclaims "Aisha/ We only
just met/And 1 think you oughta know/
1" m a murderer/ Babies in blood." Thus,
one can imagine the sound that accompanies such lyrics.
Yet songs like
I <H| "Lever Street"
feature a more in-

melodic
niscent of an old
Irish ditty. Therethe
j
refusal of Death in
Vegas to be limited to a single genre of music.
Thus, despite all contradictions in
sound and genre, Death in Vegas pulls
togetheran album thatrequires multiple
listenings. The album leaves you yearning for more and glad to have discovered a truly imaginative techno duo in
a world where mediocre techno can be
found on just about any street corner
or the nearest rave, as the case may be.
\u25a0-

?

1997 saw the emergence of the
techno duo known as Death in Vegas.
In the same year, the single "Dirt" was
released, attracting attention more for
its video than the quality of its music.
Following this, Death in Vegas has
faced the common rut of being one of
those technobands that the masses possibly once heard of, but are not really
familiar with.
Well, two years have passed, and
Richard Fearless (the soul of Death in
Vegas) has replaced partner Steve
Hellier with Tim Holmes. Together,

Paul Jackson

Ratings Key

*****
****
***
**
*

Halloween
Halloween II
Halloween 111
Halloween IV
Halloween V
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Primus creates the Antipop album

Swenson's top 25

Stars of
the
Century

**l/2
Primus

Antipop
(Interscope Records)
The always-original Primus has returned with another interesting piece
entitled Antipop. The new release from
the unpredictable threesome of Les
Claypool (bass and vocals), Larry
LaLonde (guitar) and Brain (skins) is a
taste of both old-school Primus and
some new tricks they have picked up
along the way.
The opening track, "Electric Uncle
Sam," is an energetic, kick-you-in-theface jam with straight-ahead guitar
flows and a solid beat. Tom Morello
(guitars, Rage Against The Machine)
lays down
some
lfV
own riffs as I
«MJ|Bajj
well as his I pSfe

production
skills on this
song, as well
as a couple of
other tracks.
The combination
of

Claypool's

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

E**& ** siSy
JStasS^JHal
HEmBPpB

trademark ridiculous bass
licks
and
Morello's unique guitar magic form a
# 7: Humphrey Bogart and
solid chemistry. Morello additionally
contributes on the crunching "Mama
U6: John Wayne
Didn't Raise No Fool" and "Power
By Matt Swenson
Mad."
Heights Review Editor
Fred Durst (vocals, Limp Bizkit)
also appears as a producer for the
You want to talk about Hollywood strange "Lacquer Head," and South
tough guys? The discussion begins and Park's Matt Stone even tried his hand
ends with just two actors: Humphrey at producing a track (remember,Primus
Bogart and John Wayne. Bogart owned sings the South Park theme song).
the streets in his noirish-style films
Along with all of the special guests
while he battled beautiful vixens and and producers, there is still plenty of
the corrupt establishment. Meanwhile, traditional Primus on this album. "NatuWayne controlled the countryside for ral Joe," "Dirty Drowning Man" andthe
some 43 years, fighting off everybody title track, "Antipop," all fit the prime
from Vietnamese soldiers to the Indi- Primus mold: crazy, incomprehensible
ans he's most well-known for besting. bassriffs, heavy distorted guitars, clean
Together, the two dominated a golden and strong drums, and totallyirrelevant
moment in time for films, one that likely lyrics. Primus fights against the mainwill not be repeated.
stream, as Claypool reminds us, "I am
Bogart is considered more of the Antipop, I'll run against the grain till
actor's actor of the two (though Wayne the day 1 drop."
did win one Oscar). He gave mesmerThe most unusual track byfar (well,
izingperformances in some ofthe clas- it's Primus
they're all unusual) is
sicAmerican films of all time. Do films "Eclectic Electric," featuring the guitars
really get any better than Casablanca of James Hetfield_(Metallica) and Jim
and Tne Maltese Falcon} typically, he
played the hard-boiled detective, which
he was great at, but when he showed
other sides of his ability, people took
notice,
Take Casablanca: Bogart played a
conflicted bartender who was a sucker
for the underdog, but this time, the underdog had his ex and her beau on its
side. The choice becomes, does he sell
them out or fight the Nazisby allowing
the resistance to exit Casablanca? The
movie was so good that people continue
to watch it, and it was named the second-best film of all time by theAmerican Film Institute.
Another departure was TheAfrican
Queen, where he played a tough seaman with a sensitive side opposite
?

Katherine Hepburn's high society
woman. It'sthe classic opposites-attract
story asthe two ride Bogart's boat down
ariver to find land. Bogart took home
an Oscar for his performance, and the
film is considered one of his best.
Bogart always had the coolest lines
in the coolest movies. "Here's looking
at you, kid" (Casablanca)and "It's the
stuff dreams are made of' (The Maltese Falcon) were both said by him, and
he was on the receiving end of
"Badges? We donT need no stinkin'
badges" (The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre). When people remember lines
in your films long after you're dead, you
know you are huge and Bogart was
huge.
Bogey may have been the toughguy roaming thestreets, but Wayne was
the American icon fighting in the U.S.'s
heartland to preserve our way of life.
He doesn't do it throughpolitics or negotiations, either his philosophy was
that "a man's got to do what a mans
got to do."
Wayne essentially played the same
character in almost all of his roles, but
that's what happens when you become
a symbol like he did. Among his better
films were Stagecoach, Red River, The
Searchersand The Shootist. Perhaps the
latter is his most memorable performance, as he played a gunslinger dying of cancer who comes to terms with
his life and legend, while the real-life
actor was battling cancer. It was to be
his final .performance, and what a
memorable performace it was.
It is no coincidence that westerns
haveall but disappeared from the map
since Wayne died in 1976. The genre
would have faded much earlier if not
for the star power and charisma of its
one great star: Wayne, and there's no
replacing him.
Bogart and Wayne were two of the
biggest stars we have ever seen or will
see. They dominated the screen and represented our tough guys, and we wish
they were still around to do so.
?

?
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how radicaally different ?- almost rewound possibly the millennium's best
flexively, its looks back on its accomfusion of punk and indie rock. A Single
plishments with unrequited zeal. This History, therefore, redeems itself, simmay somewhat explain the plethora of ply as a reminder of both the wreckage
lists that have been tabulated over the we've lived through and the band who
Domino. Thus, Tilbrook had to take the past few years. Through rating every- has
captured it.
reigns fully by himself. For die-hard thing from the best world war (WW II)
Squeeze fans, the absence of Difford to the worst Saturday Night Live spinDonny Mahoney
creates a strong downcast to any peroff movie (A Night at the Roxbury),
formance. If one can look beyond these rankings have given the consumer
Widespread Panic
Difford's absence, he or she wi II see that
Brian Rusnica the rest of Squeeze has come together a much better conception of art's place Till the Medicine Takes
the insane postmodern world we
nicely. Tilbrook's humor and melodic in
(Capricorn
Records)
dwell in.
voice keep the audience in a trance-like
Squeeze
the
latest
release
Uponhearing
from
state. On stage, he dazzleswith blisterWith their sixth album, Southern
Domino
ing guitar solos. His one-handed solo the Olympia trio Unwound, interest- rockers Widespread Panic break from
(Quixotic London)
ingly
titledA
Single
History,
thelistener
puts the crowd in awe. Chris Holland
their "jam band" roots and render a
does wonders on keyboard and Hilaire cannot tielp but feel impelled to locate fresh, more production-orientedsound.
the punk/ indie supergroup's exact spot
Penda
has
showedthat
he
has
mastered
The result is a tighter and more songChris Difford and Glenn Tilbrook
on the far-reaching ladder of pop culoriented Till the Medicine
havebeen writing songs together for the the bass. The only member who isn't ture.
drummer,
Soan,
stellar
is
the
Ash
and
Takes.
better partof 26 years. They
Maybe the
good.
he
still
is
have released countless alStill present are
last redeeming
Live,
a
of
Squeeze
plays
variety
Widespread's
meandering
Somehow they have
songs. The famous "Tempted," band on the
guitar hooks, grufflyrics and
squeezed out another one,
"Pulling
Girl"
and
Mussels
once-feared
Kill
"Goodbye
so to speak. Domino is from Shell"
intricate percussion, but the
a
are of course all in the Rock Stars label,
band welcomes a range of
Squeeze's 13th overall reshow.
dolack
Unwound
has
Although
they
something
lease and the first in three
different new elements, from
Difford, Tilbrook and the rest wovena timeless
record scratcher Colin Butyears, following Excess without
perof
the
band
a
taleof
indie
credreally
give
powerful
Moderation. It seems that in
ler to the Dirty Dozen Jazz
these three years, Squeeze formance. Squeeze's set goes on for ibilityandsurreal
Band.
has had another complete about two hours. They play to please creativity rivaled
The new elements are,
only by Shasta
makeover. This release once the crowd; Tilbrook even asks for refor the most part, successful.
the
show.
All
the
bases
quests
during
McNasty.
The
again contains a completely were covered the large selection the
Butler's scratching on the enband is dedicated
new line-up. Only Difford band played. by
ergetic "Dying Ma" gives the tune a
V,
noise-driven,
to
the
ethics
of
D.I.
their
and Tilbrook are familiar
funky base, and the Dirty Dozen
Although Domino is no Cool Foi unwholesome sound. Truly committed nice,
faces.
JazzBand's fills give "Christmas Katie"
Domino contains a variety of styles. Cats, it's still another good effort by to the art ofchallenging the boundaries a swinging New Orleans feel. Producer
"In the Morning" and the title track, Squeeze. They dolack something withof '90s society, A Single History is John Keane's
banjo on"The Walker"
out
Difford. Unwound's
"Domino," sound like some
take on the tumultuous, ce- and gospel singer Dottie Peoples' conHowever,
to see
\u25a0
of the old greats from way
lebrity-drivendecade that we havewitm ma-tf
tribution on "All Time Low," however,
back when. The rest of the
wCalii
nessed.
are not as great.
albumvaries from the semiThe album's high point, "BrokenfiThe album gets off to a fine start
funk "Play On" to the very
shings," seems to deal with the broken with two very good, traditional-soundmellow "What's Wrong
hearts of Unwound frontman Vern ingWidespread songs in "Surprise ValWith This Picture."
Rumsey and viewersalike after witnessley" and "Bear's Gone Fishin." Michael
Difford and Tilbrook
jgtf
ing the marriage of Bea Arthur's DorHouser's fluid guitar lines and Dave
still sing about the usual
|fl
character in The Golden Girls fiothy
Schools' thick base make "Surprise
subjects. As on every one of t,
nale to an impish Leslie Nielson. In adValley" work, and John Herman gives
their albums, the subject
dition, as the decadereaches its conclu"Bear's Gone Fishin"' another funk
matter includes gettinghurt,
sion, the instrumental "The Light at the twist with his work onkeys.
getting drunk, getting laid
much-deserved End of the Tunnel is a Train" waxes proBut perhaps the album's greatest
and getting divorced,
phetic, seemingly predicting the Carson weakness is that the flowing jams that
recognition,
Tilbrook has done a masterful jobproDaly-induced
cultural implosion hapmade Widespread famous are noticeducing this album. It flows well from
Jeremy Raelin pening right before our eyes.
ably absent. The album is, no doubt,
beginning to end. Somehow, Squeeze
While
like
all
Single
History,
A
somewhat of a musical experiment, and
has produced something that sounds
compilations of obscure materia] like it, when taken as such, it functions very
nothinglike their earlier music, yet has
lacks
an
essential
it
well. But for those looking for the crefluidity,
triumphs
the patented, distinctive Squeeze sound
as a revised lesson of history and punk ative jamsWidespread is accustomed
Unwound
and feel.
rock that only Unwound could provide. to belting out, Tdl The Medicine Takes
Once again, Tilbrook and Difford A Single History
While the photo collage on the inside will leave you a bit unsatisfied. What it
have rounded up extremely talented (Kill Rock Stars)
cover places them somewhere between does offeris a new twist on a band that
musicians to add the coup dc gras to
Domino. Ifthe band aloneisn't talented
As popculture quickly approaches the new June of 44 CD and Nirvana's has shown a great flair and garnered a
the milIn Uiero in terms of ranking of liner devoutfollowing in their 15 years.
enough, they continue to look outside its self-created epiphany
aspiring
lennium,
the band for more
talent. For
-a time, when everythingwill notes, pounding bass and heavy drums
example, they have Uie melodic Nick be the same, yet at the same time, somelayered over dissonant guitar make Un?. Mar,k,yer,nazza
Martin (formerly of Faith No More).
The trance-like, almost Pink Floyd feel
of this song is really trippy, even for
Primus. It is an eight-minute anthem;
mysterious, distant and, we 11...it's just
plain weird. A good word to describe
this album, but hey, what did you expect? This is one band that isn't afraid
of weird.

Harper play guitar on"A Morning
Story."
Squeeze, it seems, are even better
live than on vinyl. Unfortunately,
Difford has bowed out of touring for
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ARE YOU GOING TO BE ABROAD
SPRING 2000?
AND YOU WANT TO BE AN
ORIENTATION LEADER
DURING SUMMER 2000?

Newcomer Mead
means business

You must attend the

By BJ Coleman
Heights Staff
For one of his first shows, new RCA recording artist David Mead gave an
impressive performance at theKendall Cafe inKendall Square last Thursday night.
He was there to promote his first CD, World OfA King, and he didn't disappoint.
The audience seemed to enjoy the show even though most had never even
heard of Mead, they must have seen signs of a superstar, because almost everyone
approached him for an autographed CD after the one-hour event.
The concert was simple, unique, like sitting in a coffeehouse with the smell
of cigarettes and beer in the atmosphere. Accompanied only by an acoustic bass,
Mead gave an unplugged performance. The only thing missing from this event
was file MTV camera. Dressed conservatively on the black stage in black slacks
with a black sweater and tic, Mead entertained the audience with his sense of
humor talking, flirting and joking with the 20-something crowd between songs.
RCA has the Long Island-born Mead on tour, travelling from city to city to
promote this first CD, which unlike many is not self-tided. It looks as though he's
performing tosmaller audiences so people will getto know him in the hopes that
by the new milleniumhe can grace the cover of Rolling Stone. Don't expect to
seeMead, however, opening for Whitney Houston anytime soon. First of all, he's
not big enough, and secondly, be sounds nothing like Houston. As a matter of
fact, don'texpect tosee him opening for anyone with a sound like his. AtKendall
Cafe', he performed a number of songs from his CD, and no Michael Jackson
covers as he had previously done on the radio. The audience heard Mead's own
music, including "A Part From You" and the title track he saved for last, "World
OfA King."
As he went back and forth between foot-tapping melodies and wailing ballads, everyone attempted todescribe this amazing kind of music. It was captivating, and perhaps a cross between Sting and Elvis Costello. Even Mead himself
was at a lost for words when asked to describe his music. "I hate to say pop, [but
it's a sound] that you can move along to a little." It is a combination of jazz,pop
and blues, and although Mead sounds nothing like Lauryn Hill, he introduces us
to an unheard-of new flavOr like Hill that people will automatically like.
The 26-year-old singer may have a unique sound, but one thing is for sure
the man can sing. His next performance in Boston, which will be sponsored by
Hennessey Cognac, will be at The Big Easy on November 11. This time, he'll
have the full band and he'll go all out. Mead is smooth, yet there is a strange
enigmain his voice something the world has never heard before. His show and
style balance significance and substantial quality. He presents to the wOrld a brand
new sound.
O
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Scorsese's Dead needs a pulse
By Bobby Thacker
Heights Staff
BRINGING OUT THEDEAD: The latest collaboration between director
Martin Scorsese andscreenwriter Paul
Schrader about56 hoursin the lifeofa
New York City EMS paramedic. Starring Nicolas Cage, Patricia Arquette,
John Goodman, Ving Rhames and Tom
Sizemore. Now showing at Cleveland

Circle.
DirectorMartin Scorsese and writer
Paul Schrader are certainly not strangers. They could probably even be classified as friends, if there is such a thing
in Hollywood. These partners have
worked together on some of Scorsese's
greatest and most controversial films,
including TheLast Temptation ofChrist
and Raging Bull. It is almost as if the
duo has come full-circle for their latest
effort, Bringing out the Dead, as the
films bears a strongresemblance to their
first project, TaxiDriver.
Nicolas Cage plays Frank Pierce, a
New York City EMS paramedic working the night shift in the infamous Hell's
Kitchen section of Manhattan. It is the
early 19905, and New York has yet to
undergo its Rudy Giuliani makeover.
Night afternight,Pierce encounters the
dead and the dying. The job is beginning to break him. He does not sleep.

the similarities lo Taxi Driver make it
somewhat of a disappointment. It reinforces the notion that Scorsese is only
good at making certain types of films.
He tried torekindle the enormoussuccessof Goodfellaswith C wino. and he
is trying to rekindle the disturbing aspects of Taxi Driver with Bringing out
the Dead.
Bringing Out the Dead does have
some very strong points. The performances delivered by Ving Rhames and
Tom Sizemore, as fellow ambulance
drivers who have apparently overcome
what Cage's character suffers from and
are now dealing with it in their own
finally
gets
Bringing
New York
to Nicolas Cage in
out the Dead.
ways, are sensational. Rhames may
and he does not eat. The problem is not want to "clean up" New York in a sense, even be worthy ofOscar consideration.
the depravity, the senseless violence or but theirmethods are flawed. Both men Cage is good as well. He once again
drink while on the job. They both beseeing the same people abuse themsupports his reputation as a fearless acselves with drugs and alcohol night af- come so frustrated that they resort to tor. He is not afraid to play questionviolence and are finally rescued from able characters. Throughout this movie
ternight.Pierces problem is that he has
not saved anybody in months, and the
the brink of insanity. Pierce certainly he looks like absolute hell, much like
dead spirits are beginning to haunt him. has a more noble position than Bickle the character that earned him anAcadPierce is divided. He calls in sick the cab driver, but the similarities are emy Award in Leaving Las Vegas.
and shows up late hoping that he will there. The comparisons do not stop with
The portrayal of the state of medibe fired; he is reluctant to respond to the storyline and the characters. The cal care in big cities such as New York
certain types of emergencies where he way in which this movie was filmed is is disturbing, but at the same time rereminiscent of Taxi Driver. The ambualreadyknows the grim outcome. Howfreshing. The scenes in the emergency
ever, when he is on the jobhe does ev- lance speeding through therain-soaked room at "Our Lady of Misery" Hospital are a nice change of pace from
erything in his power to save lives, con- NewYork streets at night evokes memovinced that is the cure to what ailshim. ries of Bickle's cab.
NBC's drama ER, where everybody is
Pierce is the classic flawed hero. He
At first glance, one would assume beautiful and more than willingto help
is very much like Travis Bickle in Taxi that Bringing out the Dead is a very difthose in need. Bringing out the Dead
Driver. Theirintentions are good; both ferent type of movie for Scorsese, but shows that this is not always the case.

Lynch's Story falls off track
By Stephanie Laemoa
For The Heights
THE STRAIGHT STORY: A new Grated film directed by David Lynch of
Twin Peaks fame. Now showing at
Chestnut Hill.
Let's get one thing straight: Having an Oscar-nominated director and
Academy Award-winning cast member
does not always guarantee a successful
movie. The Straight Story, directed by
David Lynch (Blue Velvet, The Elephant
Man) begs to move people, but it has
poignancy barely understood and
hardly felt.
Themain character,Alvin Straight,
played by Richard Farnsworth (Rhinestone Cowboy), is a 73-year old man
on a mission. His main objective is to
see his brother who has suffered a
stroke. The problem is that Straight is
incapable of driving because of his sight
and therefore resorts to driving a lawn
mower (yes, a lawn mower) through
several states. And given an opportunity to switch to a more durable and

Frog Boy to
be unveiled

Alvin Straight travels via lawn mower to see his sick brother.
fastervehicle. Straight still decides that
a lawn mower is the way to go. Interestingly enough, the movie is based on
areal person of the same name, and the
facts and events are unchanged.That is
where the uniqueness of the movie
ends. The rest can be summedup as a
slow and long melodrama waiting to

happen.
The slowness of die movie is apparent in the first scene, where one is
staring at a window for more than 30

housemates.
One side of the stage is set as the
house, where these fun characters

share good food, wine and memories, while the other side is their private beach, the location where they
discover who Virgil is.
The play is both funny and dramatic, as we watch the five friends
make the most of their youth in a
beautiful place and go through the
obstacles that life sets before us as
we grow into adulthood. And if you
warn to find out what the title means,
you'll have to go see the play for
yourself.

By Paul Venuti
Heights Staff
BATS: The latest creature-feature in
town, starring Lou Diamond Phillips
and Dma Meyer as a pair of experts
working to save the worldfrom millions
ofkiller bats. Now showing at the Nickelodeon.

They're coming. Bats. They're already in the sleepy little town ofGallup,
Texas, killing townspeople left and
right. Before you know it, they'll be in

your town. Bats. Because they're
spreading. Within two months they will
have infested America. What is causing this mayhem, you ask? Bats. But

bats don't kill people

?

they only eat

fruits and vegetables,right? Right. Bats.
The town of Gallup, Texas (population 7,000) has a problem. Some genetically engineered bats which just
so happen to havebeen commissioned
by the governmentin order to develop
"the ultimate killing machine"
are
on the loose and on a killing spree, in
addition to spreading the virus which
?

?

makes them "the ultimate killing machines"© the"millions" ofother peaceable bats in the area.
The CDC (Center for Disease Control) sends one. man to the town, along

with the scientist who was working on

the bats, and enlists the help of Sheila
Casper (Dma Meyer), the chief bat expert in the world. Oncein Gallup, they
report to the captain of their team
none other thanSheriffEmmett Kimsey
(Lou Diamond Phillips) of Gallup,
?

The movie tries to appeal to audiences
emotionally through commentary on
family life and war experiences; however, the dialogue drags on past the
point of emotional comprehension, and
one hopes for a change fast.
The movie is also "G" rated, which
means it can't rely on sex and violence
for added entertainment value. The
movie's strong points lie in its photography and music. Although repetitive
at times, the backdrops reflect a perfect
and beautiful Midwest autumn with
many overhead images of rows ofwheat
and orange andred trees. Themusic for
the movie is decent, with mellow and
soothing unrecognizable instrumental
tunes. The music fits well' with the
theme of solitude and reflection Alvin
experiences while on the road.
For those who enjoy movies as slow
as molasses hardening, this will be a
godsend. For the rest, in 50 years our
generation can watch this tale in a new
and more appreciated light. Perhaps
only then can we catch up with the
slowness of the movie. For the time
being, nothing under PG-13, please.

Texas. This crack team of experts is
given the task of saving the worldfrom
the horrible, horrible bats.
To say the least, Bats is unimpressive. In every way possible, itis a piece

ofmonumentally
so bad, in fact, thatits /cry existence
lowers the., bar for the already low
standard of what mOvi*s get made.
The dialogue (if you can even call it
that) is downrightinsipjtL andthe way
that die story itself "incorporates"
material from such classics as The
Birds, Arachnophobia md Jurassic
Park is absolutely shameless.
There is only one mildly interesting character in the whole movie
the"mad" scientist (Bob Gunton fitrai
The Shawshank Redemption) who
created the killer bats. Bit just when
it comes time for him to come to life
and do something great, \on discover
thatthe filmmakers had no idea where
they were going withhim; And then
he gets mauled to death by his own
bats. How poetic. I*ll bestruggling
with the irony for weekii.
Granted, when youtvfelk into a"
movie called Bats, you don't expect
great things to happen. But there is
something that you do expectto see*
and you expect tosee lots' ofit: people
getting killed in really gruesome and
graphic ways. But thanks to the ineptitude of the director (and what
must havebeen about a $5 budget);
Bats fails in this, too, as allyqu ever
manage to seeare a few close-ups of
some ugly-looking bats, followedby
a blur of wings;
My advice to you, then, is not to
sqe this movie, but insteadto setaside
an hour and a half of your time and
imagine what it would be like; if a
bunch of genetically mutated.bats
were let loose in your town. You'll
have to do this even if yotr go to the
movie, but at least you won't bd.distracted by all that crazy stuffhappening onscreen.
?

A Shot in the
dark
By Richard Benjamin
Heights Staff

(aptly performed by Ron Livingston of
Townies fame), but this prolonged se'qderice largely'plays outlike 81'glossy
BODY SHOTS: A new film slurring Trojan commercial. '"' ' \u25a0-' I lV''
Jerry O'Connell. Now showing al the
Once the audience is almost
Nickelodeon.
numbed by the virtually plotless throb
of this exodus ofmoronocy, the movieFor all intents and purposes. Body opening rape element once again surShots is an awful piece of cinematogfaces. Itis tempting to say that this shift
raphy. Nonetheless, there are some in focus is "sudden," b6t this word does
films that are so bad that they are actunot nearly do justice to the utter lack of
ally good. Sometimes, this breed of film an attempt to weave together the two
manages to be awful in manners so rifoci of the movie (bad comedy and
diculouslyabsurd as to be intriguing or worse melodrama). Oneis led tobelieve
so directly blatant as to be humorous. that the only element linking thfese two
Occasionally, it is this type of techni- blatantly separate sections to one ancally horrible film that is ultimatelythe other is a pervasive sense of utter boremost entertaining. Body Shots is in no dom.
way an example of either of these.
Allegedly, Raiders'quarterback
sis when Kidd came down hard on his
The film a term used loosely
Michael Penorisi (Jerry O'Connell)has
axe, or when Barton stepped up his
opens with a battered girldriving home raped Sara. The two characters' stories
double-fisted attack on the drums.
on a terribly rainy night. This girl's of what happened, however, do not
The last two songs continued in
name is Sara Olswang, and she is played match. While this may seem too simple
hard, up-tempofashion, culminating in
by teensploitation star Tara Reid of a summary for the second half of the
a left-field, tongue-in-cheek but no
movie, one must understand that the
(American Pie, Urban Legend,
lest rocking
rendition of Poison's Intentions), who attempts to showCruel
her only other notable event during the film
"Talk Dirty to Me." Many laughed, but
dramatic range by putting fake blood was a magical wave of sonorous tempit was clear the time had come for the
on her face in the place of mascara. tation sweeping across the audience.
three BC seniors to show, even with an
When Sara passionately reveals in full
Symbolic of the bad planning that
'80s hair-band cover, just how serious
Lifetime movie-of-the-week mode that obviously went into the film, Body
they were about making this band a sucshe has been raped, the viewer desperShots isclearly banking on O'Connell's
cess. The crowd was satisfied they'd
ately attempts to feel for her character. star power. Hisperformance in this film,
seen a fantastic first look at BFJ.
Unfortunately, the majority of the auhowever, falls notablyshort of his stelSince then, BFJ has played twice dience
begins to giggle.Yes, rape is al- lar work in Joe's Apartment. Perhaps
again
East,
alT.T.'s,
al the Middle
and
ways horrible, but bad acting is also O'Connell toned down his thespian
at the UGBC Pub Series on campus at
funny.
prowess to match that of his cast, a
the Rat with The Dij and Aberdeen. always
Seemingly
recognizing the futility motley ensemble that makes Shasta
That makes five shows in four months.
of attempting seriousness with the acMcNasty look like Shakespeare in the
Most bands are lucky to gel one calltress who played Bunny Lebowski in
Park.
back; they got four. No one is claiming
The Big Lebowski. the movie suddenly
The advertising catchphrase for
BFJ is the next big thing to rock Bosswitches direction. For the next hour, Body Shots implies that the film "deton nightlife, but for three college guys
Body Shots
a wild night in fines a decade," in a demonstration of
going out on a limb to give you the lives ofchronicles
its eight 20-somethings. how superlatives are often tossed
heart," they just
"hardcore? with
They drink, dance, have sex and deliver around far too carelessly. Nonetheless,
may be worth the price of admission.
painful Real World confession-style there is a legitimate possibility that this
monologues about ... uh, drinking, movie is the worst I have ever seen
dancing and having sex.
(apologies to High School High, which
There are a few semi-funny moformerly had this dubious destinction).
ments, almost all comingfrom the charPerhaps Body Shots' claim to "define a
acterization of the surname-free Trent decade" is a little hard on the '90s.
Throughout ihe gig. Mozelesky on the
drums and Cutrone on the keyboards
were the perfect complement to the
songs. Both can hold theirown ontheir
respective instruments, and the whole
mixed bag of sounds comes out sounding sweet.

''

Local band's star on rise
Continued from C5

them on the Boston music map.
They began to sway back and forth,
By Jillian Schedneck
visibly loosening up on stage in their
For The Heights
second song, "Where We Stand Right
Now," with Chang (vocals and guitar)
With a title like Virgil is Still the
Frog Boy, you may be wondering if on the right, the tall and unassuming
Kidd on the left (bass) and behind them
this play is performed in Latin with
the fiery hand-taped and crew-cut
small amphibians as the main charBarton (drums). Ear-drenching feedacters. But rest assured, all college
back washed over a slow and methodic
students can enjoy and relate to this
bass line as Chang's high-pitched, backplay about five people in their 20s
of-the-throat vocals sang, "You can't
living in a beach house in the understandat all, you will never underHamptons for the summer that will stand!" Several alternations between
be performing at Bonn Studio from
Chang's squealing guitar and Barton's
October 28 to October 30. The play
heavy staccato drumming ended in pure
follows these five fromMay to Sep- punk-rock thrash, led by
Kidd.
tember, as they try to find themThe sound of BFJ is undoubtedly
selves, theirfuture andwho theirreal
heavy, but it disguises the more subtle
friends are.
and sensitive tone of the group'slyrics.
Schuyler, played by Kevin Many of the songs deal sympathetically
LaFleur,CSOM '01, owns the house with
personal isolation and broken reand invites his two friends, Mary,
lationships. "When we first started out,
played by Andrea DeCataldo, A&S most of the songs were about girls, but
'02, and Josh, played by Pat Sheplately I've been writing songs that have
herd, A&S '02, to join him for the
opened
summer. Mary has recently
a business, and Josh is a self-proclaimed "computer geek." Ann, a

struggling dancerplayed by Desiree
Matthews, A&S '01, and a local carpenter named Chuck, played by
Drew Hopkins, CSOM '02, are
added into the mix along the way as

seconds before anything appears to
move. One can easily leave, go outside,
make a phone call, use the bathroom,
buy some popcorn and still not have
missed the same two characters on
screen revealing lo the audience the
meaning of life, or at least what they
did in their youth.
Throughout most of the movie, one
is stumped by seemingly important images that are shown constantly but are
never fully explained or expanded on.

Bats sucks more
than just blood

to dowith being distanced." said Chang.
However, he is quick to point out that
BFJ is not singing about hopelessness,
"Our songs are sometimes 'down,' but
they have an up tempo [beat and
rhythmj that makes them more positive," said Chang.
The frontman said he is concerned
that people might label the band emo
(emotional, in industry terms) because
the vocals tend toward the plaintive and
melodic. "Most of what's considered
emo these days is just indie rock. What
we do is more toward the hardcore
scene," Chang asserted.
"Castle" brought the band back up
again with Slayer-like thrashing and
pained vocals, only to downshift once
more with "Unstable," prior to which
Chang claimed, "Every time I play this
song, I break something." Willi their
next effort, the solidly melodic
"Epiphany," BFJ began to pick up the
pace and get the crowd into the show.
Heads began tobob and people shuffled
from left to right, adding extra empha-

?

?

?

?

?

Hey, hey, hey... it's the Cosbys

By Brian Rusnica
Heights Staff

elements of reggae, jazz,a little Latin
flavor, as well as some old-school hiphop. Every song was a different flavor,
On Friday, the funk returned to with the same main course of grooving
Boston College in the form of the bass and lively beats.
Cosbys, an all-BC, six-man group. The
The opening number, "German
Cosbys brought energy, talentand some Reggae," was more or less a warm-up,
pure groove to the Edmond's lounge, as singer McCottry danced around the
and a healthy-sized crowd loved every stage chanting praise toJah in a heavily
minute ofit.
accented voice. As 'Take Your Time"
The Cosbys consist of six BC kicked in next, the talent of the Cosbys
sophomores: Chris McCottry (lead vo- became quite apparent. O'Neill has incals), Pete O'Neill (bass guitar), Joe credible speed and accuracy on the bass
Cutrone (keyboards), Paul Desany (gui- and is definitely a natural. Desany's
tar), Craig Mozelesky (drums), Chunguitar parts varied nicely smooth at
Wei Vi (self-proclaimed manager) and times, then wailing at others. The tangy
Ted, the sax player (who couldn't atLatin style of "Donde Esta?" showed
tend the show). The band showed the off the vocal ability of McCotiry. The
natural ability to cross genres and make man can really sing, not to mention
unique music. They didn't limit them- dance, rap and keep the crowd hyped
selves to straight funk; there were also for a whole show.
?

The Cosbys covered "Mambo #5"
which was a hysterical romp
as
well as the classic "GoodTimes," where
McCottry reached all the high notes and
rapped the second half of "Rapper's
Delight," which features the same bass
line. Everything else was a Cosby original, including the soulful soon-to-be
classics "Yellow Snow," "Ted's Song"
and the closer, "Gel il Right." The
whole evening was a great lime,and the
crowd let the band know it. The Cosbys
are trulya talented group, so definitely
check them out if you get a chance.
?

?

Brad Rowe, Scan Patrick Flannery and Jerry O'Connell star in
Body Shots, a film that defines the stereotypes of the '90s.
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The evolving on-line marketplace
Advances in technology and the expanding world of e-commerce have started a migration
from the physical store to the virtual one. While the industry is still in its infancy, there are
a number ofsites that are specifically targeted towards students, giving them chances that
were not possible afew years ago.

Changing the way you buy textbooks
By

Students find a new
way to shop on-line

Cleo Y. Bertrand

MARKETPLACEEDITOR
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Business News
Dock strike threatens Hawaiian economy
Representatives from Hawaiian dock worker unions were still negotiating with shipping company representatives in an attempt to avoid
a strike. The island economy of Hawaii is reliant on the shipping
industry, with 90 percent of consumer goods arriving by boat. Citizens were cleaning out stores shelves as they stocked up on goods in
preparation for the impending strike. Dock workers make between
$60,000 to $85,000 a year. The union is currently seeking a threeyear, eight percent wage increase similar to what west coast dock
workersreceived.

. . . .. . .

FCC clears AT&T, BT deal
The Federal Communication Commission gave the final go-ahead
for a deal between U.S.-based AT&T and European-based British
Telecommunication. The global conglomerate will deal mainly with
voice and data services, mainlyfor large commercial uses. The source
of most problems was centered on how to enforce United States laws
in a global company. To remedy this problem, the joint company will
have tokeep the domestic telecommunication facilities located in the
U.S. This will allow the law enforcement to monitor the use of the
facilities in order to prevent illegal use of the equipment.

Wanted: Spokesman for online textbook company. Must be
enthusiastic, humorous and like
the color orange.
This isn't the sort of job description many of us have seen
while scanning through job listings. But it's exactly how you
would describe John Bates, chief
evangelist of BigWords.com.
Bates traded in the classic
office suit for an orange jumpsuit
and traded an office cubicle for
the open road. He travels across
the country now, speaking on
various campuses about the company he represents.
BigWords.com has tackled
one of the most hated activities
on campus: textbook buying.
There's not a student on campus
that doesn't have a horror story
about long lines and over-pricing
at
the local bookstore.
Big Words.com is one of the few
companies that have attemptedto
move the textbook market into
the on-line realm to make it easier
for students.
With promises of prices up to
40 percent off and free shipping.
Big Words.com seems to be offering exactly what every student is
looking for. But that doesn't
mean their company has been an
instant success. As Bates says,
"It's a very difficult proposition
to change [the] old way of doing
things." So in the growing world
of e-commerce, it takes ingenuity, hard work and a little bit of
luck to survive.
Five years ago, the Internet

By

Nicholas Priselac
heights
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John Bates, right, and fellow traveler, Justin Jaffe, get
ready to depart for the next campus.
was just picking up steam. Web
addresses began appearing at the
end of TV commercials and
Internet service providers like
Prodigy and America Online
were starting to attract members.
At this time of infancy, no
one really knew what to expect
from the Internet. On one hand,
it facilitated the flow of information between the small number of
institutions that used it. On the
other hand, it was beginning to
attract a nefarious type of person
who saw it as a way to distribute
illegal information.
In the past couple of years,
people have begun to see a real
making
use for the web
money. Nowadays, there isn't a
company out there that doesn't
have a website. From the smallest mom-and-pop shop to huge
international conglomerates, the
Internethas become a key way for
companies to present information
about their products and company to the global community,
?

However, it wasn't just the
established businesses that were
using the Internet to sell their
goods. A whole new breed of
businesses, one in which the entire company was based on the
virtual market, started to appear
and grow in number.
Companies*like Amazon and
eßay have become part of our
shopping vocabulary, but no one
has been in one of their stores.
They have provided people with
something that every consumer
wants: a 24-hour store that has
any item you could ever imagine.
To most people, the e-commerce revolution isn't the end of
traditional shopping,justan evolution of it. And the future of ecommerce is still rather precarious.
Most Internet companies are
not making any money. This isn't
stopping investors from buying
up stocks in Internet companies

See DIFFERENT ClO

staff

With the advent of e-commerce, there has arisen a multitude of on-line retailers who seek
to tap the pockets of our emerging digital economy.
Names come easily to mind
from the waves of advertising
bombarding us from all comers
of the media
Amazon.com.
Barnes&Noble.com, eßay,
Monster.com and Priceline.com,
just to name a few.
These mega-start-ups have
popularized the notion that bigger is better, speed to market is
essential and creative innovation
is the key to capturing multiple
segments of the market.
Amazon.com, for example,
offerseverything from textbooks
electronics,
to
while
Priceline.com promises to find
you the lowest prices and best
deals on practically everything.
The fact remains, however,
that every major consumer
Internet site, whether it be a portal like Yahoo! or a retailer like
Amazon, had to start somewhere
small.
Theyeach began in their own
particular market niche and expandedoutward from there. The
competition among start-ups to
find the right initial niche is
fierce, and with each day, more
and more ideas are being tested
to see if new niches can be found
and Ir^vested.
The powers that be have most
?

recently targeted the college marto reap the benefits of a class

ket

of individuals more Internetsavvy than any other and wilh

more money to spend than ever
before.
It comes as no surprise, then,
that multiple e-commerce infants
have taken root in this niche.
Largely due to the piles o{
money spent on television advertising, the two receiving the most
attention so far have been
eCampus.com and eFollet.com.
eCampus and eFollei have
been establishing brand names
through their creative commercials, which have been both effective and memorable.
It's difficult not to pay attention no matter who you are
to a college kid belching the alphabet. It's just so funny and out
of the ordinary that people simply cease what they'redoing and
pay attention.
But. while these two start-ups
have excelled in marketing. the\
have developed their e-commerce
poorlyby limiting themselves to
the college textbook market.
On both eCa'npus and
eFollet, you can buy and sell new
apd used tcxtbqoks.,j'uu you can
even auction them on eCampus.
As an added plus, if you want to
buy a textbook, eCampus will
spring for the cost of shipping.
However, ifyou want to purchase just about anything else
from either of these two start-ups.
?

?

See SHOPPING ClO

Reading the label is not enough

TechnologyNews
How will e-commerce affect you?

As more and more businesses establish a prescene online, consumers
are offered a new sort of shopping. See right

Looking at the dangers ofgenetically engineeredfoods
As science gives us ways to create better food products, many analysts urge caution and more testing on possible side effects. See right

genetically engineered food
By

Antonina Guarino
HEIGHTS STAFF

Stamps.com lets companies buy postage stamps on-line
While many have argued that e-mail has begun to phase

out snail

mail, the Internet is about to make it easier to send out letters using
the Postal Service. This past Friday, Stamps.com was launched, allowing companies and individuals to download its software that allows users to print postage stamps from their computer. The company charges businesses a 10 percent surcharge but caps it at around
$20. The company launched its IPO last June, stating that 100.000
users had already pre-registered for the service. After the website
opened, the stock shot up four percent.

At present, genetically engineered foods remain unlabeled
and havebeen approved for commercial distribution for over two
years.This impacts overone-third
of our corn and soybean crops
and over 60 percent of our processed foods.
In addition to calling for consumer awareness, organizations

opposed

to

genetic engineering

Intel to present its next line ofchips
stress the value of certified "orFor the past few years, consumers have watched Intel post greater ganic" foods, until conventional
and greater processor speeds with its Pentium chips. But true com- foods are labeled and specify geputer enthusiasts havebeen waiting for the next generation of chips, netic modification.
codenamed Merced. For the moment, however, they will have to be
Genetic engineering is the
satisfied with the Coppermine family of Intel Chips. The next generation Pills boast speeds in excess of 700MHz. However, the sister
chips of Coppermine, the Camino family, will have to be delayed
until several bugs in the architecture havebeen fixed.

Weekly Columns
CareerCenter: Finding an internship abroad. See ClO
CityScape: Las

Vegas. See ClO

process of altering the make-up
of an organism by artificially
transferring the genes of one organism to another. While traditional techniques can exchange
genes between similar species,
genetic engineering allows the
insertion of genes from any plant
or animal into any other organ-

ism.

Therefore, with foods, a crop
can be altered so that it is more
resistant to insects, mold and various weather. For instance, tomatoes are injected with the DNA
The
version
where
paper,
The Heights On-line:
on-line
of this
of flounder and shellfish, producstories are hyperlinked and available for download.
inga plant that will survivecolder
www.bcheights.com
weather.
While bio-engineered foods
may be called "high-tech," are
MarketplaceMeeting
they truly safe? They have not
Interested in writing about business issues, technology been tested for long-term side ef-

For More Information

fects.

or new video and computer games? Do you have an idea
The case against bio-engifor a Marketplace story? Our meetings are Mondays at neered foods points to the dan4:30 p.m. in McElroy 113. You can also contact us by e- gers in imprecise technology.One
maii at marketplace@bcheights.com,or call us at (617) argument states, "A gene can be
cut precisely from the DNA of an
552-2221 and ask for Cleo or Patrick.
organism, but the genetic engi-

neer has no idea where or even if
the geAe will be inserted in the
DNA of another organism.
When the new gene is inserted, it may disrupt the functioning of other genes essential
to the life of that organism," according to the website www.safefood.org
Ifthe genetic engineer cannot know what could be disrupted
in the fruit or vegetable that we
are consuming, what do we know
about the risks that genetically
engineered (GE) products pose?

are "generally recognized as

safe."

There does not appear to be
a clear basis for this statement.
Concern grows about GE products and the risk they present to
humans.
In June of 1999, almost a
half-million Americans signed
petitions urging Congress to require labels on GE foods in addition to further study of GE.
Worldwide concern about GE
crops continues.

Worldwide Concern
In February of 1999, India's
Exposure to GE corn crops Supreme Court halted all of its trihas proven fatal for an alarming als of Monsanto's GE cotton
number of monarch butterflies, crops {MonsantoisaU.S.-based
natural pollinators of com plants. chemical company.)
If the GE corn's pollen is
In a statement addressed to
toxic to monarch butterflies, what the UN, African environmental
scientists and agriculturists comthreat does it pose to other natural pollinators, such asbirds? And mented about Monsanto, "We
whatrisk does it pose to humans think that it [Monsanto and gene
who eat GE foods?As long as GE companies] will destroy the diversity, the local knowledge and
foods remain unlabeled, this will
remain an open question.
the sustainable agricultural sysRecently, the Alliance for tems that ourfarmers havedevelBio-Integrity filed a lawsuit oped for millennia, and that it will
thus undermine our capacity to
against the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) demanding feed ourselves."
The Africanenvironmentalist
mandatorytesting and labeling of
all GE foods (Alliance for Bio- statement touches upon the important issue of widespread crop
Integrity, et al. Y. Shalala ).
The Alliance for Bio-Integfailure. While producing super
seeds for pest and disease resisrity argues that the GE products
violate the FDA's Food, Drug, tant cropsis a commercially profand Cosmetic Act, which manitable enterprise, patenting such
dates that food additives be es- seeds is problematic.
tablished as safe through testing
That is, patented GE seeds
yield crops with identical genetic
prior to marketing.
TheFDA acknowledges that structures. As a result, if a pest,
virus, or fungus attacks patented
GE products fall under this condition but argues that GE prodGE crops, the crops would all be
ucts a/*\ exempt from "testing
affected by the devastation
prior to marketing"because they equally.
Call for labeling

As noted, while nature provides diversity, wide range use of
GE products can be a significant
risk to the food supply.

Since May 1999
Recently, 1,700,000 Japanese
citizens petitioned their government for mandatory labeling of

GE foods and promotion of organic farming. They also asked
for the end ofresearch on genetically modified rice and cloned
cattle.
Subsequently, Japan's Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (MAFF) ended its support of GE crops specifically
based upon the research following the harm to Monarch butterflies.
The British
Medical Association (BMA),

Sweden and France asked for
greater restrictions to be imposed
on GE products. They also agreed
on an informal moratorium on
GE foods.
Further, Switzerland's Swiss
Agency for the Environment.
Forests and Landscape called I\k
10-year moratorium on GE products.

Similarly all 27 of Brazil's

agricultural ministers have
asked their federal representative
to disallow transgenetics in Brazil.
A federal court forbade planting GE soy f rom Brazil. TheBrazilian Society for Scientific
state

Progress (SBPS) approached
Brazil's national Congress for a

five-year moratorium on the commercial production of GE

determines the

foods to evaluate their elfects on environment and
human health.
Also, Malaysia called
for a ban on importand sale
of all GE products "until it
has been proven safe by an
independent body."'
Note that not all genetic
engineering is necessarily
negative in posing health

safety of GE

concerns.

representing
115,000 doctors, call-ed for

a

complete

moratorium on
bio-tech crops
in Britain until
further research
crops.
One BMA
report,

from

www.psrast.org

says, "Detailed
research is needed into the possible toxicity of genetically modified food and whether eating it
could lead to the development of
new allergies and antibiotic resistance in humans."
At the EU (European Union)
meeting, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Finland, the Netherlands,

However, in the case of
genetic food production.
mixing pesticides wilh food
can compromise the integrity of the food itself, and
maypresent a risk to those ingesting it.
It would serve us better if the
food industry and government
enforced a stricter labeling policy
and those standards that are more
in keeping with the world opinion toward genetically engineered

foods.
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CityScape: Las Vegas, Nevada
By Cleo Y. Bertrand
MARKETPLACEEDITOR

Flying across the quiet deserts of

the American Southwest, the unsuspecting travelerwould not believe that the
charred and broken land below could
support a full-sized city. Only a small
spattering of tiny towns breaks up the
monotonous red-yellow landscape until, suddenly, in the distance there is a
beacon of light.
Nestled in a valley. Las Vegas is an
oasis in the American desert, attracting
people from all over the globe. Something like a huge amusement park for
adults. Las Vegas has earned a reputation for some of the best entertainment
and gambling in the world.
There have been several surges in
development over the past 60 years, as
the city has been rebuilt and expanded.
"The Strip," Las Vegas Boulevard, is
perhaps one of the c'i'arest signs of this
expansion. It has been divided into two
main parts.
The northern part of the Strip is
home to the Old Town, which contains
some of the older casinos. In this section, visitors get a glimpse of the glittery Las Vegas that is seen in the movies.
Large, flashing signs dot the drive
as you pass by such casinos as the Fremont and Lady Luck. The Fremont is
home to the "Fremont Experience," a
large light show with music that is a
must-see for any visitor. Lady Luck is
host to Steve Wyrick, one of the many
magicians who perform in Las Vegas.
The South Strip is the newer area

HEIGHTS PHOTO' CLEO BEIRTRAND

The interior of the Venetian casino has the look and feel of Venice.
of Las Vegas. It has the casinos that
were built to be elegant, all-inclusive
resorts. It is home to some of Las Vegas* most well-known casinos, like
Caesar's Palace and the Mirage, as well
as the newest additions to the city, like
Paris and the Venetian.
Caesar's Palace offers multipleareas to gamble in, as well as an entire
area of shops. Visitors feel like they are
walking through a Roman village as
they stroll through the Forum shops.
Next door, the Bellagio offers a
Tuscan countryside theme. Outside
there is a lagoon lined with very expensive shops.
There are spectacular fountain performances hourly, done to music from
classical, opera and pop artists such as
Andrea Bocelli and Sarah Brightman.

The Mirage is also located on the
South Strip. It is home to the famous
magical duo Siegfried and Roy, as well
as animal habitats for their show's animals that visitors can explore.
There is a volcano-shaped fountain
outside that erupts at regular intervals
and comes complete with sounds and
fire.
The two new additions to the strip,
Paris and the Venetian, have built upon
the success of these casinos. The Paris
has modeled its main area after the
streets of Paris, allowing visitors to
gamble under the Eiffel Tower or eat in
a sidewalk French cafe".
The Venetian has a wonderful
facade, complete with canals and gondolas. Coming through the Doge's entrance, visitors find a shopping area

Shopping at the virtual mall

modeled after Venice during the Renaissance. There is a gondola ride through
the main canal, and Venetian royalty
walk the streets.
Casinos are not the only attraction
in Las Vegas.There are countless shows
to enjoy. The famous pirate show at
Treasure Island attracts hordes of
people every day.
Even the food is something to experience. Las Vegas is famous for its
all-you-can-eat buffets and is home to
restaurants owned by famous chefs such
as Wolfgang Puck and Julian Serrano.
One could spend his or her entire
trip in Las Vegas just exploring the casinos. However, justan hour's driveoutside the city are two attractions that
should not be overlooked.
TheHooverDam is one of the most
impressive things built by Americans
and has been attracting tourists for
years.
The Valley of Fire is another place
to visit when you've grown weary of
the endless activity of Las Vegas. Visitors experience the quietness of the
desert as they drive through the national

Continued from C9
you would have a very hard time finding what you want.
Both offer products besides textbooks, such ascollege sweatshirts, novelties, mugs, various apparel with the
company's logo on it and even shoes.
eCampus offers a limited selection of
electronics, which are mainly comprised of 3Com's PalmPilots, but nothing along the lines of computers, soft-

ware or hardware.
This lack of diversification is where
eFollet and eCampus fail as retailers on
the web. In their efforts to get a hold of
the college textbook market, they have
narrowed themselves and have lost the
opportunity to become the first all-encompassing retailers for college students on the web. Where they have
dropped off, others have picked up
and without the burden of spending
millions in advertising dollars.
The company edu.com is the future
of college student-based e-commerce
on the web. It is the first start-up dedicated to bringing verified college students top-flight, brand-name goods at
park.
The beautiful red rock structures discount prices, edu.com offers everyand mysterious petroglyphs create a thing from whole computers built by
sense of awe in the people who see IBM and Apple, to softwareand games,
them.
to all types of hardware. And here's the
Las Vegas is one of the most inter- kicker: they even offer financial reyou
can visit in the United sources, such as on-line bank accounts
esting places
States. Spending a few days there will and investing with Bankßoston and
leave you completely exhausted and Citibank.
even then, there's no way you have exThey achieve this through a netperienced it all. Las Vegas is the sort of work of corporate partnerships with the
city that will keep you entertained and biggest names in business. You can buy
happy every time you visit.
products from Intel, Microsoft, 3Com,
IBM, Sony and Apple, among others.
Through these partnerships, they establish student pricing for all of the products they wantto sell, which at this point
is close to 1,000 already on-line and
buyable.
You havethe satisfactionof providRegistration is quick and easy, and
inga humanitarian service, you gain acthe site itselfis easily navigable through
cess to countries that would otherwise a simpletable ofcontents. The most difnot accept American workers and, in
many cases, you are offered compensation in the form of room, board and
evena small stipend.
Some international service opporContinued from C9
tunities, such as the Partnership for Service Learning, are run as educational that are placed on the market.
experiences and can require a fairly
And it's not stopping companies
from restructuring the way they dobusilarge fee,
If you can afford these, don't overness. Within many commercial compalook them, as they are often well run nies, positions such as chief technology
and can provide an exciting introducofficer and supply chain manager have
tion to international experience.
risen to power.
For more information, visit our
"A few years ago, the chief techwebsite, http://careercenter.bc.edu.
nology [officer] was begging for
Click on "Alphabetical Index," then money. Now, he can get whatever he
needs," Bates states.
"Volunteering Abroad."
Remember that tracking down and
"Even more important is the rise of
arranging a rewarding summer experithe supply chain manager," Bates conence abroad will take several months. tinues. Having a company based solely
If you're serious about going abroad on the Internet means that you have to
this summer, you should start looking have a good link to suppliers and disASAP, certainly before you go home tributors.
for the holidays.
A supply chain manager is the one
Please drop by and visit us in who has to make sure that goods orSouthwell Hall, 38 Commonwealth dered from the website make it from
Aye., for all the free advice you can the warehouse or straight from the distributors to the customer. And when
handle, as well as access to our numeryour company has no physical store,
ous resources.
Peter Hunt, having this process flow flawlessly beCareer Resource Specialist comes crucial.
BC CareerCenter
No one can argue thate-commerce
?

?

Summer jobs and internships abroad
How are you spending your next Paid Work Opportunities
summer vacation?
The primary obstacle to paid emDoes an internship in Geneva with ployment abroad is the work permit,
the State Department sound more apwhich must be acquired from the host
pealing than three months in your country. There are two sensible ways
hometown?
to obtain a permit.
How about volunteering to teach
One is to be placed into a job by
any number of U.S.-based work-exchildren in a refugee camp in Africa?
Or perhaps you need to earn a bit change organizations, the practical
of money and would enjoy bartending route which will satisfy your parents,
in a Dublin pub?
especially if you have no prior experiThe possibilities for summer expeence overseas.
But,
rience abroad are nearly endless.
The second option, only available
lo find the right match, you riled to defor a handful of countries, is to find your
fine what you really'want.
own job and get your work permit
Ask yourself this question, ''Is it through the Council on International
more important that I work abroad and Educational Exchange (for France, Irecover some of my living expenses, or land, Canada, New Zealand, Costa Rica
do I want a pre-professional work exand Australia)or BUNAC (for England
and Scotland).
perience?"
There are very few paid internship
For a relatively small fee, the Counopportunities abroad, though paying cil on International Educational Exjobs in restaurants, resorts, offices and change (CIEE) or BUNAC will provide
the like are readily available in some you wilh the permit, plenty of advice
and, once you've arrived in the host
countries.
Ironically, some so-called "voluncountry, access lo job listings.
teer" opportunities provide room and
The vast majority of CIEE particiboard or a small stipend, and may therepants find work within a week of their
fore prove more affordable than the arrival, though some students do conaverage international internship.
siderable research before leaving the
So, in reality, we're talking about States in order to line up a paid internthree distinct types of opportunities ship.
here: paid work, internships and volunteering. And each has its own disInternships
tinctive set of rules and resources.
Most overseas internships are spon-

'

sored by universities as part of their
study abroad package.
A complete list of these programs
can be found in the Directory ofInternafional Internships, available in the Internship Office at the Career Center.
(BC's Office ofInternational Programs
has summer internship programs
without a study component
in
Melbourne, Strasbourg, Dublin and
?

?

Hangzhou.)
Some of the larger multinational
corporations also offer internships
abroad, thoughsome of these are avail-

able only to MBA students. The Intern-

ship Bible (also available in the Internship Office) is a goodresource for identifying these companies.
U.S. and international government
agencies and NGO's (non-governmenlal agencies, such as Amnesty International and CARE) are a prime source
of international internships, though
many prefer that you spend a summer
working in their U.S. offices first.
For information on all these possibilities, visit our website at http://
careercenter.bc.edu. Click on "Alphabetical Index," then "International In-

ternships."
Volunteering
Some of the very best opportunities abroad fall under the "volunteer"
category.

A

ficult thing to dois search for products
using the querytool. Results aren't usually very conclusive, if you get any at
all. However, finding the product you
isn't as hard as it sounds. There
are easily accessible lists of products
for every category of productthey sell.
All you have to know is what you're
looking for.
If you're not sure about which product to buy, there are also convenient
links to buyers' guidesthat canhelp you
decide. There is a "Dean'sList" that features edu.com's suggested buys of the
most popular products on the site. And
inside each product category, the site
lists the five most applicable buys for
you. You can even compare and contrast up to five products in the same category based on each product's specifiwant

cations.

Thebuck doesn't stop there. If you
buy textbooks, or practically
any other kind of published work,
edu.com partners with Varsitybooks.com. Customers can order anything on the site right from their computer, or they can call in an order of
edu.com's 24-7 toll-free customer service number. Purchases result in membership rewards in the form of "edu
points," which are laterredeemable for
a wide variety of merchandise.
Strategically, partnering with
Varsitybooks is a better alternative than
the one chosen by eCampus and eFollet,
because edu.com can provide an equal,
if not better, solution to textbook buyers by outsourcing to an outside expert.
While eCampus and eFollet are spending all their time developing textbook
sales sites, edu.com has developed what
in essence is the beginning of a virtual
mall for college students.
Although they don't sell clothing
and apparel yet, edu.com offers a vast
marketplace where information is
widely available and where almost any
college student would feel perfectly safe
want to

buying something.

different way to shop

?

hasn't changed the way we shop and
dobusiness. And there are strong indications that this is only the beginning.
Falling computer prices and lowcost Internet service providers are creating ways for almost everyone to get
;
onto the Internet.
Advances in technology are making it more and more likely that in the
near future we will haveInternet access
through the same company that provides our cable access.
Just think of the ways that Internet
has changed our lives as Boston College students. Today we can buy groceries, clothes, books and music online. Members of Bankßoston can do
their bankingon-line. Almostall administrative forms and task that students
have to do can be done on-line
even
ordering a new ID card when you've
lost yours.
Everyday, the Internet is finding
new ways to integrate itself into our
by the time the
lives. Who knows
class of 2010 enters BC, buying your
textbookson-line might be the only way
to go.

.
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DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Although it also produces highly intellectual programs seen on
over 500 television stations and a general intellectual magazine that is
read across the country, MSL's main focus is on teaching you the
practical skills you needfor success in law, businessand government. We
teach you to analyze legal, businessand human problems, uncoverfacts

in PHYSICAL THERAPY through one
of the NATION'S best programs.

Find out about

IPAC*

New York University's School of Education
offers a postbaccalaureate, entry-level doctoral
program for science graduates and those with
strong science backgrounds. Graduate after

A unique ABA-accredited
program through which you work as
a legal professional for two full
semesters while you're in law school.

three years with the top degree in the field
Merit-based scholarships available.
Application deadline for Summer 2000: December 1. 1999.

TO LEARN MORE:

Come by our table at the Forum in Boston or
contact us for a Law School bulletin
"Integrated Professional Apprenticeship Curriculum,
a law school honors program
phone: (415) 442-6630
e-mail: lawadmit9ggu.edu

School

fax: (415) 442-6631
website: www.ggu.edu/law

of Law

536 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94/05-2968

1-800-771-4NYU
EXT,
J43

M-F, 9a,m.'5p.m., tt
ed.gradadmissions@nyu.edu
www.education.nyu.edu/now/

and organize them logically, write well, be persuasive both orally and in
writing, negotiate, arbitrate and mediate, try cases, andwrite specialized
legal documents. And at MSL, you will be taught by experts who
regularly practice theseskills.
The non-specialized skills that we teach you, such as the ability
to analyze problems, amass and organizefacts, andwrite and speak persuasively, are needed not only in law, but are greatlydesired in business.
MSL teaches you all these crucial skills at a tuition that is by far
thelowestof any law school in New England - about half ofthe median
tuition elsewhere in New England, The following chart of full-time
tuitions illustrates this:
$25,550
School 1
School 2 $24,448
School 3...... $24,090
$23,520
School 4
$22,708
School 5
$22,054
School 6

$21,750
School 7
Schools
$21,200
School 9 $20,200
$20,150
School 10
$19,084
School 11
School 12

School 13
School 14
School IS

$17,075
$15,950
$14,850

MSL

$10,800

$17,986

LSAT not required ? Rolling Admissions
Classes enter in January 2000 and August 2000
?

500 Federal Street, Andover,MA 01810 ? (978) 681-0800
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cessible, shuttle services available. Pay starts at $9 and $11/
hr. Please call 566-0244.
Valet Parking. Fun job, flexible
hours!! Days, nights, and weekends. Full and Part-time posihave car. Job sharing welcome; tions, Boston, Newton, Camreferences required. Schedule: ibridge and Allston locations.
Monday:2-6 and Friday 2-6. Immediate openings! Call 781Call Nancy at 552-3453 or 781- ? -748-9147
237-1282.
jFast-paced Internet co. Seeking
Child care needed. Immediate dependable, personable
&
opportunity for trustworthy, re- ifriendly staff to help w/ busy ofliable nonsmoker who loveskids <fice. MUST be prof/articulate.
to babysit for a one year old and iPT/FT. 617-975-0003 Sarenna
a four year old. Must have ex- jLAbased, youth marketing
comperience with infants. Conve- pany seeks F/T Field Managers
nient location in Brookline on T and Field
Reps for promoting a
(Green line). Full or part time new product to the college marposition available: live in or live- iket. $350-400/wk+expenses,&
out. No pet owners please, we ibonus program. 800-692-5868,
are allergic. Please call 617- iFax
323-954-7622. or
293-7362
}
Jesselynn@addmarketing.com
Babysitter wanted for 3 and Iyr tTemple Shalom Nursery School
old, Wednesday mornings and seeks nurturing creative assistant
one othermorning to be decided. teacher 12:00-2:30 now. Perfect
Experienced, non-smoker, own for someone with group expericar. $7.50/hr. In Newton High- (
ence. JanetPerlin Director. Call
lands. WE have a big friendly (617-969-5521
dog. 617332-9325
jDrivers. Young, fun cookie comLove Kids? Part time position pany seeks evening delivery
available for a responsible, reli- (drivers for Allston and Brighton
able and loving person to assist area. Must have own car. Make
in family childcare. Experience $50-82 per night. Sundaywith children a plus. 9:3oam to Thursday, 7pm to lam. Call
I:3opm. 3 or 5 mornings. $10/ 617-783-8833. Ask fo-- Julie
hr. Close to BC. Call 232-6348. j

I

.,

Classified
Part-time Nanny/Babysitter
Needed Immediately for two
imaginativekids, ages 6 and 3.5,
who love to dress up, put on
shows, do art projects and go on
adventures. Experience with
kids and driver's license are important. Early childhood education or drama background is preferred. Own car would be great
(just to get to us). Located between the BC Newton campus
and Newton Corner. Accessible

via public transportation. Start

.

ASAP. Excellent pay; referencesrequired. Please call 617-964-1451
Energetic babysitter wanted for
two kids days/eves and weekends Experience and references necessary. Five minute
walk from Newton campus.
Please call Barbara at 617-244-8240
Occasional babysitter neededfor
2.5 year old girl, near BC. References, non-smoker. 969-

-3440(day) or 789-4696(eve).
Newton: Occasional weekend
and evng babysitting for 12, 9
and 6 year olds. Non-smoker,
references. Leave msg 969-5689
Warm, responsible babysitter
wanted Saturday evenings, Friday afternoons, some weeknight
evenings for delightful 3.5 year
old boy. Newtonville. Nonsmoker. References. Call Linda

965-7846
Help!! Busy mother of three
(ages 6, 10, 12) needs help with
everything: homework, laundry.
organization, dinner. Prefer 411PM Wednesdays and 4-7 other
weekdays or as schedules permits. Call evenings at 731-9180
email
at
or
Benfam @ mediaone.net
Tuesday afternoons- help needed
in Newton caringfor 10 year old
girl. Start time: 12:30 for several hours. Payslo/hour. More
hours available for more helplet's make a deal. Call Sharon
439-2460(days), 527-0606(evenings)
Part time babysitting wanted.
Chestnut Hill family seeks reliable, non-smoking, experienced
babysitters (mornngs, afternoons, weekends, or vacations)
for a three and four year old beginning in September. References required. Please call
Cathy at 566-2342
Creative energetic student to
care for almost 3yo dynamic duo
(twins) after preschool. 3-6 or
3-7 M-F 796-8807. Newton
Centre by Town Hall.
Babysitting needed. M-F afternoons,3-6 pm, and some weekends. Could exchange parking
space for car. Loving environment for adorable ten year old
boy! Tutoring a plus! Please
call, eves, 6-9 pm, 244-5532. 10
mins walk to BC.
Newton Center family seeks
high energy, responsible sitter
for occasional Saturday nights/
weeknights. Three kids (aged
11, 10,7). Two cats. Prefernonsmoker, non-TV watcher. Near
MBTA. Please call 964-2887
(eves).
BC employee looking for after
school care for 14 and 10 year
olds at Wellesley home. Must

,<,

for more info.
Chirst is also known as Maitreya
Buddha, the Imam mahdi,
Krishna, theMessiah and World
teacher. Very soon, we will all
see him and follow his suggestions to rebuild the world based
upon justice, international cooperation and love. Free literature:

http://www.shareintl.org. 800-

-684-0958

4 beds-1653-1661 CommAve.
Great B.C. building, huge common area, m0dern...52,500
4 beds - 1705-1711 Comm. Aye.
Awesome units, 2 baths, porch,
new kitchens... $3,100
4 beds - Radnor Rd. Ultra modern, deck, laundry, full basement, walk to class.. .$3,300
3 beds - Orkney Rd. Gorgeous
2 level house, fits 5 easy! Cool
loft style, hurry!...52,550
3beds - 1653-1661 Comm. Aye.
Huge units, eat-inkitchens, great
B.C. building...s2,3oo
2beds - South St. Walk to class!
Modernunits, good size rooms,
sunny and c1ean...51,750
2 beds - Mint condition on
Strathmore Rd. Large bedrooms,
nice layout, near 8eac0n...51,600
Hundreds more! Call us today
at 738-1820. We'll pick you up
at B.C. and show you a huge selection of great places. Got your
group together? Let's go! At
Home Realty. 738-1820. Please
visit our web site for more dehttp://
tailed listings:
bostonapts.com/athome
BOARDWALK PROPERTIES.
Boardwalk propertiesfeatures a
huge selection of condos and
houses in the BC area-From
Cleveland Circle to Comm. Aye.
in Newton. CALL TODAY!!
566-5333.
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Jamaica, Cancun,Bahamas, Barbados,
Flurfda, Padre

Book now for Free Meals &
2 Free Trips
by
Book

December l7lh tor
Rales

Lowest

1-800-426-7710

www.sunsplashtours.com

?m?mm

a porch! $1800

Hatherly Rd. 3 bed in house, garage prkg, lvrm, dnrm, hw floors
beautiful layout! $2999
LARGE
Cummings & Egermont!! 4 beds
2 baths and a porch! Prkg avail!
A steal for $2200. These won't
last!
Comm Aye huge 4 bed apartments starting at $2300-Lndry,

porches, huge rooms, tons to
choose from!

Cleveland circle luxury 4 beds

in house. Huge units great for
large groups. Rent one unit or
the whole house! $3000 and up!
Foster Street five beds close to
CommAye! Inhouse, ptkg avail,
hw floors. Incredible price!
$2300 forfive!!
Cleveland Circle house with 6,
7, 8 beds, multiples baths, full
basement and more! $3600+
Don't waste time with the rest.
Go directly to thebest. Advance
to Boardwalk Properties. 566-5333
Hey B.C. Sophmores! Now
is the time to secure your offcampus housing for next fall.
Places are disappearing quickly
but we still have a huge inventory of great BC off-campus
houses and apartments, many
new listings just arriving. Large
groupsare our specialty and we
have everyBC listing available.
Many exclusives that can ONLY
SMALL
ClevelandCircle right on shuttle. berented through AT Home ReModern one beds and studios! alty.
1705-1711 Comm.
Dishwashers, Indry, hw firs. Ave..,1680-1682Comm.
Greatplace to study! $800-1000 Aye...1653-1661
Comm.
Aye...South St...Strathmore
for one person
1 bed split on Comm next to Rd...Algonquin Rd...Beacon
Maddies!! Modern great for St...Foster St...Ayr St...Orkney
two! Huge kitchen, laundry, Rd...Radnor
Rd...Gerald
pool, live in super luxury build- Rd...Sutherland
ing! Have it all!! $1150 for 2. Rd...Wallingford Rd...Crosby
Orkney Rd. large modern one Rd...Colliston Rd...Chiswick
beds w/ D&D, marble bath, huge Rd...Cummings Rd...Chestnut
kitchens, and a porch. $1050
Hill Aye...and the entire CleveComm Aye. 2 bed modern with land Circle area. Call us today
,tons of amenities. Right on at73g-1820. We'll pick you up
at BC and show you a huge seshuttle! $1400
MEDIUM
lection of great places. Nobody
Chiswick Rd! Huge 2 bed will has more exclusives than At
fit three! Eik, laundry, parking Home Realty. Got your group
included! On T and Shuttle together? Let's go. AT Home
$1599
Realty. 738-1820. Voted BC's
StrathmoreR.! Cummings and #1 off-campus housing source.
Egermont! Great units! Large Please visit our web site for more
& Modem! Best Prices $1700 details about our great apartand up!
ments: http://bostonapts.com/
Beacon Brownstone! Eik w/ athome
D&D, porch, laundry, modern
charm! Close to everything!
$2000
Orkney Rd. Modern 3 bed w/
tons of windows, D&D, EIKand

Watertown-looking for female
non-smoking roommate. Off
street parking. 5 minutes to
MBTA. $300+utilities. Available Nov. 1. Call Sarah 9261986 Honda CRX HF, only -5172
Be a Tutor. Make $7-10/hr (97,000 miles! 5-spd, white w/ SAVE MONEY! MAKE
working with children. Also hir- iblue interior, AM/FM/cassette, MONEY! 22 HOURS of preing work-study students(sB/hr) sunroof. New brakes, clutchand paid phone time for $49.95.
and AmeriCorp members (sti- exhaust. $1800/bo. 617-355That's 3.78 cents per minute!
pends and $2300 college schol- -5133 day or 617-738-4085 eve. Comes with moneymaking oparships). We are recruiting stu- ;Spring Break
portunity! Online sign up:
dents who want to make a dif- ACT NOW!! Get the best www.serenity4u.com/members/
ference in thelives ofBlack chil- SPRING BREAK PRICES!
santo2469 or call Richard 781dren. Please call 617-282-1567 jSouth Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, -322-4874 after 6pm.
Wanted: A calm person to do iBahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
general housework. $ 12/hr. Mardigras.
Reps.
Newton Center home. Flexible Needed...Travel Free, earn S$S. Hey B.C. Sophomores! Now is
hours. Please call Judy 617-965- GROUP DISCOUTS FOR 6+. the time to secure your off-cam2924
1-800-838-8203/ pus housing for nextfall. Places
Wanted: A calm person to re- www.leisuretours.com
are disappearing quickly but we
move'tasillpaper frbrri oneroom. jFREE TRIPS AND
CASH!!! still have a huge inventory of
Also-paint trim in room. $12/ Spring
2000. great B.C. off-campus houses
Break
hr. Newton center home. Call
City.com is looking for and apartments. Many new listStudent
Judy 965-2924
highly motivatedstudents to pro- ings just arriving. Large groups
Wanted: A native French perare our specialty and we have
mote Spring Break 2000! Orgason to review and learn some
nize a small group and travel every B.C. listing. Many
French. Flexible hours. Call iFREE!! Top campus reps can exclusives that can ONLY be
Judy 965-2924
(earn a FREE TRIP and over rented through AtHome Realty.
Councelors needed! Forpsychi- $10,000! Choose Cancun, Ja- Call today!
738-1820.
atric community residence near maica or Nassau! Book trips on- Here's just a tiny sample of our
Cleveland Circle. At lease two line. Log in and win FREE stuff. great B.C. apartments and
years of college in psychology Sign up now on line houses...
or social sciences. Full time or www.studentcity.com or
800- 10 beds - Great B.C. house on
part time. Training and super- -293-1443
Crosby Rd. 3 levels, 3 baths,
vision. Call Dr. Balbaky at 965SPRING BREAK 2000 with parking...s6,Boo
0777.
\ STS- Join America's #1 Student 8 beds - Algonquin Rd. Across
Work from home. Earn and ex- Tour Operator to Jamaica, from main campus. 4 baths, 2
tra $500-1500/month part time. Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises, and kitchens... $6,600
Or $2000-4500/month full time, j
Florida. Now hiring on-campus 7 beds - Renovated house on
Call 1-800-310-5382.
reps. Call 1-800-648-4849 or CollistonRd, 3 floors, basement,
\u25a0
17 People Needed: Teresa lost visit
@
online
huge r00m5...54,500
23 pounds in just 30 days. All www.ststravel.com.
5-6 beds - Kilsyth Rd. near
natural. Dr. Approved. Call j#1 SpringBreak 2000 Vacations! ClevelandCircle. Unique house,
612-676-2132.
Book early and save! Best prices all new. 2 bath5...54.500
1
$1000's WEEKLY!! Stuff enguaranteed!! Cancun, Jamaica, 5 beds - Brick townhouse off
for
$2
each plus Bahamas, &Florida! Sell trips, Beacon St., new kitchen, porch,
velopesat home
bonuses. FT, PT. Make $800+ (earn cash & go free! Now hirgreat area...53,350
weekly, guarenteed! Free sup- ing Campus Reps! 1-800-234- 5 beds - Ayr Rd. Cleveland
plies. For details, send one -7
0
0
7. Circle. Huge modern kitchen, I
stamp to: N-109, PMB 552, www.endlesssummertours.com full basement, nice...53,000
12021 Wilshire BLVD, Los jEARN FREE TRIPS AND 4 beds StrathmoreRd. Totally
Angelas, CA 90025
CASH!!! SPRING BREAK new kitchen, 2 new baths, large
Mature, Understanding andkind
2000!!. Cancun, Jamaica. For rooms, wow!... $2,750
peoplewanted to act as compan|
10 years Class Travel Internaions to elderly persons. Flexible
schedule, part time or full. ExYour Flight Leaves In An Hour,
cellent compensation. Must
And You Thought Anthropology
have own transportation. This
At 8 a.m. Was Impossible To Get To!
is a new concept in elder care.
lose sleep planning how to get
Call Companion Care Corp.
to the aitport! Have you considered
617-489-8053.
p.S. Shuttle? At less than half the
Private club in Brookline lookipst of most taxis, U.S. Shuttle will
bet you to the airport on-time,
ing for part time waitstaff and
|
guaranteed. We're proud to provide
bartenders. Flexible hours, T-acsuperior service at affordable prices.

By Posting Your
Lecture Notes Online

STUDY24-7.com

Radford-Speical showcase performance by the band Radford
on Tuesday November 2. Bill's
Bar from 7-9pm. Great opportunity to meet important people
and make connections in the
music industry or just to have a
RSVP to
good time.
Boston. rsvp @ hifrequency.com
by Tuesday October 26 or call
Gabe, a BC student at 233-7172

<
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EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester*
Register on-line now:
@ www.Studv24-7.com
(888) 728-7247
FREE CLASS NOTES!

tional has distinguished itself as
the most reliable student event
and marketing organization in
North America. MotivatedReps
can to on Spring Break FREE &
earn over $$$10,000$$$$!!
Contact us todayfor details!! 1 800-328-1509
www.classtravelintl.com
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Classified Ad Form

jk m Category (Choose One)
MfrJLrtß D Apartments/Roommates
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Name
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Our professional and courteous
drivers will pick you up at your home,
bonn or hotel in a clean, smoke-free
yan for your comfort. Call us today
to make areservation!
guaranteed lowest rates to
lagan from home, dorm or hotel
nil back again. ..convenient,
on-time anil hassle-free!

Door-to-doorconvenience

.^^^

1-877-SHUTTLE u.s. simtus
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaJ-a^aaaa?a?B«aaa»a?aiaMi^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai

Address

Phone
(# of words)

Body Text
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THE HEIGHTS. TUESDAY, OCT' BER 26, 1909.

It's convenient. It's efficient.
And it's simply brilliant.
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The ring pull.
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Want to learn more about a career that fosters this kind of thinking?
Consider this an open invitation for open minds.

Thursday, October 28, 1999
Global Operations
Information Session

6:oopm - 7:oopm
Gasson 306
No exploratory interviews will be given to
anyone
who has not attended an
J
information session. An RSVP is required
via email message to alison.ozer@gs.com
No phone calls please.

Goldman Sachs is a leading international
investment banking and securities firm,
providing a full range of investment and
financing services to corporations, governments,
institutions and individuals worldwide.

.,. . ,

Our philosophy, "Minds. Wide Open." 5"
emphasizes our open collaborative atmosphere
wherein ideas are shared and innovative thinking
is encouraged. We believe that our teamwork
culture affords opportunities for all individuals
to have an important impact on the building off
our businesses and their success,
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Consider becoming a member of our team.

Minds. Wide Open ;
5

www.gs.com
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